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Abstract

In exploration seismology, seismic waves are emitted into the structurally complex
Earth. Its response, consisting of a mixture of arrivals including primary reflections,
conversions, multiples, and transmissions, is used to infer the internal structure and
properties. Waves that interact multiple times with the inhomogeneities in the medium
probe areas of the subsurface that are sometimes inaccessible to singly scattered waves.
However, these contributions are notoriously difficult to use for imaging because mul-
tiple scattering turns out to be a highly nonlinear process. Conventionally, imaging
algorithms assume singly scattered energy dominates data. Hence these require that
energy that scatters more than once is attenuated.

The principal focus of this thesis is to incorporate the effect of complex nonlinear
scattering in the construction of subsurface elastic images. Reciprocity theory is used
to establish an exact relation between the full recorded data and the local (zero-offset,
zero-time) scattering response in the subsurface which constitutes our image. Fully
nonlinear, elastic imaging conditions are shown to lead to better illumination, higher
resolution and improved amplitudes in pure-mode imaging. Strikingly it is also observed
that when multiple scattering is correctly handled, no converted-wave energy is mapped
to any image point. I explain this result by noting that conversions require finite time
and space to manifest.

The construction of wavefield propagators (Green’s functions) that are used to extra-
polate recorded data from the surface to points in the Earth’s interior is a crucial com-
ponent of any imaging technique. Classical approaches are based on strong assumptions
about the propagation direction of recorded data, and their polarization; preliminary
steps of wavefield decomposition (directional and modal) are required to extract up-
ward propagating waves at the recording surface and separate different wave modes.
These algorithms also generally fail to explain the trajectories of multiply scattered
and converted waves, representing a major problem when constructing nonlinear im-
ages as we do not know where such energy interacted with the scatterers to be imaged.
A secondary aim of this thesis is to improve on the practice of wavefield extrapola-
tion or redatuming by taking advantage of the different nature of multi-component
data compared with single-mode acoustic data. Two-way representation theorems are
used to define novel formulations in elastic media which allow both up- and downward
propagating fields to be back-propagated correctly without ambiguity in the direction,
and such that no cross-talk between wave modes is generated. As an application of
directional extrapolation, the acoustic counterpart of the new approach is tested on an
ocean-bottom cable field dataset acquired over the Volve field, North Sea. Interestingly,
the process of redatuming sources to locations beneath a complex overburden by means
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of multi-dimensional deconvolution also requires preliminary wavefield separation to be
successful: I propose to use the two-way convolution-type representation as a way to
combine full pressure and particle velocity recordings. Accurate redatumed wavefields
can then be obtained directly from multi-component data without separation.

Another major challenge in seismic imaging is to construct detailed velocity models
through which recorded data will be extrapolated. Nowadays the information contained
in the extension of subsurface images along either the time or space axis is commonly
exploited by velocity model building techniques acting in the image domain. Recent
research has shown that when both extensions are taken into account, it is possible to
estimate the data that would have been recorded if a small, local seismic survey was
conducted around any image point in the subsurface. I elaborate on the use of non-
linear elastic imaging conditions to construct such so-called extended image gathers:
missing events, incorrect amplitudes, and spurious energy generated from the use of
only primary arrivals are shown to be mitigated when multiple scattering is included
in the migration process. Finally, having access to virtual recordings in the subsurface
is also very useful for target-oriented imaging applications. In the context of one-way
representation, I apply the novel methodology of Marchenko redatuming to the Volve
field dataset as a way to unravel propagation effects in the overburden structure. Con-
structed wavefields are then used to synthesize local, subsurface reflection responses
that are only sensitive to local heterogeneities, and detailed images of target areas of
the subsurface are ultimately produced.

Overall the findings of this thesis demonstrate that, while incorporating multiply scattered
waves as well as multi-component data in imaging may be not a trivial task, such in-
formation is vital for achieving high-resolution and true-amplitude seismic imaging.



Lay summary

As a man standing near a cliff can simply use the echo of his voice to locate the position
of the cliff, sound waves emitted and recorded on the Earth’s surface are commonly
used to detect oil and gas reservoirs through a process called imaging or migration. If
many cliffs are present along a coastline, waves that bounce multiple times on those
structures tend to contain additional information about the shape of the coastline. At
the same time, they are harder to interpret. A similar phenomenon occurs every time
waves travel within the Earth and encounter various heterogeneities.

The principal focus of this thesis is to incorporate the effect of such complex waves in
imaging techniques. The theory of reciprocity is used to obtain a mathematical relation
between the waves recorded along the Earth’s surface and the propagation phenomena
occurring in the subsurface. Such relation can aid the construction of images with
better illumination, higher resolution and improved amplitudes, ultimately helping us
to improve our understanding of the Earth structure.

Since the Earth is a solid body, two types of waves arise during propagation: waves
that travel faster and reach the recording devices first, called primary waves, and
slower waves that arrive later, called secondary waves. Another fundamental step of
any imaging algorithm is the projection of the recorded data down into the subsurface
where waves have travelled. Classical approaches assume that only one type of waves
travel in the Earth, and fail to simultaneously handle primary and secondary waves. In
this thesis I propose a novel method where, by exploiting the information contained in
measurements from additional instruments, both types of waves can be accounted for
and used to provide complementary information of the Earth properties.

Finally, recent research has shown that imaging algorithms can be used to construct
new data that would have been recorded if a small, local seismic survey was conducted
around any point of interest in the subsurface. Using the techniques developed in this
thesis, I improve upon the construction of such virtual data. Methods that estimate
velocity models of the subsurface and characterize oil and gas reservoirs using image
amplitudes may benefit from these advancements.

Overall the findings of this thesis demonstrate that, while incorporating in imaging the
waves that have interacted multiple times within the subsurface as well as additional
data may be not a trivial task, such information is vital for improving our imaging
results.
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Symbols and Abbreviations

Symbols

Variables that are repeatedly used throughout the thesis are specified for convenience in
the following list. SI and SI-derived units are used in accordance with the guidelines for
correct use of the International System of Units (SI) that can be found at the Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures, http://www.bipm.org/en/si.

Symbol Description Units

ω Angular frequency rad/s
cijkl Compliance m/N
ρ Density kg/m3

z Depth m
u Displacement field m
h External deformation rate (quadrupole) source 1/s
f External volume force (dipole) source N/m3

q External volume injection rate (monopole) source 1/s
F Focusing function -
G Green’s function -
I Image −

superscripts nl and l for nonlinear and linear image.
xI Image point m
j Imaginary unit, j =

√
−1 . −

n Normal vector −
subscripts S and R for source and receiver boundary.

ξ Obliquity factor kg / (m2 s)
δ Offset m
χ Perturbation operator rad/(s Pa)
Φ Potential field Pa
p Pressure field Pa

http://www.bipm.org/en/si
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Symbol Description Units

xr Pseudoreceiver position m
xs Pseudosource position m
xR Receiver position m
R Reflection operator or Reflectivity -
xS Source position m
sijkl Stiffness N/m
τ Stress field Pa
∂D Surface integration boundary -

subscripts S and R for source and receiver boundary.
t Time s
V Velocity m/s

subscripts P and S for P- and S-wave velocities.
v Velocity field m/s

xV S Virtual source position m
k Wavenumber rad/m

Table 1: Variables names and definitions.

Formulae

1D Fourier transform pair

F (ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞

f(t)e−jωt dt

f(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞

F (ω)ejωt dω

2D Fourier transform pair

F (kx, ω) =
∫ ∞
−∞

f(x, t)e−j(ωt−kxx) dtdx

f(x, t) =
∫ ∞
−∞

F (kx, ω)ej(ωt−kxx) dωdkx

Convolution

f(t) ∗ h(t) =
∫ ∞
−∞

f(t′)h(t− t′) dt′ ⇔ F (ω)H(ω)
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Correlation

f(t)∗̄h(t) = f(t) ∗ h(−t) =
∫ ∞
−∞

f(t+ t′)h(t′) dt′ ⇔ F (ω)H∗(ω)

Parseval’s theorem

Ef =
∫ ∞
−∞
|f(t)|2 dt =

∫ ∞
−∞
|F (ω)|2 dω

`p norm

‖ x ‖p=
(

N∑
i=1
|xi|p

)1/p

Einstein’s summation

fihi ⇔
∑
i

fihi = fxhx + fyhy + fzhz

Gauss’s theorem∫
V
∂ifi(x) d3x =

∫
∂V
fi(x)ni d2x

Abbreviations

AVO Amplitude-Versus-Offset
CIG Common-Image Gather
EI Extended Image
FWI Full-Waveform Inversion
IC Imaging Condition
ISS Inverse Scattering Series
MDD Multidimensional Deconvolution
OBC Ocean-Bottom Cable
OBN Ocean-Bottom Node
OBS Ocean-Bottom Seismometer
PRM Permanent Reservoir Monitoring
PSF Point Spread Function
RTM Reverse-Time Migration
SRI Source-Receiver Interferometry
SRME Surface Related Multiple Elimination
VA Vector-Acoustic
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Thesis





1
Introduction

Today’s noise is tomorrow’s signal.

Geophysicists’ perception of what constitutes signal and noise has remained nearly
static for many decades, but today it is radically changing. It was the commonly held
belief that much of the information recorded in a seismic experiment (e.g., surface
waves and multiples) was noise, and therefore the interpreter’s bane which should be
accurately separated and removed from the signal (the primary reflections). However,
over the past decade, this view has been challenged. Understanding the additional role
that noise may have in the study of the interior of the Earth requires:

i) the recognition that every portion of seismic recordings represent waves that sense
the subsurface in a particular fashion. Nothing should be discarded. Instead most
of the data could be used to aid the imaging and characterization of the Earth’s
interior.

ii) the identification of novel processing, imaging, and inversion techniques that can
accommodate current noise and turn it into useful signal, unravelling features of
the subsurface that could not have been identified otherwise.

Pioneering steps have been made in a variety of different directions, for example showing
that surface waves tell us more about the near surface properties (Socco et al., 2010;
Strobbia et al., 2011; Haney and Douma, 2012; Boiero et al., 2013), multiple reflections
can increase the illumination and imaging resolution of the deep subsurface (Muijs et al.,
2007; Wong et al., 2010; Whitmore et al., 2010; Davydenko and Verschuur, 2012; Lu
et al., 2014), and even that the Earth’s ambient vibrations from ocean swells and storms
can be turned into useful signal by cross-correlation techniques (Campillo and Paul,
2003; Shapiro et al., 2005; Brenguier et al., 2007; Bussat and Kugler, 2011; de Ridder
and Dellinger, 2011; Mordret et al., 2013). This thesis focuses on improving the theory
and practice of seismic imaging with respect to free-surface effects, internal multiples,
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and rapidly decaying (or evanescent) waves. We begin by introducing the concepts that
will be explored herein.

1.1 Seismic imaging and the single-scattering assumption

Seismic imaging represents one of the most challenging tasks of seismology and ex-
ploration geophysics (Bleistein et al., 2001; Biondi, 2006). The goal is to determine the
characteristics of the interior of a body (the Earth) where it is impossible or imprac-
tical to make observations directly, based only on measurements made remotely on some
boundary surface (usually the Earth’s surface). Despite its theoretical complexity, the
underlying principle of seismic imaging is reasonably simple. Waves propagate from the
seismic source into the Earth’s subsurface; they scatter or reflect from heterogeneities
which act as secondary sources in the medium and radiate energy towards the receiv-
ers. By projecting the recorded scattered energy backwards into the subsurface and
understanding where it focusses, the focus point reveals the positions of the secondary
sources and a map of the scattering structure is constructed.

This thesis will consider a particular class of imaging techniques, the so-called wave-
equation migration methods —e.g., Reverse-Time Migration (RTM)— which can gen-
erally be described as composed of three main steps (Figure 1.1a). First, an incident
wavefield (the source-side wavefield) is modelled numerically by firing a source at any
physical source location within an estimate of the Earth velocity model (herein referred
to as background or reference model). Second, redatuming of the receiver array (also
known as extrapolation of the recorded wavefield) is performed via synthetic backward
propagation in time through the reference velocity model of the seismic data recorded
at the surface, producing the receiver-side wavefield. This is followed by the application
of an imaging condition (IC) (Claerbout, 1971) — an equation that detects at which
point in the medium source- and receiver-side wavefields coincide. Since they should
coincide at the locations at which the source field scattered into the receiver field, this
constructs an estimate of the subsurface structure (the so-called seismic image).

Seismic imaging as described so far is based on a single-scattering assumption: waves
interact only once with heterogeneities of the medium as they propagate from the
source to the receiver. These arrivals are referred to as the linear part of the seismic
wavefield because of their first order dependence on the medium perturbation to the
reference model. Wave propagation is however a much more complex process than the
one depicted in Figure 1.1a, as many heterogeneities can be found in the subsurface
and seismic waves interact multiple times with those heterogeneities before reaching the
Earth’s surface. Additionally to primary arrivals (Figure 1.1a), the recorded data are
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(b)Primary

Linear Nonlinear

(a) (c)Free-surface effect Internal Multiple
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of wave-equation migration of (a) a primary arrival, (b)
a free-surface effect, and (c) an internal reverberation. In each plot, a black ray represents
a wavefield due to a source (red star) and recorded at a receiver (blue triangle), while black
squares refer to the location where scattering events have occurred. The incident part of the
arrival is directly modelled from the source (dashed red ray), while the scattered part of the
arrival is projected into the subsurface from the receiver (dashed blue ray). The recorded
energy is therefore mapped at the location in the subsurface where these wavefields coincide
in time and space. This is equivalent to the true scattering point for the primary arrival
in (a), while it is incorrect for the nonlinear events in (b) and (c) as indicated by white
squares.

composed of events that experience one or multiple bounces on the free-surface (Figure
1.1b) as well as internal reverberations within the subsurface (Figure 1.1c). Given their
higher order relation with the subsurface heterogeneities, we refer to these arrivals as
the nonlinear part of the seismic wavefield.

Tracing the propagation path of multiply scattered waves is much more challenging
than it is for primary arrivals. This in fact may require embedding discontinuities in
the synthetic medium used to compute the source- and receiver-side wavefields, such
that recorded energy can be focused at each scattering point involved in the subsurface
propagation. Conventional migration techniques tend to ignore the nonlinear contribu-
tion, by assuming it to be small compared to the linear one. When this approximation is
made, migration is performed under the so-called single-scattering, or first-order Born
approximation (Stolt and Weglein, 1985; Oristaglio, 1989), and the seismic data are
assumed to be a linear function of model contrasts. Since primary events like those de-
picted in Figure 1.1a are the only portion of the seismic data that is linear with respect
to the model contrasts, conventional migration can handle only these waves correctly.
Nonlinear events are instead misinterpreted by such algorithms and generate spurious
structure in the seismic image, as indicated by white squares in Figure 1.1b and c (see
also Malcolm et al., 2007; Liu et al., 2011). In an attempt to mitigate these artefacts,
the seismic community has historically been primarily focused on the implementation of
procedures that aim to remove the effect of multiply scattered waves from the recorded
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data.

Since the Earth is a solid medium, conversions from P to S or from S to P wave energy
occur at any scattering or reflection point as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Another degree of
complexity is therefore created by the presence of both compressional and shear wave
modes in recorded seismic data. When the imaging procedure discussed above is applied
using the elastic wave equation, both P- and S-waves are generated erroneously in the
extrapolation of each recorded P or S wave arrival (Sun and McMechan, 1986; Chang
and McMechan, 1994; Yan and Sava, 2008). These errors further affect the quality of
the seismic image.

PS

S

P

Elastic (P- and S-waves)

Figure 1.2: Illustration of seismic wavefield extrapolation in
the elastic Earth. In the physical propagation within the
Earth, two events are generated for each interaction of the
seismic wavefield with the medium heterogeneities: a com-
pressional (P-wave) arrival and a shear (S-wave) arrival.
For each recorded arrival, both a P-wave (dashed blue ray)
and an S-wave (solid blue ray) are synthetically backward
propagated into the subsurface. Key as in Figure 1.1.

1.2 Handling multiply scattered waves in imaging

The industry trend towards more complex exploration areas and more difficult plays
has recently led to the rise of the following question. Do primaries contain enough
information for successful imaging of complex geologies, or would multiples add in-
formation and improve our imaging products? By reaching areas of the subsurface that
are sometimes inaccessible to singly scattered waves, multiply scattered arrivals contain
complementary information about medium heterogeneities to that carried by primar-
ies. Multiply scattered waves are therefore becoming more recognised as a consistent
part of our data. Standard imaging algorithms have thus recently been adapted for
ad-hoc treatment of one or other type of nonlinear event (e.g., free-surface or internal
multiples) and novel imaging paradigms have been formulated with the aim of handling
different nonlinearities of the seismic wavefield at the same time.

Approaches to handle free-surface effects like those in Figure 1.1b as part of the imaging
process have been proposed by Vasconcelos (2011, 2013); Blanch (2012) and Amundsen
and Robertsson (2014). The idea is to jointly use pressure and particle velocity data
in the extrapolation of the seismic wavefield, because these recordings carry different
information about the directionality of the wavefield arriving at the acquisition array.
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More specifically, subsurface reflections (the up-going field) and waves that reach the
acquisition surface after experiencing their last bounce with the free-surface (the down-
going field) have the same polarity in the geophone recording, but they show inverted
polarity in the hydrophone recording. As a result, each recorded arrival is backward
propagated only towards its direction of arrival, rather then both above and below the
receiver array as occurs in standard extrapolation techniques. By avoiding the injection
of down-going wavefields directly into the subsurface it is thus possible to reduce the
number of artefacts in the seismic image. In Chapter 3, I further extend such an ap-
proach to elastic media where compressional (P) and shear (S) waves are also handled
without ambiguity. This enables the propagation of the correct mode towards the cor-
rect direction and suppresses all the other unwanted events that generally affect the
extrapolated wavefields. The first application of the acoustic version of this technique
to a field ocean-bottom multi-component dataset is the subject of Chapter 7.

Two different routes have been taken for imaging using internal multiples. On the one
hand, model-based approaches rely on a preliminary estimate of the heterogeneities in
the subsurface (e.g., sharp reflecting interfaces) (Malcolm et al., 2011; Davydenko and
Verschuur, 2012; Fleury, 2013). This prior model is used to predict seismic wavefields in
the subsurface, including multiple interactions with estimated heterogeneities. On the
other hand, the data-based approach (one of which is generally referred to as autofocus-
ing orMarchenko redatuming) is based on the inverse scattering theory in mathematical
physics. It iteratively solves a set of coupled Marchenko equations (Rose, 2002; Broggini
et al., 2012, 2014; Wapenaar et al., 2013, 2014a), hence providing a mapping between
the first arriving wave at a point in the background model of the subsurface and the
multiply scattered wavefields in the true subsurface. As wavefields can be estimated at
any image point independently, this strategy is particularly interesting for imaging of
target areas of the subsurface as pursued in Chapter 8.

An overall improvement in the resolution of the subsurface image represents another ad-
vantage of imaging the Earth’s structure nonlinearly. Resolution is the principal notion
in imaging which describes the smallest details in an object that the imaging methods
can differentiate from a neighbouring object (Simonetti, 2006). Under the Born approx-
imation, the classical diffraction or Rayleigh resolution limit precludes the possibility
of resolving details of a wave-scattering object that are less than λ/2 apart (Elmore
and Heald, 1969; Born and Wolf, 1999) where λ is the wavelength of the seismic field.
As recent research in microwave and ultrasound sensing has demonstrated (Simonetti,
2006; Simonetti et al., 2007; Lerosey et al., 2007; Fink, 2008), imaging with multiple
scattering is the key to extract subwavelength information from measurements obtained
away from the scattering object (i.e., in the far-field). In fact, when a wave is incident
on an object, the scattered field in the proximity of the object (i.e., in the near-field)
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contains both propagating waves that radiate away from the object and evanescent
fields whose amplitude decays rapidly away from the object. While the content of such
non-propagating waves originating from single scattering is lost unless a sensor is placed
in the proximity of the perturbation, multiply scattered waves encode subwavelength
information in the far-field. The contribution of evanescent waves from the first scat-
tering event interacts with other scattering objects and is converted back into radiating
energy which does reach the recording array in the far-field (Simonetti et al., 2008).
The ability of an imaging algorithm to use multiply scattered waves in order to resolve
structure at a fraction of the classical resolution limits is known in the literature as
super-resolution. Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012) and Vasconcelos (2013) adapted this
concept to seismic imaging by showing that high-resolution images can be achieved by
adding a second contribution to the imaging condition that uses the nonlinear part of
the seismic data in combination with correct full wavefield extrapolators. In Chapter
2, I build on the acoustic theory of Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012) and propose an
extension to elastic media for imaging of multiply scattered compressional and shear
waves (and their mutual conversions).

1.3 Reciprocity-based imaging

As mentioned earlier, the aim of migration techniques is to construct an image of the
contrasts in the physical properties of the Earth. The classic approach to wave-equation
migration is based on the concept of adjoint-state methods (Plessix, 2006). The image
is obtained as a result of a single iteration of the gradient-based optimization process
used in inversion-type imaging (Tarantola, 1984; Tromp et al., 2005). Given that a
linearisation of the functional is applied at the start of the optimization process around
the reference (initial) velocity model, migration has sometimes been considered a linear
problem in which nonlinearities do not occur, unless the whole inversion process is
carried out.

Describing the migration process in terms of reciprocity and representation theorems
(de Hoop, 1988; Fokkema and van den Berg, 1993; Wapenaar et al., 2008a) represents
an alternative framework where nonlinearities are naturally taken into account. Based
on the fact that a representation theorem expresses a wavefield quantity at some point
in a medium in terms of boundary (and volume) integrals, an image can thus be defined
directly in terms of scattered field or reflectivity operator excited and recorded within
the subsurface (Vasconcelos et al., 2010).

Scattering-based imaging is the first approach based on reciprocity that will be
used in this thesis, and it relies on a two-way wavefield representation (Wapenaar,
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2004; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006). The image is found by collapsing the recorded
scattered wavefield onto an image point and is interpreted as the predicted experiment
at depth with co-located sources and receivers (referred to as pseudosources and pseu-
doreceivers) at time equal zero (see Figure 1.3a). Vasconcelos (2008) has shown that
scattering-based integral relations, originally derived for seismic interferometry (Vas-
concelos et al., 2009b), lead to an explicit mathematical representation of the physical
intuition on which Claerbout’s imaging condition is based. The scattering-based ima-
ging condition is composed of two terms, the first being the linear contribution and
the second contributing to mapping the effect of nonlinearities back to the image point
(Fleury and Vasconcelos, 2012):

I(xI) = pS(xI ,xI , t = 0) =
∫ +∞

−∞

(∮
∂DS

pS(xI ,xS , ω)G0∗(xI ,xS , ω) d2xS
)
dω

+
∫ +∞

−∞

(∮
∂DS

p(xI ,xS , ω)GS∗(xI ,xS , ω) d2xS
)
dω,

(1.1)

where p and pS represent the full and scattered components of the pressure wavefields,
respectively. G0 is the wavefield propagator computed in the reference model, and GS

is the scattered wavefield propagator obtained as the difference of the full and reference
propagators: GS = G − G0. Surface integration is carried out along the boundary
∂DS of available sources xS , xI identifies the image point, and ∗ represents complex
conjugation in frequency domain (time-reversal in time domain) with ω denoting the
angular frequency. The main advantage of this formalism lies in the fact that the sought
field pS(xI ,xI , t = 0) is explicitly expressed in terms of correlation-type integrals. Its
numerical computation requires the crosscorrelation of the required fields either in
time or frequency domain, and does thus not use any deconvolution or inversion step.
Moreover, two-way representation theorems account for all directions of propagation
including evanescent fields, making the energy mapped at each image point xI sensitive
to the model perturbation all around the point (Figure 1.3a). Non-propagating waves
(depicted as a double wiggle in Figure 1.3a) are especially beneficial in improving the
resolution of the image as discussed above.

On the other hand, theory dictates that boundaries of sources (as well as receivers for
wavefield extrapolation — see Halliday and Curtis, 2010; Vasconcelos, 2013) completely
enclose the locations of interest in the subsurface. Analysis carried out in the field
of seismic interferometry for both reflected and scattered body waves has revealed
that when the source and/or receiver distributions are limited, a significant error is
introduced, infecting the retrieved response with so-called nonphysical waves (Snieder
et al., 2006; King and Curtis, 2012; Meles and Curtis, 2013; Loer et al., 2014). Our
numerical experiments in Chapters 2, 5 and 6 confirm that these observations also
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appear to hold in an imaging context.

The original formulation of reflectivity-based imaging relies instead on one-way
representation (Wapenaar and Grimbergen, 1996; Wapenaar et al., 2004). The vertical
axis is chosen to be the preferred direction of propagation and the fields are expressed
in terms of their up- and down-going constituents, p− and p+ (Figure 1.3b). The first
and most important difference with the scattering-based approach lies in the definition
of an image. While the two-way image satisfies the wave-equation for scattered fields
(Vasconcelos et al., 2009b, 2010), the one-way image is the zero-offset, zero-time sample
of the kernel operator R of the following integral relation (Wapenaar et al., 2008a):

p−(xI + δ,xS , ω) =
∫
∂DI

R(xI ,xI + δ, ω)p+(xI ,xS , ω) d2xI , (1.2)

where R(xI ,xI + δ, t) is commonly referred to as reflection operator or reflectivity. It
is interpreted as the finite-time up-going reflectivity response to the down-going field
p+ from a pseudosource at xI + δ to a pseudoreceiver xI within a modified subsurface
model that is heterogeneous and with the same properties as the true medium below
the depth level ∂DI , but homogeneous above it (the reflector above ∂DI in Figure
1.3b is therefore represented by a dashed rather than solid line). A second difference
can be found in the fact that a convolution-type theorem is used (so the integrand in
equation 1.2 is a convolution not a correlation). This leads to an important advantage:
an enclosing boundary of sources is not required (i.e., one-sided illumination may be
sufficient). However, the computation of a reflectivity-based image is significantly more
costly than its scattering-based counterpart. The imaging condition in equation 1.2
that recover R is in fact the result of a multidimensional deconvolution (MDD) process
(Wapenaar and van der Neut, 2010; Wapenaar et al., 2011). The reflectivity function
is not directly accessed by correlation or convolution of different fields, but it is rather
one of the two terms involved in the integral relation and needs to be inverted for, given
the other two constituents of the equation.

In this formulation, multiply scattered waves are embedded in the up- and down-fields
and effectively used in the estimate process, as a natural way to regularize the deconvo-
lution step because of their additional coverage and complementary illumination with
respect to primaries (Vasconcelos and Rickett, 2013; van der Neut et al., 2013b). On
the other hand, the use of a one-way representation does not allow evanescent fields and
waves with large angles of incidence to be included in the MDD process. They are thus
generally filtered out from the input data to avoid unstable behaviour. This imposes a
limit to the maximum obtainable spatial resolution (Berkhout and van Wulfften Palthe,
1979). In Chapter 4, I suggest an extension of source redatuming by MDD to two-way
representation theorems where full pressure and velocity fields are used in spite of up-
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(a) (b)

p
p-

p+

Scattering-based imaging Reflectivity-based imaging

Figure 1.3: Schematic illustration of the geometry used for (a) scattering-based and (b)
reflectivity-based imaging. Solid red stars are sources while receivers are indicated by solid
blue triangles. Open red stars and blue triangles represent pseudosources and pseudore-
ceivers in the subsurface, while black rays (and double wiggles) identify the components of
the wavefield that are mapped at the image point from the discontinuities around it. On
the right side of each plot, a source is depicted alongside the direction of waves that are
accounted for by two- and one-way representation theorems, respectively.

and down-going fields, and no assumptions about the preferred direction of propagation
has to be made.

Finally, one more important thing to point out is that the imaging approaches discussed
here are also naturally suited for the computation of so-called extended images (de Bruin
et al., 1990; Vasconcelos et al., 2009a, 2010; Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011). As depicted
in both cartoons of Figure 1.3, two-way and one-way imaging conditions can produce
time- and space-varying responses around each image point of interest when a certain
space-lag δ is allowed between the two points of the scattered wavefield pS(xI ,xI +δ, t)
and/or reflectivity operator R(xI ,xI + δ, t), and when they are evaluated for a finite
amount of time rather than at t = 0 only. By interpreting those gathers as seismic
surveys between sources and receivers located within the subsurface, without actually
requiring such equipment to be installed there, the reconstructed events can contain
useful information for both velocity analysis (Symes, 2008; Yang and Sava, 2011b;
Fleury and Perrone, 2012) and reservoir characterization (Thomson, 2012; Vasconcelos
and Rickett, 2013). In Chapter 6 I discuss the computation of extended image gathers by
means of nonlinear elastic scattering-based imaging, and I provide a detailed analysis of
the added value that multiply scattered and transmitted waves bring to the computation
of such gathers.

1.4 Thesis plan

In overview I begin with theoretical Chapters 2 through 4 in which I focus on the
development of reciprocity-based imaging techniques that take advantage of multiply
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scattered waves. I then discuss applications of this theory from Chapters 5 to 8.

InChapter 2, I describe a set of elastic imaging conditions for scattering-based imaging
which are based on two-way, full wavefield representation theorems. They are shown to
be able to deal with the nonlinear nature of the seismic wavefield as well as all directions
of arrival of seismic wavefronts. Imaging of pure-mode compressional waves (i.e., PP
imaging) confirms the claim of Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012) for acoustic imaging:
that the correct focusing of multiple-scattering effects in the form of both propagating
fields (e.g., multiples) and evanescent fields is responsible for increased illumination,
higher resolution, and equalized amplitudes. When the very same imaging framework
is instead applied to converted waves, a striking conclusion is reached: PS imaging
leads to a null image because no converted energy can be mapped at zero-time and
zero-offset.

Chapter 3 extends the theory of scattering-based imaging to wavefield extrapolation
of elastic data. By introducing an extrapolation scheme based on the correlation-type
elastic representation theorem that correctly honours the physics of wave propagation,
I achieve directional and modally-selective injection of the recorded data without the
need for elastic wavefield separation. Up- and down-going waves are separated on-the-
fly and injected only towards their direction of arrival, whereas P- and S- waves are
injected such that only the correct mode back-propagates into the subsurface.

In Chapter 4, I focus on the retrieval of acoustic reflectivity functions by means
of multi-dimensional deconvolution of two-way representation theorems. This study
represents an extension of conventional reflectivity-based processing and imaging ap-
proaches which rely on one-way representations and up/down separated fields. One-way
equations are in fact only strictly valid for vertically propagating waves, so they tend
not to be as accurate for steeply dipping arrivals, and they also do not include evan-
escent waves. The formulation based on two-way reciprocity theoretically accounts for
waves reaching the recording surface at any angle of incidence, as well as all rapidly
decaying fields. Numerical examples of source redatuming show the effectiveness of two-
way MDD in scenarios where receivers are physically placed in the subsurface avoiding
the preliminary step of wavefield separation.

Chapter 5 combines the findings of Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 in an attempt to define a
comprehensive scattering-based imaging framework in elastic media that can ultimately
lead to nonlinear images of the subsurface. I test this methodology on a benchmark
model that emulates deep water subsalt prospects as found in the Gulf of Mexico, and
analyse the additional value provided by multiply scattered and transmitted waves.
Finally, I discuss a number of approaches that may be used in practical applications to
provide the fields required by nonlinear imaging.
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In Chapter 6, I adapt the scattering-based imaging framework to estimate spatio-
temporal responses between offset subsurface sources and receivers. When such exten-
ded image gathers are computed by means of linear imaging using partial boundaries of
sources and receivers, the quality of their reconstruction is affected by missing events, in-
correct amplitudes, and spurious energy which may mislead their interpretation. I prove
that more reliable estimates can be produced by adding nonlinear terms and transmit-
ted waves (the latter available if surface and borehole seismic data are jointly acquired
or estimated by means of autofocusing), and by applying frequency-wavenumber (f -k)
filtering procedures to reduce artefacts from near-horizontally propagating waves. I fi-
nally show that reflections and transmissions have a different sensitivity with respect
to velocity errors and I suggest a new objective function that may lead to more robust
velocity analysis methods.

Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 are dedicated to the application of acoustic directional
wavefield extrapolation and target-oriented imaging by means of Marchenko redatum-
ing respectively, to an ocean-bottom multi-component dataset acquired over the Volve
field, North Sea. This represents the first time that either approach has been applied to
a field dataset. I describe the processing sequences that are applied to recorded data,
and discuss imaging results and their implications. Challenges and open questions that
still need to be answered before these techniques may become mainstream are also
highlighted.

Chapter 9 recommends areas for future work arising from the studies presented in
this thesis. They include an optimization-based approach to elastic imaging where, by
ensuring the converted-wave image to be null everywhere in the subsurface, the quality
of compressional wave imaging could be enhanced. Given the impossibility to record
shear stress energy, various strategies for the application of scattering-based elastic
wavefield extrapolation, are also discussed. Moreover, I propose a modified version of
the correlation-type representation theorem that combines recorded data with data
modelled along the portion of the source boundary where sources are not physically
available. This may give rise to a subsurface-domain metric to quantify model errors.

Finally, in Chapter 10 I summarise the main conclusions that can be drawn from this
thesis.

Figure 1.4 visually summarizes some of the main findings of this thesis. Its meaning
will become clear as the reader progresses.
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1.5 Publications

All chapters of the thesis have been published in, submitted to, or are in preparation
for peer-reviewed journals∗.

Chapter 2 is published as:
- M. Ravasi and A. Curtis. [2013] Nonlinear scattering based imaging in elastic media:
theory, theorems and imaging conditions. Geophysics, 78(3), pp. S137-S155.

Chapter 3 is published as:
- M. Ravasi and A. Curtis. [2013] Elastic imaging with exact wavefield extrapolation
for application to ocean-bottom 4C seismic data. Geophysics, 78(6), pp. S265-S284.

Chapter 4 is in published as:
- M. Ravasi, G. Meles, A. Curtis, Z. Rawlinson and L. Yikuo. [2015] Seismic interfer-
ometry by multi-dimensional deconvolution without wavefield separation. Geophysical
Journal International, 202(1), pp. 1-16.

Chapter 5 is published as:
- M. Ravasi, I. Vasconcelos and A. Curtis. [2014] Beyond conventional migration:
non-linear elastic subsalt imaging with transmissions and two-sided illumination. Geo-
physical Journal International, 198(2), pp. 1187-1199.

Chapter 6 is in press as:
- M. Ravasi, I. Vasconcelos, A. Curtis and G. Meles [2015] Elastic extended images
and velocity-sensitive objective functions using multiple reflections and transmissions.
Geophysical Journal International.

Chapter 7 is in press as:
- M. Ravasi, I. Vasconcelos, A. Curtis and A. Kritski [2015] Vector-Acoustic reverse
time migration of Volve OBC dataset without up/down decomposed wavefields. Geo-
physics.

Chapter 8 is in preparation as:
- M. Ravasi, I. Vasconcelos, A. Kritski, A. Curtis, C. da Costa and G. Meles [2015]
Target-oriented Marchenko imaging of a North Sea field. Geophysical Research Letters.

∗Minor changes have been introduced to the text and equations to provide a consistent notation in
the different chapters of the thesis.
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In addition to the publications included in this thesis, I have also contributed to the
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- C. da Costa, M. Ravasi, A. Curtis, and G. Meles. [2014] Elastodynamic Green’s
function retrieval through single-sided Marchenko inverse scattering. Physical Review
E, 90, 063201.
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multiple prediction and removal using Marchenko autofocusing and seismic interfero-
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International Conference and Exhibition, EAGE.
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to vector-acoustic imaging of primaries and free-surface multiples. 77th Annual Inter-
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EAGE/SBGf Workshop.
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ternational Conference and Exhibition, EAGE.
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2
Nonlinear scattering-based imaging

conditions in elastic media

With the more widespread introduction of multicomponent recording devices in land and marine
ocean-bottom seismic acquisition, elastic imaging may become mainstream in coming years. We
have derived a set of elastic imaging conditions able to deal with nonlinear multiple-scattering
effects (e.g., migration of multiples, amplitude-preserving migration). A correlation-type rep-
resentation theorem for perturbed elastic media, commonly used in seismic interferometry to
explain how a scattered wave response between two receivers may be predicted given a bound-
ary of sources, can be considered as a starting point for the derivation. Here, we use this
theorem to derive and interpret imaging conditions for wave-equation elastic migration. Some
approximations lead to a known, heuristically derived imaging condition that crosscorrelates
P- and S-wave potentials that are separated in the subsurface after full-wavefield extrapola-
tion. This formal connection reveals that the non-approximated correlation-type representation
theorem can be interpreted as a nonlinear imaging condition, that accounts also for multiply
scattered and multiply converted waves, properly focusing such energy at each image point. We
present a synthetic data example and demonstrate the importance of nonlinearities in pure- and
converted-mode imaging. In PP imaging, they result in better illumination and artefact reduc-
tion, whereas in PS imaging they show how zero time-lag and zero space-lag crosscorrelation
imaging conditions are not ideal for imaging of converted-mode waves because no conversion
arises from zero-offset experiments.
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2.1 Introduction

The earliest forms of migration involved moving (migrating) energy around seismic
time sections to estimate the true subsurface position of spatial changes of the medium
parameters (the reflectivity) — see Yilmaz (1989). Migration is commonly based on a
linearized, single-scattering approximation called the Born approximation (Oristaglio,
1989). Only energy from primary reflections or diffractions is therefore properly focused
by migration; multiples and higher-order scattering events must generally be attenuated
at an early stage of data processing to prevent the distortion of seismic images.

More sophisticated forms of migration aim at preserving amplitudes in the data (Gray,
1997) to produce so-called ‘true-amplitude images’ (images where reflectivity estimates
are directly related to the values of elastic rock-physics parameters) of complex geologic
regions. This is desirable because careful synthesis of reflection amplitudes is crucial for
velocity model building, estimation of elastic subsurface parameters, and determina-
tion of specific reservoir characteristics using Amplitude-Versus-Offset (AVO) analysis.
Wave-equation migration techniques are one promising tool to achieve this goal because
they are based on the full wave equation, in principle requiring no single-scattering ap-
proximation. Nevertheless, they employ imaging conditions that are borrowed from
the earliest forms of imaging and do not allow us to image beyond single-scattering
(Weglein, 2014).

An explicit link has recently been established between seismic interferometry and
reverse-time imaging in acoustic media. This has allowed various acoustic imaging con-
ditions to be reinterpreted in terms of physical wave propagation phenomena, and to be
reformulated in a nonlinear fashion using representation theorems (Vasconcelos et al.,
2009b, 2010; Vasconcelos, 2011; Vasconcelos et al., 2012; Halliday and Curtis, 2010;
Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011; Fleury and Vasconcelos, 2012). In this chapter, we focus
our attention on elastic RTM, and we use a correlation-type representation theorem
for perturbed elastic media to identify a new set of true-amplitude, nonlinear imaging
conditions.

Seismic interferometry usually refers to the synthesis of the wavefield that would propag-
ate between two receiver locations, as if one receiver was replaced by a source (Figure
2.1a). This is obtained by crosscorrelating the wavefields observed at each receiver loc-
ation due to an enclosing boundary of energy sources (Wapenaar, 2004; van Manen
et al., 2005, 2006; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006). Introductions, tutorials, and re-
views are given in Curtis et al. (2006); Wapenaar et al. (2010a,c) and Galetti and
Curtis (2012). Slob et al. (2007) showed that crossconvolution can also be used to con-
struct interreceiver wavefields (in the geometry of Figure 2.1b), and Vasconcelos and
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Snieder (2008a,b) first used deconvolution to perform interferometry. By reciprocity
it was shown that the Green’s function between two sources can also be estimated
given their recordings on a boundary of receivers (as in Figure 2.1c —also Hong and
Menke (2006); Curtis et al. (2009)). Finally, if we have a boundary of sources and a
boundary of receivers, Curtis (2009); Curtis and Halliday (2010) and Curtis et al. (2012)
demonstrated that the Green’s function between a physical source and physical receiver
that are not on either boundary can be constructed using appropriate crosscorrelation
and/or crossconvolution operations (Figure 2.1d). The latter method is referred to as
source-receiver interferometry (SRI).

Vasconcelos et al. (2009a) and Sava and Vasconcelos (2011) found a connection between
the zero time-lag and zero space-lag crosscorrelation imaging condition invoked by most
wave-equation-based imaging methods (e.g., Claerbout (1985)), and the theory and
practice of seismic inter-receiver interferometry. In the context of inter-receiver inter-
ferometry, Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012) define for the first time a nonlinear imaging
condition that may be suitable for practical applications, which takes into account amp-
litude corrections necessary to migrate multiply scattered waves (e.g., reflection mul-
tiples). This imaging condition was shown to produce an image that is approximately
the zero-time, scattered-wave response generated by zero-offset pseudo experiments
between a source and a receiver located exactly at each and every image point. Finally,
Halliday and Curtis (2010) used the theory of source-receiver interferometry to gener-
alize that connection by deriving a new form of integral that describes the recovery of
scattered waves propagating between a real source and a real receiver. They included
terms that describe the propagation of wavefields from a boundary of sources to any
image point, and to a boundary of receivers from the image point. Thus, they were
able to create an explicit analytic link between this form of seismic interferometry and
inverse scattering seismic imaging theory: by using a single-scattering Born approxim-
ation, they present an alternative derivation of Oristaglio’s inverse-scattering formula
(Oristaglio, 1989; Thorbecke and Wapenaar, 2007) which is equivalent to many cur-
rently used migration algorithms, and which they derive directly from source-receiver
interferometry. By removing the Born approximation, they obtain a nonlinear imaging
theorem that accounts for multiple scattering, and the correct distribution of energy
in the scattered waves as is described by the optical theorem of physics (Snieder et al.,
2008; Halliday and Curtis, 2009).

Over recent decades, acquisition technologies have improved with the introduction of
multicomponent recording devices for land, ocean-bottom, and marine seismic surveys.
They record not only the vertical component of particle velocity (or particle accel-
eration) but also the horizontal components. New geophysical techniques have been
developed to take advantage of these acquisition developments, especially in data pro-
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cessing such as noise attenuation, signal reconstruction, and interpolation or multiple
attenuation. On the other hand, even though multicomponent imaging has been an
active research area for many years, multicomponent data are not usually processed
with specifically designed imaging techniques.

For isotropic media, the most straightforward way to process these data is based on
the assumption that P- and S-waves can be separated on the recording surface from
multicomponent data, and each can be imaged independently with procedures bor-
rowed from acoustic wave equation imaging algorithms, using P- and S-wave velocities,
respectively. Early attempts at multicomponent imaging used the Kirchhoff integral
and separated waves on the Earth’s free surface, and involved computing traveltimes
for PP and PS reflections and summing data along those trajectories (e.g., Wapenaar
and Haimé (1990). Yan and Sava (2008) suggest an alternative procedure that employs
the entire vector wavefield for wavefield reconstruction, then separates P- and S-waves
after extrapolating the full vector wavefield into the subsurface, just before the imaging
condition is applied. They also formulate a new set of imaging conditions that combine
the various incident and reflected wave modes.

The recently increasing interest in recording multicomponent wavefields, and in seismic
scattering and imaging based on the elastic wave equation, indicates that the interfero-
metric nonlinear imaging conditions proposed so far in the acoustic case could usefully
be extended to the elastic case. Here, we first consider the correlation- type repres-
entation theorem in elastic media (van Manen et al., 2006; Wapenaar and Fokkema,
2006) and explicitly express the construction of only the scattered wavefield. We ma-
nipulate this formula to obtain a new set of imaging conditions that crosscorrelate P-
and S-wave potentials separated in the subsurface after a full-wavefield extrapolation.
These are suitable for use with land and marine ocean-bottom seismic acquisition. We
then show how one can approximate and linearize our expressions to obtain an imaging
condition that is identical to that proposed by Yan and Sava (2008). This suggests
that, without these approximations, the correlation-type representation theorem can
be regarded as a nonlinear, true-amplitude version of the latter imaging condition, that
accounts also for multiply scattered and converted waves.

We demonstrate this with a synthetic example, in which two different acquisition geo-
metries are used. First, a full boundary of sources allows for a perfect construction
of the scattered-wave Green’s function at each and every image point: its zero-time
value is the elastic image. Then the effect of more practical source coverage and partial
illumination is investigated by using only a portion of the source boundary for the im-
age construction. These examples highlight many interesting issues; for instance, how
partial illumination affects nonlinear imaging, and why there is debate about how to
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Figure 2.1: Configurations for (a) inter-receiver correlational interferometry, (b) inter-receiver
convolutional interferometry, (c) inter-source correlational interferometry, and (d) source-
receiver interferometry using two correlational integrals. Solid stars and triangles indicate
sources and receivers on the boundaries. Interferometry is used to construct the wavefield
between the open stars and the open triangles.

choose signs in PS-wave imaging conditions (see the Discussion section). In fact, we
show that PS imaging is only possible using previous zero-offset ICs because of the
incompleteness of the source boundary, and hence works only because the full theory
breaks down.

2.2 Representation theorems for perturbed elastic media

Given an elastic lossless arbitrarily inhomogeneous anisotropic medium, our starting
point for the derivation of reciprocity and representation theorems are the equation of
motion and the linear stress-strain relation (Aki and Richards, 1980; Snieder, 2002),
which in the frequency domain (where ω denotes the angular frequency) can be written
as

jωρ(x)vi(x, ω)− ∂jτij(x, ω) = fi(x, ω) (2.1)

and

−jωcijkl(x)τkl(x, ω) + (∂jvi(x, ω) + ∂ivj(x, ω))/2 = hij(x, ω), (2.2)

where vi(x, ω) is the i-th component of the particle velocity vector at position x,
τij(x, ω) is the ij-th component of the stress tensor, fi(x, ω) is the i-th component
of the volume force density, hij(x, ω) is the ij-th component of the deformation rate
density, ∂j is the spatial partial derivative with respect to the xj coordinate (∂jg = ∂g

∂xj
),
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cijkl(x) is the elasticity tensor or compliance (the inverse of stiffness sijkl(x)), and ρ(x)
is the density. Note that Einstein’s summation convention for repeated indices is used
throughout this chapter.

Given two wave states A and B, where a state means a combination of medium paramet-
ers, field quantities, source quantities, boundary conditions, and initial conditions that
satisfy the wave equation, a Betti-Rayleigh reciprocity theorem of the correlation-type
can be derived from the following interaction quantity

−∂j{vAi τB∗ij + vB∗i τAij } = 0, (2.3)

where the complex conjugate stress tensor for state B is multiplied by vAi and the
stress tensor for state A is multiplied by vB∗i , their results are subtracted, and a partial
derivative in the i-th direction is applied. Integrating over a volume D with closed
boundary ∂D, and using Gauss’s theorem to convert volume integrals into surface
integrals (Aki and Richards, 1980; Snieder, 2002) we obtain∮

∂D
{−vB∗i τAij − vAi τB∗ij }nj d2x =

∫
D
{vAi fB∗i + vB∗i fAi − τAijhB∗ij − τB∗ij hAij} d3x, (2.4)

where we have assumed the medium to be lossless and identical in both states, and
we have accounted for the symmetry properties of the elasticity tensor (cijkl = cklij)
to derive equation 2.4 from equation 2.3. Note that nj is the j-th component of the
outward normal vector to the boundary ∂D.

If we now assume that hAij = hBij = 0, and we introduce the Green’s function for states
A and B by taking fAi as an impulsive point source of force at location xA in the fixed
n-th direction (fAi = δinδ(x − xA)) and fBi as a source of the same type at location
xB in the fixed m-th direction (fBi = δimδ(x−xB)), the general field quantities vAi (x),
vBi (x), τAij (x), and τBij (x) turn into specific Green’s functions (by definition)

vAi (x) = G
(v,f)
(i,n) (x,xA) vBi (x) = G

(v,f)
(i,m)(x,xB)

τAij (x) = G
(τ,f)
(ij,n)(x,xA) τBij (x) = G

(τ,f)
(ij,m)(x,xB)

(2.5)

where the two superscripts between brackets on the G terms represent the observed
quantity and the source type, respectively, and the subscripts identify the selected
components (similar to the notation of Wapenaar and Fokkema (2006)). Substituting
into equation 2.4, assuming xA and xB are situated in D, and using source-receiver
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reciprocity gives

G
(v,f)
(m,n)(xB,xA) +G

(v,f)∗
(m,n) (xB,xA) =

−
∮
∂D
{G(v,h)

(n,ij)(xA,x)G(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xB,x) +G

(v,f)
(n,i) (xA,x)G(v,h)∗

(m,ij)(xB,x)}nj d2x,
(2.6)

where h identifies the external deformation rate source, which is reciprocal to the stress
receiver τ . This is the correlation-type representation theorem for elastic media (van
Manen et al., 2006; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006). This equation shows that the
sum of the Green’s function and its complex conjugate (so-called homogeneous Green’s
function) can be computed (represented) between two points xA and xB everywhere
inside the volume D if responses to force and deformation sources between the enclosing
boundary ∂D and each of these points are known.

The propagation domain can be considered to be composed of an unperturbed me-
dium with elasticity tensor c0

ijkl(x) and density ρ0(x), and a perturbation defined by
cSijkl(x) = cijkl(x) − c0

ijkl(x), and ρS(x) = ρ(x) − ρ0(x). We write for the Green’s
functions G = G0 + GS , where the superscript 0 indicates the wavefield in the refer-
ence medium and superscript S indicates the wavefield perturbation caused by medium
changes, the latter usually being referred to as the scattered component of the wave-
field. Substituting each Green’s function for the sum of its reference and scattered
components into the right-hand side (RHS) of equation 2.6 gives

G
(v,f)
(m,n)(xB,xA) +G

(v,f)∗
(m,n) (xB,xA) =

−
∮
∂D
{G0(v,h)

(n,ij) (xA,x)G0(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xB,x) +G

0(v,f)
(n,i) (xA,x)G0(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x← l00

−
∮
∂D
{GS(v,h)

(n,ij) (xA,x)G0(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xB,x) +G

S(v,f)
(n,i) (xA,x)G0(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x← l0S

−
∮
∂D
{G0(v,h)

(n,ij) (xA,x)GS(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xB,x) +G

0(v,f)
(n,i) (xA,x)GS(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x← lS0

−
∮
∂D
{GS(v,h)

(n,ij) (xA,x)GS(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xB,x) +G

S(v,f)
(n,i) (xA,x)GS(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x← lSS ,

(2.7)

where l00, l0S , lS0, and lSS denote each of the four terms on the RHS of equation 2.7 as
shown. The first term on the RHS of equation 2.7 constitutes one side of the correlation-
type representation theorem for the reference medium, thus it equals the reference
homogeneous Green’s function (l00 = G

0(v,f)
(m,n) (xB,xA) + G

0(v,f)∗
(m,n) (xB,xA)). If we bring

this term over to the left-hand side (LHS) and we subtract the reference homogeneous
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Green’s function from the total homogeneous Green’s function, we obtain

G
S(v,f)
(m,n) (xB,xA) +G

S(v,f)∗
(m,n) (xB,xA) =

−
∮
∂D
{GS(v,h)

(n,ij) (xA,x)G0(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xB,x) +G

S(v,f)
(n,i) (xA,x)G0(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x← l0S

−
∮
∂D
{G0(v,h)

(n,ij) (xA,x)GS(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xB,x) +G

0(v,f)
(n,i) (xA,x)GS(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x← lS0

−
∮
∂D
{GS(v,h)

(n,ij) (xA,x)GS(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xB,x) +G

S(v,f)
(n,i) (xA,x)GS(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x← lSS .

(2.8)

This is the correlation-type representation theorem for perturbed elastic media (Lu
et al., 2011): the scattered homogeneous Green’s function between xA and xB is given
by the sum of three different surface integrals that contain crosscorrelations of reference
and perturbed and only perturbed wavefields between the enclosing boundary ∂D and
each of these points. A related result, the derivation of which is based on the theory of
reciprocity for perturbed elastic media, can be found in Vasconcelos (2008) and Gaiser
and Vasconcelos (2010). Their equations differ by the fact that only the causal scattered
Green’s function is constructed (so-called ‘one-sided theorems’) using a combination of
surface and volume integrals.

Equation 2.8 is of great importance for practical applications like imaging because each
of the integrals can be computed numerically, and the related contribution can be added
together to give a nonlinear imaging condition as we show below.

Example 1: 2D elastic point scatterer

We here apply the theory presented in the previous section for perturbed elastic media
to a simple example. An isotropic homogeneous medium with density ρ = 1000 kg/m3,
compressional wave-velocity VP = 1500 m/s, and shear wave-velocity VS = 800 m/s
is used as reference medium, and a high-density point perturbation is added to the
background medium. Two receivers are surrounded by a square boundary of sources
(the distance between sources is dxS = 2m) as shown in Figure 2.2.

We are initially interested in the band-limited scattered Green’s functionGS(v,f)
(x,x) (xB,xA, t),

excited by a horizontal body-force source at location xA and recorded by a horizontal
particle velocity receiver at location xB. In this context, band-limited means that a
source wavelet is applied to the Green’s function as detailed below. We expect to see
reflections (PP and SS) and conversions (PS and SP) between the two receiver loca-
tions due to the point scatterer. Because a body-force density source excites P-waves
as well as S-waves, this Green’s function is in fact mainly composed of four events:
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200m

x
A

x
B 250m

403m

x
scatt

Figure 2.2: Geometry used for the numerical example
of interferometry in perturbed elastic media. Stars
indicate sources on the boundary ∂D, triangles in-
dicate receivers, and a point scatterer is represen-
ted by a black dot. The background medium is an
elastic isotropic homogeneous medium with density
ρ = 1000 kg/m3 and velocities VP = 1500 m/s and
VS = 800 m/s. The scatterer (ρ = 2000 kg/m3) is
added to the density model.

the first and the fourth events are due to the PP and SS pure scattering, whereas the
second and the third events are the PS and SP conversions (Figure 2.3 - red line). To
construct such response, two separate forward modelling runs are carried out using the
unperturbed background and perturbed velocity models, and the resulting wavefields
are subtracted.

We then run the forward model also from each source along the boundary to receivers
at xA and xB. Each time series, as well as the response in between the two receivers, are
frequency-band limited from 0 to 60Hz using a Ricker wavelet with a center frequency
fc = 30 Hz. Forward modelling simulations are performed using a staggered-grid, 2D
elastic finite-difference algorithm (Robertsson et al., 1994). Outgoing (i.e., radiation or
absorbing) boundary conditions are applied just outside the surface enclosing the points
of interest to truncate the computational domain. Because we consider the 2D elastody-
namic wave equation, at least two forward simulations must be accomplished for each
source location —one for each point-force source in mutually orthogonal directions.
Derivatives of the Green’s functions with respect to source locations on the boundary
must also be computed to obtain external deformation rate sources required in equation
2.8. Alternatively we note that, using reciprocity, these terms can be interpreted as the
stress measured on the enclosing boundary resulting from point force sources emitted
at receiver locations. Since stresses are computed directly in the finite-difference mod-
elling because the code is based on a velocity-stress formulation, the entire set of fields
in equation 2.8 could be computed by firing two sets of orthogonal sources at xA and
xB, respectively.

After these wavefields are computed, we implement the interferometric integrals and
deconvolve the source wavelet from the resulting trace such that their frequency content
will be the same of that of the directly modelled response. The trace obtained by the
crosscorrelations of reference and perturbed wavefields (Figure 2.3) shows eight events
at positive times, exactly twice the number of events we expect from the physical events.
Four of them are physical events with traveltime equal to the sum of any combination of
P- and S-waves traveling from xA to the scatterer and from the scatterer to xB (Figure
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2.4), whereas the others are spurious or nonphysical events with traveltimes equal to the
difference of any combination of P- and S-waves traveling from xA to the scatterer and
from the scatterer to xB (Figure 2.5). However, because the correlation-type representa-
tion theorem for perturbed elastic media in equation 2.8 is mathematically exact, we ex-
pect the crosscorrelation of only perturbed waves to cancel out these nonphysical waves.
The seismic trace in Figure 2.6a fits the true scattered Green’s function perfectly. This
time series presents the weakest event at earliest time due to the PP wave (traveltime
tPPxA→xB

= tPxA→xscatt
+ tPxB→xscatt

≈ 0.44s), and the strongest event at latest time due
to the SS wave (tSSxA→xB

= tSxA→xscatt
+ tSxB→xscatt

≈ 0.82s); the two intermediate events
come from conversion of a P-wave into an S-wave (tPSxA→xB

= tPxA→xscatt
+ tSxB→xscatt

≈
0.58s) and vice versa (tSPxA→xB

= tSxA→xscatt
+ tPxB→xscatt

≈ 0.67s). We repeat the same
procedure to obtain the three other components of the particle velocity Green’s tensor
G
S(v,f)
(z,x) (xB,xA, t), GS(v,f)

(x,z) (xB,xA, t), and GS(v,f)
(z,z) (xB,xA, t) (Figure 2.6). Note how the

different source-radiation patterns are reproduced accurately. The cancellation of non-
physical energy occurs in exactly the same way as above for each of these terms.
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 + 
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l lGreen’s function reconstruction: 

Figure 2.3: Partial reconstruction of the particle velocity Green’s function GS(v,f)
(x,x) (xB ,xA, t)

with only crosscorrelation of reference and perturbed wavefields (black line), and the true
scattered Green’s function (red line). The partial reconstruction shows four strong non-
physical events at traveltimes tP/S

xA→xscatt − t
P/S
xB→xscatt as explained by Figure 2.5.

2.3 Representation theorems for perturbed elastic media for
P- and S-waves

As shown above, the final reconstructed Green’s functions can be understood in terms
of P- and S-waves and their conversions. A similar understanding of the internal process
of crosscorrelation within the integrals of equation 2.8 might be tractable if we under-
stood how P- and S-waves interact within these integrals. We therefore now derive a
correlation-type representation theorem in perturbed elastic media in terms of P- and
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Figure 2.4: Integrand and stationary points in the crosscorrelation of reference and perturbed
wavefields (l0S + lS0) that contribute to the generation of physical events in Figure 2.3.
They have a traveltime equal to the sum of (a) P-waves traveling from xA to the scatterer
and from the scatterer to xB , (b) P-waves traveling from xA to the scatterer and S-waves
traveling from the scatterer to xB , (c) S-waves traveling from xA to the scatterer and P-
waves traveling from the scatterer to xB , and (d) S-waves traveling from xA to the scatterer
and from the scatterer to xB .

S-waves, rather than only in terms of particle velocity-type Green’s functions as above
(equation 2.8).

Taking advantage of the P- and S-wave Green’s functions defined by Wapenaar and
Haimé (1990) and Wapenaar and Fokkema (2006), we recall that the P- and S-wave
components of the wavefield can be expressed as a sum of partial derivatives of the
particle velocity

G
(Φ,f)
(P,n)(xB,xA) = −ρ(xB)V 2

P (xB)∂iG(v,f)
(i,n) (xB,xA) (2.9)

G
(Φ,f)
(Sk,n)(xB,xA) = −ρ(xB)V 2

S (xB)εkji∂jG
(v,f)
(i,n) (xB,xA) (2.10)

where Φ in the superscripts refers to potential fields, and VP and VS are the local
P-wave and S-wave velocities at xB, respectively. G(Φ,f)

(P,n)(xB,xA) is thus the Green’s
function representing the P-wave at xB, G(Φ,f)

(Sk,n)(xB,xA) is the equivalent Green’s func-
tion representing the S-wave at xB polarized in the plane with normal nk, and εkjl is
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Figure 2.5: Integrand and stationary points in the crosscorrelation of reference and perturbed
wavefields (l0S + lS0) that contribute to the generation of non-physical events in Figure
2.3. They have a traveltime equal to the difference of (a) P-waves traveling from xA to the
scatterer and from the scatterer to xB , (b) P-waves traveling from xA to the scatterer and
S-waves traveling from the scatterer to xB , (c) S-waves traveling from xA to the scatterer
and P-waves traveling from the scatterer to xB , and (d) S-waves traveling from xA to the
scatterer and from the scatterer to xB .

the alternating tensor (or Levi-Civita tensor). In the following we also use the compact
notation G(Φ,f)

(K,n)(xB,xA) to indicate a generic potential response. K = P refers to the
P-wave and K = S1,S2, or S3 refers to the S-wave with orthogonal orientations, assum-
ing that appropriate P or S velocities are used in equations 2.9 and equation 2.10. Note
that, to interpret these equations as P- and S-waves, we are assuming that the medium
is homogeneous and isotropic locally around the receiver point xB. Furthermore, even
though the application of the divergence and curl to the full particle velocity vector
is always valid, their respective definition as P- and S-waves (and their conversions) is
only valid in the far-field region (Wu and Ben-Menahem, 1985).

Equations 2.9 and 2.10 are weighted sums of the spatial derivatives of particle velocity
receiver (or point force source) responses and can be used to express P- and S-wave
source and receiver Green’s functions by taking derivatives of equation 2.8 (Halliday
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Figure 2.6: Particle velocity Green’s functions reconstructed with the full interferometric in-
tegrals in equation 2.8 (black line) compared to the true scattered Green’s function com-
ponents (red line): (a) GS(v,f)

(x,x) (xB ,xA, t) (b) GS(v,f)
(z,x) (xB ,xA, t), (c) GS(v,f)

(x,z) (xB ,xA, t), (d)
G

S(v,f)
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et al., 2012)

G
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xB,xA) +G

S(Φ,Φ)∗
(M,N) (xB,xA) =

−
∮
∂D
{GS(Φ,h)

(N,ij) (xA,x)G0(Φ,f)∗
(M,i) (xB,x) +G

S(Φ,f)
(N,i) (xA,x)G0(Φ,h)∗

(M,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x

−
∮
∂D
{G0(Φ,h)

(N,ij) (xA,x)GS(Φ,f)∗
(M,i) (xB,x) +G

0(Φ,f)
(N,i) (xA,x)GS(Φ,h)∗

(M,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x

−
∮
∂D
{GS(Φ,h)

(N,ij) (xA,x)GS(Φ,f)∗
(M,i) (xB,x) +G

S(Φ,f)
(N,i) (xA,x)GS(Φ,h)∗

(M,ij) (xB,x)}nj d2x.

(2.11)
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Figure 2.7: P- or S-wave scattered Green’s functions due to P- or S-wave sources, reconstruc-
ted with the full interferometric integrals in equation 2.11 (black line) compared to the
true scattered Green’s functions (red line): (a) GS(Φ,Φ)

(P,P ) (xB ,xA, t) (b) GS(Φ,Φ)
(P,S) (xB ,xA, t),

(c) GS(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) (xB ,xA, t), (d) GS(Φ,Φ)

(S,S) (xB ,xA, t).

This representation theorem for perturbed elastic media shows how G
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xB,xA),

the Green’s function representing the P- or S-wave component of the scattered wavefield
at xB due to a P- or S-wave source at xA, can be recovered from reference and perturbed
Green’s functions between xi (i = A,B) and the enclosing boundary ∂D representing
the P- or S-wave components of the wavefield due to force and deformation point sources
at boundary points x ∈ ∂D.

In land acquisition, the most advanced multicomponent seismic survey gives a total
of nine components for analysis (9C data). This uses one vertical and two orthogonal
S-wave vibrators (or one triaxial vibrator) as sources, and records P-waves and S-
waves by deploying multicomponent receivers that measure particle velocities in three
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perpendicular orientations. This configuration is well-suited to use the representation
theorem for perturbed elastic media (equation 2.11) because using the appropriate
combination of recordings (e.g., for a P-wave generated by a vertical point force, use
G

0/S(Φ,f)
(P,z) (xA,x)) we can estimate any combination of P- and S-waves (PP, PS, SP,

and SS) propagating between the two receiver locations xA and xB. For example,
considering again the geometry in Figure 2.2, we compute P- or S-wave recordings at
xA and xB, from vertical and horizontal sources on boundary ∂D. These recordings
are combined to compute the scattered wave representing the P- or S-wave components
of the wavefield at xB due to a P- or S-wave source at xA and the reconstruction is
nearly perfect (Figure 2.7 —differences are due to numerical errors only). Of course,
in practical applications, the estimate is limited by only having sources on the Earth’s
surface (rather than on an enclosing boundary) so the reconstruction will be affected by
some nonphysical artefacts. Nevertheless, equation 2.11 does show how P- or S-waves
are constructed from force and deformation point sources, and allows the effect of a
depletion of the surface integrals to span only the Earth’s surface, to be analysed for
land seismic surveys.

In a marine environment, on the other hand, water cannot transmit shear wave energy.
Marine multicomponent recording of shear energy is only feasible using ocean-bottom
seismometers (OBSs). Furthermore, marine seismic airguns can generate only P-wave
energy. According to these constraints, the representation theorem for perturbed elastic
media (equation 2.11) cannot be used directly. We use the transformation proposed by
Wapenaar and Fokkema (2006) to change source quantities on ∂D to be P- and S-
wave sources. Assuming that the medium outside of ∂D is homogeneous, isotropic, and
unperturbed, by expressing force and deformation sources in term of sources of P- and
S-wave potentials, we obtain

G
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xB,xA) +G

S(Φ,Φ)∗
(M,N) (xB,xA) =∮

∂D

2
jωρ(x){∂jG

S(Φ,Φ)
(N,K) (xA,x)G0(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,K) (xB,x)}nj d2x

+
∮
∂D

2
jωρ(x){∂jG

0(Φ,Φ)
(N,K) (xA,x)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,K) (xB,x)}nj d2x

+
∮
∂D

2
jωρ(x){∂jG

S(Φ,Φ)
(N,K) (xA,x)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,K) (xB,x)}nj d2x.

(2.12)

This equation still requires the availability of monopole and dipole P- and S-wave source
responses. If only monopole responses are available, we approximate the dipole response
using ∂jG0/S(Φ,f)

(N,K) (xB,x)nj ≈ −(jω/VK(x))G0/S(Φ,f)
(N,K) (xB,x), where VK is either the P-
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or S-wave velocity as appropriate, to obtain

G
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xB,xA) +G

S(Φ,Φ)∗
(M,N) (xB,xA) ≈∮

∂D

2
ρ(x)VK(x){G

S(Φ,Φ)
(N,K) (xA,x)G0(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,K) (xB,x)}d2x

+
∮
∂D

2
ρ(x)VK(x){G

0(Φ,Φ)
(N,K) (xA,x)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,K) (xB,x)}d2x

+
∮
∂D

2
ρ(x)VK(x){G

S(Φ,Φ)
(N,K) (xA,x)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,K) (xB,x)} d2x.

(2.13)

The Green’s function representing the scattered P- or S-wave component of the wave-
field at xB due to a P- or S-wave source at xA (GS(Φ,Φ)

(M,N) (xB,xA)) can be recovered
using only Green’s functions from a boundary of P- or S-wave sources at x ∈ ∂D rep-
resenting the unperturbed and perturbed P- or S-wave components of the wavefield at
xi (i = A,B) (Gaiser and Vasconcelos, 2010). Equation 2.13 can be used for instance
to examine the effects of depleting the boundary sources to be P-sources only, as is
required in marine seismic surveys.

2.4 Generalized form of imaging condition with scalar and
vector potentials

As introduced in Chapter 1, seismic migration algorithms that use numerical solutions
of the wave equation to produce an image of the subsurface generally consist of two
consecutive steps: subsurface wavefield reconstruction (both source- and receiver-side),
followed by the application of an imaging condition. For prestack depth migration,
source and receiver wavefields must be reconstructed at all locations in the subsurface
given the true recorded receiver and injected source fields in the actual survey. Using
recorded data as boundary conditions, an imaging condition is then applied at all
locations in the subsurface, which is supposed to discriminate places where the up- and
downgoing wavefields (actually by assumption, the incident and scattered wavefields)
are directly related (through local perturbations to the medium), and those where they
are not. Thus we obtain an ‘image’ of the perturbations.

The simplest imaging conditions are based on crosscorrelation or deconvolution of the
reconstructed wavefields (Claerbout, 1971, 1985). Vasconcelos et al. (2009a) and Hal-
liday and Curtis (2010) pointed out that there is a connection between the wavefield
correlations performed in seismic imaging and those performed in the theory and prac-
tice of seismic interferometry. In particular, acoustic representation theorems for the
scattered field contain surface integrals similar to those in seismic imaging. Because an
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Figure 2.8: Sketches depicting conventional (scalar-based) imaging methods for multicom-
ponent data and the full-wavefield imaging method. (a) Conventional imaging methods for
multicomponent data separate wave modes at the acquisition surface and depth-extrapolate
them by solving the scalar wave equation. The imaging condition focuses energy coming
only from the crosscorrelation of pure-wave modes that do not experience any conversion on
the wavepath along either source or receiver sides of the main reflection/conversion event.
In a marine environment, where the source wavefield can only be a P-wave, crosscorrelation
between the source P-wave and the receiver P-wave gives the PP reflectivity function, and
crosscorrelation between the source P-wave and the receiver S-wave gives the PS reflectivity
function. (b) In the full-wavefield imaging condition 2.15, wavefields are depth-extrapolated
by solving the elastic wave equation. The imaging condition focuses more energy than that
focused by the migration procedures that image P- and S-waves independently because
every kind of reflection and conversion in the subsurface is taken into account during the
wavefield extrapolation procedure.

image of a scatterer can be obtained by extrapolating the recorded scattered wavefield
back to the scatterer location and evaluating it at zero-time (Vasconcelos et al., 2009a),
a formulation based on scattering representations can be used to interpret the imaging
condition in the context of seismic interferometry. However, typical implementations
of two-way imaging by, for example, reverse-time migration do not use complete for-
mulations of such an imaging condition. The gradient terms in the surface integrands
above, that require data to be acquired with monopole and dipole sources and receiv-
ers, are approximated by invoking the far-field approximation (∂iGni = (jω/V )G).
Moreover, the volume integrals that account for dynamic and kinematic effects associ-
ated with transmission effects and multiple scattering or nonlinear interactions of the
fields G0 and GS with the scattering potential χ are not implemented in usual imaging
methods.

We now examine the relation between the elastic representation theorems above and
existing elastic imaging conditions. Starting from equation 2.11, we apply approxima-
tions similar to those in Vasconcelos et al. (2009a) and Halliday and Curtis (2010) to
show that the elastic imaging condition with scalar and vector potentials proposed by
Yan and Sava (2008) is just an approximated version of the more general representation
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theorems for perturbed elastic media for P- and S-waves. This is important as it means
that the full theory above can be used to understand why the latter algorithm produces
imperfect results, and second to indicate ways elastic imaging might be implemented
in future.

First, we define a point in the subsurface xI = xA = xB at which we would like to
construct an image. The representation theorem for perturbed elastic media (equation
2.11) becomes

G̃
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI) + G̃

S(Φ,Φ)∗
(M,N) (xI) =

−
∮
∂D
{dS(Φ,h)

(N,ij) (xI ,x)G0(Φ,f)∗
(M,i) (xI ,x) + d

S(Φ,f)
(N,i) (xI ,x)G0(Φ,h)∗

(M,ij) (xI ,x)}nj d2x

−
∮
∂D
{d0(Φ,h)

(N,ij) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,f)∗
(M,i) (xI ,x) + d

0(Φ,f)
(N,i) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,h)∗

(M,ij) (xI ,x)}nj d2x

−
∮
∂D
{dS(Φ,h)

(N,ij) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,f)∗
(M,i) (xI ,x) + d

S(Φ,f)
(N,i) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,h)∗

(M,ij) (xI ,x)}nj d2x,

(2.14)

where G̃S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI) = G̃

S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI ,xI , ω) is the scattered Green’s function at xI , that is,

the received scattered P- or S-wave recorded at point xI due to a P- or S-wave source
also located at xI . To evaluate the integral expression on the RHS of equation 2.14,
we must first compute the subsurface-domain extrapolated wavefields present in the in-
tegrands. The source wavefields (e.g., G0/S(Φ,f)

(M,i) (xI ,x)) are numerically modelled from
the surface (x) to xI : these are found in practice by solving the initial-value problem
for the elastic wave equation where the initial condition is a body force (or deforma-
tion rate) source. The receiver wavefields (e.g., d0/S(Φ,f)

(N,i) (xI ,x)) are depth-extrapolated
numerically by solving a boundary-value problem for the elastic wave equation where
the boundary condition (BC) consists of the full (or scattered), time-reversed acquired
common shot data, as extensively discussed in Chapter 3. Finally, for both extrapola-
tions, the separation of P- and S-wave potentials is performed in the subsurface. Here,
we have substituted G with d in the receiver wavefields to emphasise their dependence
on the acquired data. In other words, since data can be seen as the convolution of
the source wavelet s(ω) with the Green’s propagator G, receiver wavefields are thus
also shaped by the source wavelet. Note that if data (or receiver wavefields) are not
deconvolved for the source wavelet, the scattered Green’s function G̃ that we are after
is also a band-limited response.

The value of G̃S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI) at zero-time is the instantaneous scattered wave created by

a source at xI . This can only be nonzero if there is a medium perturbation at xI .
Hence, this zero-time value is a good candidate to be used as an imaging condition.
Note that, because P- and S-waves (and their conversions) are fully defined only in the
far-field, G̃S(Φ,Φ)

(M,N) (xI) can be considered only as a near-field projection of the far-field P-
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and S-waves travelling toward (or leaving) xI , that we crosscorrelate to construct the
Green’s function at xI . Integrating over frequencies (ω) to get the zero-time response,
we obtain

InlNM (xI) = G̃
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI ,xI , t = 0) = 2

∫ +∞

0
Re{G̃S(Φ,Φ)

(M,N) (xI)} dω =

−
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D
{dS(Φ,h)

(N,ij) (xI ,x)G0(Φ,f)∗
(M,i) (xI ,x) + d

S(Φ,f)
(N,i) (xI ,x)G0(Φ,h)∗

(M,ij) (xI ,x)}nj d2x
)

dω

−
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D
{d0(Φ,h)

(N,ij) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,f)∗
(M,i) (xI ,x) + d

0(Φ,f)
(N,i) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,h)∗

(M,ij) (xI ,x)}nj d2x
)

dω

−
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D
{dS(Φ,h)

(N,ij) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,f)∗
(M,i) (xI ,x) + d

S(Φ,f)
(N,i) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,h)∗

(M,ij) (xI ,x)}nj d2x
)

dω.

(2.15)

This equation can be regarded as a nonlinear, true-amplitude (under ideal acquisition
geometries) imaging condition, that accounts also for multiply scattered waves and
multiple conversions. It is suitable for land seismic acquisition where body-force density
sources directed along x- or z-axes can be used, and deformation rate source can be
estimate from spatial derivatives of the available data along the source coordinates.
Note that here and throughout this thesis, true-amplitude is used to indicate an imaging
algorithm which properly retrieves amplitudes that represent the zero-time, zero-offset
(elastic) response.

Because the formulation with force and deformation sources is not practical for marine
ocean-bottom applications as only P-wave sources are usually available, equation 2.13
is also recast in an imaging context

InlNM (xI) =∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D

2
ρ(x)VP (x){d

S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,x)G0(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,x)}d2x
)

dω

+
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D

2
ρ(x)VP (x){d

0(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,x)}d2x
)

dω

+
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D

2
ρ(x)VP (x){d

S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,x)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,x)} d2x
)

dω.

(2.16)

Equation 2.16 can be considered to be a second, nonlinear (almost) true-amplitude
imaging condition, suitable for marine ocean-bottom seismic acquisition. The word ‘al-
most’ reminds us that, because only monopole (P-wave) sources are used, the boundary
∂D must be approximately spherical with a large radius to make equation 2.16 deliver
true amplitudes in images. This is obviously not the case, so some amplitude artefacts
can still arise in the elastic images.
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Basic imaging algorithms based on the separation of P- and S-waves on the recording
surface followed by independent P- and S-wave imaging using procedures borrowed
from acoustic wave equation imaging algorithms do not take into account the process
of P-to-S or S-to-P conversion along reflectors and at scatterers in the subsurface. Thus,
the amount of energy that is properly focused by an imaging condition after wavefield
extrapolation based on the acoustic (scalar) wave equation is relatively small, and is
limited to wavepaths that do not involve any conversion (Figure 2.8a). Any P- or S-wave
seismic energy recorded on the surface that comes from conversions in the subsurface
is not focused by such an imaging condition, and hence creates artefacts in the final
image.

Instead of separating wavefields into scalar wave modes on the acquisition surface, the
imaging condition proposed by Yan and Sava (2008) uses the full vector fields for wave-
field reconstruction. Wavefield separation of scalar and vector potentials is performed
just before the imaging condition is applied, and thus it involves the crosscorrelation of
pure P or S modes from the source and receiver wavefields. This methodology allows for
wave-mode conversions in wavefield reconstruction because the elastic wave equation is
used to depth-extrapolate the source and receiver wavefields, and the imaging condition
focuses not only pure-modes coming from the source and the receiver wavefields but
also waves that experienced wave-mode conversion during extrapolation on either the
source or receiver side (Figure 2.8b).

The correlation-type representation theorems in equations 2.15 and 2.16 share the same
advantages discussed for this second elastic imaging condition. Indeed, if we consider
only the first surface integral in equation 2.16, we obtain

I lNM (xI) =
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D

2
ρ(x)VP (x){d

S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,x)G0(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,x)} d2x
)

dω. (2.17)

This is is the dynamically correct version of the heuristically-derived imaging condition
of Yan and Sava (2008), where the 2/ρ(x)VP (x) scaling correctly accounts for het-
erogeneities in velocity and density parameters around the source boundary. It shows
that the image is created by crosscorrelating the source wavefield G

0(Φ,Φ)
(M,P ) (xI ,x) and

the receiver wavefield dS(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,x). Note that only after wavefield reconstruction, the

wavefields are separated into scalar and vector potentials and the imaging condition is
applied.

Thus, the imaging condition of Yan and Sava (2008) is shown to be a heuristic approx-
imation to the exact, scattering-based imaging conditions offered by equations 2.15
and 2.16. To summarize, this approximation is obtained by assuming the medium to be
homogeneous, isotropic, and unperturbed outside of ∂D, by neglecting the crosscorrela-
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tion of reference and scattered fields in the first surface integral and the crosscorrelation
of scattered fields in the third surface integral, by discarding S-wave sources, by approx-
imating dipole P-wave sources with monopole sources, and by identifying divergence
and curl as near-field P- and S-waves, respectively.

Example 2: Elastic imaging of a square

A simple synthetic example is proposed here to compare our new imaging conditions to
that of Yan and Sava (2008). An isotropic homogeneous medium is used as the back-
ground medium, and a high-velocity square that contains a point scatterer at its center
is embedded in the reference medium as the perturbation to be imaged (Figure 2.9).
The P-wave velocity of the background medium is VP = 1.5km/s, the square represents
a positive perturbation of ∆VP = 1.3 km/s, and the point scatterer is represented by
a negative perturbation of ∆VP = −1.2 km/s with respect to the latter. The S-wave
velocity is a scaled version of the P-wave velocity, with VP /VS = 2. P-wave sources are
distributed along a circular boundary with radius r = 0.4 km to illuminate the tar-
get. The images to be compared are obtained by applying the IC in equation 2.17 and
the IC in equation 2.16 where S-wave sources are neglected. The source and receiver
wavefields are computed using a staggered-grid, 2D elastic finite-difference algorithm
(Virieux, 1986). Here, the receiver wavefields (d0/S) are directly modeled rather than
obtained by wavefield extrapolation, hence they represent the exact, noiseless scatter-
ing responses. This removes adverse effects due to a limited receiver geometry on the
surface, allowing the two imaging conditions to be compared without additional con-
founding sources of error. Note that, because only P-wave sources are used, the S-wave
component of the reference source wavefield (G0(Φ,Φ)

(S,P ) (xI ,x)) is always zero. Hence, we
compare the images produced by crosscorrelating the P-wave components of the source
wavefield with the P- and S-wave components of the receiver wavefield (IPP ; IPS). We
interpret the additional contribution of the interaction between scattered wavefields
and we analyse the effect of illumination on these images by considering complete il-
lumination (all sources active) and partial illumination (only top sources active) — see
Figure 2.9.

Complete illumination

In the ideal imaging experiment, the nonlinear imaging condition allows the perturba-
tion to be imaged exactly: scattering objects are constructed at correct locations with
correct amplitudes. A first comparison between the images describing the PP scattered
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200m

radius : 400m

Figure 2.9: Geometry used for the imaging
example. Images were created inside the
dashed lines using a circular boundary of
40 P-wave sources. The sides and bottom
sources (open stars) are active when the
illumination is complete, and inactive
when the illumination is partial, whereas
the top sources (solid stars) are always
active. The P-wave velocity of the back-
ground medium is VP = 1.5 km/s, the
square represents a positive perturbation
of 4VP = 1.3 km/s, and the point scat-
terer S represents a negative perturba-
tion of 4VP = −1.2 km/s with respect
to the latter. The S-wave velocity is a
scaled version of the P-wave velocity,
with VP /VS = 2. A low-velocity point
scatterer is located at the center of the
square.

Green’s function (Figure 2.10a and c) shows how the nonlinear imaging condition im-
proves the images obtained from the heuristic imaging condition. The heuristic image
(Figure 2.10a) in fact recovers only the square object; strong ‘transmission artefacts’
(i.e., artefacts due to interactions between the reference wavefield and forward scattered
waves that traverse the square object, see Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012)) contaminate
the image preventing a clear definition of its shape. The nonlinear imaging condition
(Figure 2.10c) properly maps the square with the point scatterer at its center and
artefacts are significantly reduced.

The heuristic image describing the PS scattered Green’s function (Figure 2.10b) out-
lines the edges of the square with a polarity change between left and right sides (most
obvious on the horizontal edges of the square). More strikingly, the nonlinear interac-
tion between converted scattered waves (i.e., third integral in equation 2.16) perfectly
matches the contributions of linear interactions between reference and scattered waves
(i.e., first and second integrals in equation 2.16) and results in a final image that is
almost perfectly null (Figure 2.10d), with the exception of some weak artefacts around
the corners of the square. This result is consistent with the interferometic definition of
the imaging condition in equation 2.16: IPS is the zero time-lag and zero space-lag S-
wave response due to a P-wave source. The impossibility of creating a conversion from
a zero-offset experiment explains why the image is completely null (when the estimate
of the total source power loss is accurate at every point thanks to having complete
illumination, in contrast to results below).
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Figure 2.10: PP and PS images with complete illumination produced using a heuristically
derived imaging condition in equation 2.17 that crosscorrelates P- and S-wave potentials
separated in the subsurface after a full-wavefield extrapolation (Yan and Sava, 2008) on
the left and our nonlinear imaging condition in equation 2.16 on the right. Images (a) and
(c) are IP P , whereas (b) and (d) are IP S , where INM = G

S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI ,xI , t = 0). Acquisition

geometry with complete illumination is shown in Figure 2.9 using all sources.

Partial illumination

We now use an experimental geometry that is closer to real seismic exploration where
sources are located only on the earth’s surface (i.e., one-sided illumination). The impact
of such partial illumination is analysed by using only the top sources (closed stars in
Figure 2.9) to image the target. The uneven illumination produces artefacts on both
sides of and below the square for the heuristic PP image (Figure 2.11a). Although this
breaks the power conservation that we use for the nonlinear imaging condition, the
nonlinear image is still more accurate and the additional contribution of the interac-
tion between scattered wavefields partially removes the artefacts (especially those on
both sides of the square), and also identifies the point scatterer at its center (Figure
2.11c). Elastic imaging of PP waves thus shows a behavior similar to the acoustic case,
even though we conjecture that now the nonlinear contribution focuses not only energy
from single-mode multiply scattered waves but also P-wave energy from every kind of
converted modes that have been multiply scattered. A more detailed analysis of nonlin-
ear scattering-based purely acoustic imaging can be found in Fleury and Vasconcelos
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(2012).

Imaging of PS-converted waves with an uneven illumination creates images (Figure
2.11b and d) with features that resemble other examples of elastic imaging presented
in previous literature (e.g., Denli and Huang (2008); Lu et al. (2010)). Other than
transmission artefacts, present also in the PP images and significantly attenuated by
the application of a nonlinear imaging condition (Figure 2.11d), polarity reversals are
evident. They are caused by the different polarizations of converted S-waves with respect
to the incident P-wave. Therefore, the sign of the reflection coefficient of a converted
P-to-S wave is a function of the P-wave incidence angle (Balch and Erdemir, 1994).
Thus, when PS images with flipped polarities are stacked over all the shots, destructive
interference occurs and degrades the migration results. This explains how the PS image
stacks to exactly zero almost everywhere in Figure 2.10d; hence the image produced
in Figure 2.11d only shows the structure because of the partial illumination. Thus,
we observe that although the nonlinear imaging condition provides artefact reduction
and illumination compensation for PP and PS images, it does not directly handle the
polarity reversal occurring in PS images as is done in other imaging studies. So, to obtain
an image using only PS data, further processing could be required before stacking over
all the shots to avoid destructive interference as discussed in the next section.

2.5 Discussion

Multiply scattered and converted waves can be extremely sensitive to the properties
of the medium through which they travel (Gret et al., 2006; Snieder, 2006b). They
illuminate targets from a wider variety of directions than do primaries, and may be
strongly affected by perturbations or errors in average velocity estimates because they
have longer path lengths through the medium compared to primaries. This suggests that
these waves could usefully be treated as signal rather than noise in imaging. Because
multiply scattered waveforms are nonlinearly related to the scattering perturbations in
a medium, nonlinear imaging methods are required to properly map their energy into
models of subsurface scatterers.

Traditionally, a seismic image is obtained after three stages of processing: first, the
smoothly varying part of the earth’s velocity model (i.e., changes in properties over
long length scales compared to the wavelength) is estimated by velocity analysis (Taner
and Koehler, 1969; Neidell and Taner, 1971). Second, the initial velocity estimates are
refined by traveltime tomography (Bishop, 1985; Stork, 1992) and/or waveform tomo-
graphy (Pratt, 1999). Third, multiple-free seismic data are projected through the velo-
city model in an implementation of linearized imaging or migration. Discontinuities (i.e.,
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Figure 2.11: PP and PS images with only partial illumination produced using the heuristically
derived imaging condition of (Yan and Sava, 2008) in equation 2.17 on the left, and our
nonlinear imaging condition in equation 2.16 on the right. Images (a) and (c) are IP P ,
whereas (b) and (d) are IP S , where INM = G

S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI ,xI , t = 0). Acquisition geometry

with partial illumination is shown in Figure 2.9 using only top sources.

changes in properties that occur over short length scales compared to the wavelength)
are mapped only using linear interactions between the model and multiple-free data
in this third stage. Nonlinear, scattering-based elastic imaging as presented herein can
therefore be seen as a fourth stage of imaging, which does not currently exist in standard
practice. It requires an a priori estimate of discontinuities, and it promises to sharpen
images obtained after the usual three stages of imaging.

We have shown that the correlation-type representation theorem for perturbed elastic
media with particle velocity (or P- and S-wave) sources and receivers, used to-date in
seismic interferometry for constructing elastic scattered waves via crosscorrelations of
observed wavefields for different types of media, can also be used to formulate new
nonlinear elastic imaging methods. A first theorem derived above constructs any com-
bination of P and S scattered waves propagating between two receiver locations, using
multicomponent recordings for body-force density sources in every direction (so-called
9C data). In land acquisition, only the most advanced multicomponent seismic acquis-
ition systems give a total of nine components for analysis, and for such data this new,
exact expression for the reconstruction of full-wavefield P- and S-wave scattered fields
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can be used for data analysis and imaging. On the other hand, common land seis-
mic systems use only vertical vibrators and multicomponent receivers: in these cases,
some terms within the reciprocity theorem must be discarded and only an approxim-
ate reconstruction can be accomplished. In addition, sources and receivers are usually
constrained to the upper part of the bounding surface assumed in these theorems,
leading to further approximations in their application. This should not be regarded as
a weakness in the theory: on the contrary, the availability of this theory means that
further studies and synthetic examples will help us to understand the effective contri-
bution coming from the available data types, to test the potential improvements due
to future new data types, and to be more aware of the errors that we should expect
in the reconstructed Green’s function due to the approximations that are necessarily
employed.

Using reciprocity relations between only P- and S-wave Green’s states, an alternative
version of the representation theorem is proposed which is suitable for marine applica-
tions using ocean bottom systems. Because waves travel upward and downward at the
source boundary (i.e., the medium is not homogeneous outside of ∂D as assumed in
the P- and S-wave versions of the theory), the estimated scattered wavefield is only an
approximated version of the true elastic response between two receivers at positions
xA and xB along the seabed if the monopole approximation is used on the source side.
This limitation can be overcome either by using source-side deghosting techniques, or
by using the non-approximated theory with monopoles and dipoles sources (Robertsson
et al., 2012). Similar expressions for full wavefields have been proposed by Halliday et al.
(2012), developed using source-receiver interferometry (Curtis and Halliday, 2010) as a
basis. They show how this form of interferometry can provide a generalized version of
the PP + PS = SS method introduced by Grechka and Tsvankin (2002). Combining
our equations 2.11 or 2.13 with the theory of source-receiver interferometry could, for
example, allow one to identify an expression that reconstructs the scattered SS response
from PP and PS recordings. This again illustrates the value of having so comprehensive
a theoretical understanding of potentially useful and applicable methods.

Elastic imaging is one of the main challenges in industrial geophysics, and from existing
literature and practice it is still not clear which is the best way to use vector velocities
or vector potentials to obtain an accurate image of the subsurface. An explicit relation
between the recent practice of elastic wavefield-based seismic imaging and the theory of
representation theorems has been derived in this chapter. Because representation theor-
ems are exact expressions for wavefields, we conjecture that our equations 2.15 and 2.16
can guide future intuition to better combine scalar and vectorial potentials, obtained
from different body-force density sources or P- and S-wave sources and separated in the
subsurface. Thus, we identify full-wavefield imaging conditions that in the case of full
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illumination from all directions produce true-amplitude images, accounting not only
for every kind of nonlinear effect (e.g., multiples, and nonlinear scattering described
by optical theorems —Snieder et al. (2008); Halliday and Curtis (2009); Margerin and
Sato (2011)) but also for conversions occurring at different interfaces and diffractors.
This is certainly true when an exact velocity model is used to obtain an estimate of
scattering terms present in nonlinear imaging conditions; however, because the accur-
acy of these terms is affected when the velocity model is in error (short length-scale
discontinuities will be mispositioned), further research into the sensitivity of imaging
using multiple events in seismic data with respect to errors in the model estimate is
necessary in future.

A simple synthetic example showed how the contribution coming from a previously
published heuristically derived imaging condition (crosscorrelation between direct and
scattered waves) and the nonlinear contribution from the autocorrelation of scattered
waves are complementary. Combined together they create an image of the target that
is consistent with the definition of the zero-time, scattered-wave response generated by
a zero-offset pseudo experiment (G̃S(Φ,Φ)

(M,N) (xI ,xI , t = 0)). Under ideal illumination (e.g.,
Figure 2.10), the nonlinear contribution for PP imaging removes artefacts otherwise
observed around the perturbation and improves the definition of its edges. This term
assumes more significance in PS imaging because it perfectly matches the contributions
of linear interactions between reference and scattered waves and results in a final image
that is perfectly null. Our definition of a reciprocity-based IC can explain this result,
overcoming the intrinsic limitations of heuristically based ICs. The image is null because
no conversion arises from a zero-offset experiment.

However, a zero time-lag and zero space-lag crosscorrelation IC creates a nonzero im-
age for converted waves when evaluated using one-sided illumination. This fact has
previously prevented a full understanding of the processes involved in converted wave
imaging. Many attempts have been made to image reflectors and diffractors in the
subsurface using converted-wave PS energy, and to mitigate the ‘natural’ destructive
interference that occurs while stacking over all shots (see Yan and Sava (2008) and
references therein). The fact that converted S-waves have different polarizations based
on the P-wave incidence angle has led authors to preprocess (reverse) some conver-
ted wave polarizations before stacking. As a rule of thumb, we can assume that the
polarity change occurs between either side of zero offset, and can be corrected by mul-
tiplying by -1 on one side of the shot position while keeping the other side unchanged
(e.g., Figure 2.12). A more sophisticated procedure proposed by Balch and Erdemir
(1994) corrects for this reversal in complex background velocity models by estimat-
ing the P-wave incidence angle for every image point using a ray approximation, and
demonstrated its feasibility in a cross-borehole experiment. Denli and Huang (2008)
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defined a wavefield-separation imaging condition based on the separation of wavefields
with respect to a given direction using f -k filters after the elastic wavefields are down-
ward propagated. Rosales et al. (2008) and Lu et al. (2010) suggested an approach in
which the angle-domain common-image gathers (Sava and Fomel, 2003) are computed
at every image point and the polarity is corrected in the angle domain before stacking.
Finally, Du et al. (2012) introduced a sign factor to represent the polarity distribution
of the S-wave component; this sign factor is computed using the energy flux density
vector.

From our results above, we can conclude that if the zero-time scattered-wave response
generated by zero-offset pseudo experiments is a good candidate to be used as an
imaging condition for single-mode elastic waves, it may not be the best condition for
imaging of converted-mode elastic waves. Every attempt to reduce or remove the de-
structive summation can now be seen as an attempt to obtain an image that does not
resemble the zero-time, scattered-wave response generated by zero-offset pseudo exper-
iments. We conjecture that a more appropriate context for imaging of converted waves
is represented by extended images (Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011). The evaluation of
an imaging condition at nonzero subsurface offset could effectively extract the energy
coming from the conversion process at any discontinuity in the subsurface. Further
studies will be carried out in this direction. Moreover, an IC that describes the re-
ceived scattered P- or S-wave due to a co-located P- or S-wave source and receiver
contradicts the fact that when using physical point sources the P- and S-waves can be
defined only in the far-field. Although the application of divergence and curl to particle
velocity recordings is still valid, the result of such an IC should be interpreted as a
near-field projection of the far-field P- and S-waves crosscorrelated at the image point.
For these reasons, only an elastic imaging condition based on the full elastic wavefield
can truly express the local interaction in the subsurface, as if real unidirectional point
force sources and particle velocity (or displacement) receivers were co-located at each
image point. Such an IC can be obtained by writing equation 2.8 with xI = xA = xB
and integrating over frequencies (ω)

Inlnm(xI) = G̃
S(v,f)
(m,n) (xI ,xI , t = 0) = 2

∫ +∞

0
Re{G̃S(v,f)

(m,n) (xI)} dω

−
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D
{dS(v,h)

(n,ij) (xI ,x)G0(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xI ,x) + d

S(v,f)
(n,i) (xI ,x)G0(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xI ,x)}nj d2x
)

dω

−
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D
{d0(v,h)

(n,ij) (xI ,x)GS(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xI ,x) + d

0(v,f)
(n,i) (xI ,x)GS(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xI ,x)}nj d2x
)

dω

−
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂D
{dS(v,h)

(n,ij) (xI ,x)GS(v,f)∗
(m,i) (xI ,x) + d

S(v,f)
(n,i) (xI ,x)GS(v,h)∗

(m,ij) (xI ,x)}nj d2x
)

dω.

(2.18)
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Figure 2.12: PS images with only the partial illumination in Figure 2.9 when polarity correc-
tion is applied before stacking for (a) linear and (b) nonlinear imaging. Nonlinear terms
still contribute to reduce artefacts around the interfaces, and to sharpen up the entire
image.

This imaging condition will be the subject of future investigation.

2.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a correlation-type representation theorem for perturbed elastic media
is derived. The interior workings of the elastic scattering representation theorem is
illustrated using a simple elastic isotropic example through a stationary-phase analysis.
We then derive alternative versions of this scattered-wave theorem for the cases where
P- and S-wave sources and/or receivers are available. We suggest potential applications
of these formulae in land and marine seismic acquisition.

Starting from a representation theorem with P- or S-wave receivers, we have proposed
two nonlinear, true-amplitude imaging conditions. These account for multiply scattered
waves and every kind of wavefield conversion in the subsurface, facilitating a fourth
stage of nonlinear elastic imaging, when an estimate of the velocity model with short-
scale discontinuities has already been provided by the usual three stages of velocity
analysis, waveform tomography, and linear migration.

We have also shown that the imaging condition with P- or S-wave sources on the
Earth’s surface can be turned into a previously published elastic imaging condition
that crosscorrelates pure modes separated in the subsurface after a fullwavefield extra-
polation. However, this is only possible if our imaging conditions are severely approx-
imated. Thus, our new full wavefield ICs are shown to be theoretically exact versions
of the previous heuristically derived ICs. This result creates an explicit link between
theory of seismic interferometry and elastic seismic imaging, and sheds new light on
how to create true-amplitude elastic images.
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3
Directional and modally-selective
elastic wavefield extrapolation

A central component of imaging methods is the receiver-side wavefield backpropagation or extra-
polation in which the wavefield from a physical source scattered at any point in the subsurface
is estimated from data recorded by receivers located near or at the Earth’s surface. Elastic
reverse-time migration usually accomplishes wavefield extrapolation by simultaneous reversed-
time injection of the particle displacements (or velocities) recorded at each receiver location
into a wavefield modelling code. Here, we formulate an exact integral expression based on re-
ciprocity theory that uses a combination of velocity-stress recordings and quadrupole-dipole
backpropagating sources, rather than the commonly used approximate formula involving only
particle velocity data and dipole backpropagating sources. The latter approximation results in
two types of nonphysical waves in the scattered wavefield estimate: first, each arrival contained
in the data is injected upward and downward rather than unidirectionally as in the true time-
reversed experiment; second, all injected energy emits compressional and shear propagating
modes in the model simulation (e.g., if a recorded P-wave is injected, both P and S propagating
waves result). These artefacts vanish if the exact wavefield extrapolation integral is used. Fi-
nally, we show that such a formula may be suitable for extrapolation of ocean-bottom 4C data:
when the fluid-solid boundary conditions hold at the seabed, the data recorded in standard sur-
veys are sufficient to perform backpropagation using the exact equations. Synthetic examples
provide numerical evidence of the importance of correcting such errors.
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3.1 Introduction

Acquisition of the seismic wavefield directly at the seabed provides the only possible
direct recordings of shear waves in marine seismics. Modern acquisition systems make
use of 4C sensors consisting of a multicomponent geophone and a hydrophone, to record
the elastic wavefield in the solid seabed and the acoustic wavefield in the water just
above the seabed. They are usually connected to each other by, and are housed within,
a so-called ocean-bottom cable (OBC), which transmits data to a recording system on
a boat using wired telemetry, while a second boat fires a marine source around and
over the sensors (Berg et al., 1994; Amal et al., 2005). Alternatively, remotely operated
vehicles can be used to deploy individual sensor nodes (ocean-bottom node, OBN) on
the seafloor allowing more flexible acquisition geometries (Ronen et al., 2003; Granger
et al., 2005). Recording data in this way has certain advantages over conventional
marine acquisition where streamers of hydrophones and multicomponent accelerometers
are towed behind a vessel. Ocean-bottom seismics can in principle be used to acquire
data in areas congested by platforms or other obstacles at the sea surface, to provide
wide-azimuth illumination, improve repeatability, collect shear-wave (S-wave) as well as
acoustic (P-wave) energy, and achieve higher resolution due to the shorter wavelengths
of S-waves compared to P-waves (Maver, 2011).

Although the P-wave energy is often easier than S-waves to generate, record, and pro-
cess in marine seismics, S-waves can provide additional information about the sub-
surface. Imaging with multicomponent seismic data can better describe the physics of
wave propagation, and resulting seismic images more accurately characterize the sub-
surface (Zhu et al., 1999; Gaiser et al., 2001; Simmons and Backus, 2003; Stewart et al.,
2003; Ravasi and Curtis, 2013b). Pure-mode (SS) or converted-mode (PS/SP) shear-
wave images have many applications: for example, they provide useful information to
discriminate gas-related from nonhydrocarbon-related reflection amplitude anomalies
(Hughes et al., 2010), image through gas clouds where the P-wave signal is attenuated
(Thomsen et al., 1997; Knapp et al., 2001), estimate density (Leiceaga et al., 2010),
improve the ability to characterize lithology (Shahraeeni and Curtis, 2011; Shahraeeni
et al., 2012), and detect fractures (Li, 1998).

Different schemes used for processing ocean-bottom data can be classified by the type
of information used at the imaging stage to estimate the subsurface structure. The
traditional way is to remove all free-surface multiples and image with only primary
reflections (Yilmaz, 1989). A technique known as PZ summation (Barr and Sanders,
1989; Soubaras, 1996; Schalkwijk et al., 1999) attenuates strong free-surface multiples
by combining the geophone and hydrophone recordings: it exploits the polarity dif-
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ference between an isotropic measurement (pressure) and a directional measurement
(velocity) to eliminate the receiver ghost and the water-column reverberations. A more
sophisticated method is to deconvolve the up- and downgoing wavefields (Sonneland
and Berg, 1987; Amundsen, 2001; Wang et al., 2009). This provides receiver- and source-
side free-surface multiple attenuation but also deghosting and signature deconvolution
in layered and complex media, although it puts strict requirements on the spatial dens-
ity of source and receiver locations. This latter method has the further advantage that
it can also be applied to the horizontal components and therefore allows a complete
free-surface demultiple method for converted-wave (PS) data.

Alternatively, free-surface multiples (and additionally, internal multiples) can be treated
as a useful signal and migrated together with the primaries: because they are formed
by the same source signal as the primaries but travel along different paths through
the medium, they contain information not contained in the primaries. Several authors
have used the receiver ghost for migration of ocean-bottom data (Godfrey et al., 1998;
Ronen et al., 2005; Grion et al., 2007; Dash et al., 2009). Muijs et al. (2007) make
an early attempt to image using primary and free-surface multiples together: the final
image however contains crosstalk artefacts; they are caused by interference of up- and
downgoing waves not associated with the same subsurface reflector. Wong et al. (2010)
define a joint, linear least-squares inversion framework that can migrate primary and
ghost signals together, combining their structural information free from crosstalk. This
method was then modified to account for the subsequent higher order multiples (Wong
et al., 2011). Note that all of these techniques require the data to be decomposed into
up- and downgoing components.

A distinction may also be made between methods that migrate (or assume the recorded
wavefield comprises) only P-waves and those that image using the full elastic wavefield.
Two possible avenues exist to make use of the extra elastic wavefield information con-
tained in multicomponent ocean-bottom data at the imaging stage. The first is borrowed
from the acoustic case: it uses a purely scalar wave equation for extrapolation. For such
methods, wavefield decomposition into scalar and vector potentials is performed before
extrapolation; the success of such a separation heavily depends on the estimation of
ocean-bottom elastic properties, which is often inaccurate. After separation, up- and
downgoing P- and S-wavefields are processed separately as scalar wavefields, using ex-
isting processing algorithms (multiple elimination, migration) developed for acoustic
wavefields. The main disadvantage of such methods is that the wavefield is treated as
purely P or purely S during extrapolation; thus, conversions that may occur during
propagation between any image point and the receivers are ignored. The other avenue
is to treat data in a vector form and use fully elastic RTM (Chang and McMechan,
1986, 1994; Sun and McMechan, 1986; Yan and Sava, 2008). Particle displacement (or
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velocity) recordings are usually directly injected as a boundary condition in a numer-
ical solution to the elastic wave equation; the separation into P- and S-waves is then
performed just before the imaging condition is applied. Note that while accounting for
all types and orders of conversions during extrapolation, this approach is however more
sensitive to velocity errors (Wapenaar et al., 1991).

In this chapter, a more accurate boundary condition is proposed for wavefield injec-
tion, which accounts for velocity and stress or strain recordings. We begin by deriving
an exact wavefield extrapolation integral expression based on reciprocity theory that
uses a combination of velocity-stress recordings and quadrupole-dipole backpropagating
sources (i.e., it performs tensorial wavefield extrapolation). This allows the extrapol-
ation of receiver-side wavefields without the introduction of nonphysical waves that
arise when wavefield extrapolation is accomplished by direct injection of particle ve-
locity components at the receiver locations (vectorial wavefield extrapolation —Yan
and Sava (2007)). Then we discuss how our tensorial wavefield extrapolation integral
may become practical for backpropagation of recorded ocean-bottom 4C data: we show
that, in the presence of hard seabed, only particle velocity and pressure recordings
are required over the available portion of the seabed because of the incorporation of
the physical boundary conditions that govern the fluid-solid boundary. Numerical ex-
amples are used to illustrate the advantages of tensorial wavefield extrapolation over
common-practice vectorial extrapolation.

3.2 Elastic wavefield extrapolation

To evaluate any of the imaging conditions in Chapter 2, source and receiver wavefields
must first be computed. Although the source-side wavefields (e.g., G0/S(Φ,Φ)

(M,P ) (xI ,xS))
are easily obtained by forward modelling using the reference/full model of the sub-
surface and the survey’s known acquisition geometry (usually, a P-wave source and
vector potential receivers at xI in the subsurface), the receiver-side wavefields (e.g.,
d

0/S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,xS)) extrapolated to point xI are not directly available. An accurate es-

timate of these wavefields is fundamental for the creation of an image without artefacts.
In an ocean-bottom acquisition setup, this estimate is obtained by extrapolating the
physically recorded data given by P-wave sources towed below the sea-air free-surface
interface at position xS and observed at all available receiver locations xR along the
seabed, backward in time to any desired subseabed image point xI (Figure 3.1). Diver-
gence and curl operators are then applied to the extrapolated wavefields to extract P-
and S-waves in the subsurface.
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In accord with the theory of elastic reciprocity in Wapenaar and Fokkema (2006),
we now provide an exact integral expression for wavefield extrapolation in the form of
boundary integrals controlled by recorded elastic data. This reciprocity-based wavefield
extrapolation can be combined with the imaging conditions in Chapter 2 to define a
theoretically exact source-receiver integral framework for imaging of land or ocean-
bottom elastic data, as discussed in Chapter 5. This provides the basis for studies of
new acquisition designs because it defines precisely the information that any proposed
survey design would and would not provide about any image point in the subsurface.

As derived in Appendix A, and closely connected with the work of Mittet (1994), an
exact integral expression for elastic receiver-side extrapolation with monopole sources
and velocity-stress receivers is given in the frequency domain by

d
S(Φ,Φ)
(N,K) (xI ,xS) =

−
∮
∂DR

{dS(τ,Φ)
(ij,K) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,f)∗

(N,i) (xI ,xR) + d
S(v,Φ)
(i,K) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗

(N,ij) (xI ,xR)}nRj d2xR

−
∮
∂DR

{d(τ,Φ)
(ij,K)(xR,xS)GS(Φ,f)∗

(N,i) (xI ,xR) + d
(v,Φ)
(i,K)(xR,xS)GS(Φ,h)∗

(N,ij) (xI ,xR)}nRj d2xR,

(3.1)

where G terms represent wavefield propagators from receivers xR to subsurface im-
age points xI , d terms on the right hand side are recorded data from sources xS to
receivers xR, and the d term on the left hand side is the receiver wavefield used in
Chapter 2 to define different imaging conditions. Moreover, we recall from the previous
chapter that superscripts v and τ represent particle velocity and stress recordings and
subscripts i/ij identify the i-th/ij-th component of the particle velocity vectors and
stress tensors, respectively. Superscripts f and h indicate external volume force (di-
pole) sources and external deformation rate (quadrupole) sources, respectively, while
subscripts i/ij identify the i-th/ij-th component of the external volume force vectors
and external deformation rate tensors. Finally, Φ refers to potentials and is associated
with subscript capital letters K and N , each of which can be substituted by P or Sk
to identify P- or S-wave potentials.

The subscriptK can be replaced by P when only P-wave sources are used in the physical
(e.g., marine seismic) experiment:

d
S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,xS) =

−
∮
∂DR

{dS(τ,Φ)
(ij,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,f)∗

(N,i) (xI ,xR) + d
S(v,Φ)
(i,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗

(N,ij) (xI ,xR)}nRj d2xR

−
∮
∂DR

{d(τ,Φ)
(ij,P )(xR,xS)GS(Φ,f)∗

(N,i) (xI ,xR) + d
(v,Φ)
(i,P ) (xR,xS)GS(Φ,h)∗

(N,ij) (xI ,xR)}nRj d2xR.
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seabed

sea-air interface
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Figure 3.1: Geometry used for reciprocity-
based wavefield extrapolation. A closed
receiver boundary ∂DR surrounds an
imaginary source at the image point
xI in the subsurface, while the phys-
ical source xS is located outside ∂DR.
Receivers actually used in usual acquis-
ition scenarios are represented by blue
triangles.

(3.2)

A linearized expression for Born imaging is obtained by discarding the terms describing
nonlinear interaction between the recorded data and the scattered backpropagators
(second line of equation 3.2), because these require velocity/density models with high
spatial resolution to be computed in advance of imaging, which is usually not possible:

d
S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,xS) ≈

−
∮
∂DR

{dS(τ,Φ)
(ij,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,f)∗

(N,i) (xI ,xR) + d
S(v,Φ)
(i,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗

(N,ij) (xI ,xR)}nRj d2xR.

(3.3)

The evaluation of this integral expression requires and uses knowledge of particle velo-
city data in dS(v,Φ)

(i,P ) (xR,xS) and the stress tensor data in dS(τ,Φ)
(ij,P ) (xR,xS) at the receiver

locations (hence we call this tensorial wavefield extrapolation). These recordings are
injected separately into the reference medium, respectively as deformation rate dens-
ity sources (G0(Φ,h)

(M,ij)(xI ,xR) —the h backpropagator) and volume force density sources
(G0(Φ,f)

(M,i) (x,xR) —the f backpropagator). Finally, the results are summed together.
Note that physical sources of such types are not required (see below): they must only
be implemented numerically in the elastic modelling code used for extrapolation.

The main limitation at this point is the requirement that the stress tensor is known
along the receiver boundary. When dense arrays of velocity receivers are available (e.g.,
on land), spatial derivatives of velocity can be calculated, approximating temporal de-
rivatives of strain (Robertsson and Muyzert, 1999). If near-surface material properties
can be estimated accurately it is conceivable to estimate stress from strain (e.g., Curtis
and Robertsson (2002)). However, in current practice, only particle velocity data are
used (stress is ignored). Velocity data are then directly injected as a boundary con-
dition at receiver locations (vectorial wavefield extrapolation). This procedure can be
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expressed in an integral form as

d
S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,xS) ≈

∮
∂DR

{dS(v,Φ)
(i,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,f)∗

(N,i) (xI ,xR)}nRj d2xR. (3.4)

Equation 3.4 reveals the simplified nature of common-practice wavefield extrapolation
with respect to the exact expression in equation 3.1, the best-case nonlinear expression
in equation 3.2, and linearized expression in equation 3.3, all of which employ the full
velocity-stress information in elastic waves.

Such a formula (equation 3.4) is not really an approximation to the exact extrapolation
integrals. Rather, it is a heuristic scheme used to estimate the receiver wavefield, which
contradicts the theory of reciprocity. Thus, in spite of being kinematically correct, it
does not effectively represent the scattered Green’s function between a physical source
xS and any image point xI at all. This results in two types of nonphysical waves:
first, during backpropagation each arrival contained in the data is injected upward
and downward rather than only downward as in the true time-reversed experiment.
Second, all injected energy emits compressional and shear propagating modes (e.g.,
even if only a recorded P-wave is injected, P and S propagating modes result and are
backpropagated to any image point xI).

Application to ocean-bottom 4C data

At first glance, our tensorial wavefield extrapolation integral seems not to be suitable
for practical applications because it requires additional information, such as stress re-
cordings, which are not easily available. However, we now show that this method is
applicable to ocean-bottom seismic acquisition systems that use 4C sensors to measure
the fluid’s pressure p(xR, t) and the solid’s particle velocity vector v(xR, t) (or displace-
ment vector u(xR, t) ) at the seabed. In fact, under the assumption that the seabed can
be approximately defined as a horizontal interface (n = iz) between the fluid and solid
layers as in Figure 3.2 (although a similar derivation can be obtained for any shape of
seabed), only knowledge of the particle velocity vector and vertical traction vector is
required to perform tensorial wavefield extrapolation (equations 3.2 and 3.3):

v(xR, t) = (vx(xR, t), vy(xR, t), vz(xR, t))

τ z(xR, t) = (τxz(xR, t), τyz(xR, t), τzz(xR, t)) .
(3.5)

The boundary condition at the fluid-solid interface dictates (1) continuity of the nor-
mal component of particle velocity, (2) the normal component of the traction in the
solid equals the negative of the acoustic pressure in the fluid, and (3) the tangential
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Figure 3.2: Acquisition of ocean-bottom 4C data. Four component sensors, consisting of a
multicomponent geophone and a hydrophone, are placed along the seabed to record the
full elastic wavefield. A boat moves over the sea surface, firing a compressional source at
regular intervals. The sea-air interface generates source and receiver ghosts and higher order
waterborne multiples. The seabed (liquid-solid interface) is responsible for the conversion
process arising when an incident P-wave is transmitted, reflected, and converted into a
shear wave.

components of the traction in the solid vanish. These constraints may be expressed as:

τxz(xR, t) = 0

τyz(xR, t) = 0

τ zz(xR, t) = −p(xR, t).

(3.6)

Assuming that the scattered component of the recorded wavefields can be extracted
from the original recordings, 4C data therefore provide all information needed for the
implementation of equation 3.2, which we can restate using only the data that are
usually recorded on existing seabed systems:

d
S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,xS) =∮
∂DR

{dS(p,Φ)
(−,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,f)∗

(N,z) (xI ,xR)− dS(v,Φ)
(z,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗

(N,zz) (xI ,xR)} d2xR

+
∮
∂DR

{d(p,Φ)
(−,P )(xR,xS)GS(Φ,f)∗

(N,z) (xI ,xR)− d(v,Φ)
(z,P )(xR,xS)GS(Φ,h)∗

(N,zz) (xI ,xR)} d2xR.

(3.7)

Thus, provided the fluid-solid boundary conditions hold at the seabed (at least in cases
with a lithified seabed capable of supporting shear stress), all of the above results and
learning pertains to standard seabed 4C sensors. In what follows, we provide synthetic
examples that illustrate these points, and which thus demonstrate the advantages of
tensorial extrapolation over vectorial extrapolation. In Chapter 7 we will instead test
the validity of equation 3.7 under the acoustic assumption (Vasconcelos, 2013) on a
OBC field dataset.
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3.3 Examples

Elastic RTM of a single scatterer

Consider a single point scatterer embedded in a constant background medium (VP =
2600 m/s, VS = 1400 m/s, and ρ = 1000 kg/m3) at position xscatt = (1000, 600) m.
A density perturbation of ∆ρ = 600 kg/m3 is defined in the otherwise homogeneous
density model (Figure 3.3), and an absorbing boundary condition is applied at the
top of the model to prevent the construction of free-surface multiples. Such data are
usually referred to as Born data; in practice, such data are the result of preprocessing
steps that suppress source-side ghosts, receiver-side ghosts, and multiple scattering in
the recorded data. A physical compressional source is fired at xS = (1400, 50) m, and
a horizontal array of receivers is placed at zR = 300 m with inter-receiver spacing of
dxR = 2 m. The direct arrival is subtracted from the recorded data at each receiver
location to give scattered fields dS(v,Φ)

(i,P ) (xR,xS) and dS(τ,Φ)
(ij,P ) (xR,xS) only. The reference

field and the full (reference plus scattered) field are computed using a 2D staggered
grid elastic finite-difference algorithm (Virieux, 1986).

Particle velocity recordings are then injected along the receiver array, and the wavefield
back-propagation procedure is carried out according to equation 3.4 using the homogen-
eous density model as the reference medium for wave propagation. Scalar and vector
potentials may be recorded at any image point and crosscorrelated with the source
wavefield potentials as required by the linearized imaging condition in equation 2.17.
The receiver-side wavefield is then also estimated using the more accurate tensorial
wavefield extrapolator (equation 3.3), and the same linearized imaging condition is
used to produce a second set of elastic images.

PP imaging

Figure 3.4 shows a series of snapshots of estimated scattered P-wavefields next to the
modelled scattered P-wave wavefield dS(Φ,Φ)

(P,P ) (xI ,xS). Note that although the extrapol-
ation calculation is always carried out in reverse time, we prefer to show the wavefields
according to the true propagation time in the field experiment. The left plots would
(and can) be obtained exactly with a full boundary of receivers plus nonlinear tensorial
extrapolation in equation 3.2. The middle column of plots is compromised by data
only being recorded on part of the receiver boundary and by the use of the linearized
tensorial extrapolation (equation 3.3) — in other words, by the one-sided illumination
of the subsurface and by knowledge of only the background velocity model as is usu-
ally the case in seismic imaging. The right plots are further compromised by using the
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Figure 3.3: Elastic RTM geometry. A single point scatterer (gray spot in the density grid)
is embedded in a homogeneous medium with velocities VP = 2600 m/s, VS = 1400 m/s,
and density ρ = 1000 kg/m3. The scatterer represents a positive density perturbation of
∆ρ = 600 kg/m3. The star indicates the location of a physical source, and every tenth
receiver is marked by a triangle. Particle velocity recordings are injected at each receiver
location in the wavefield extrapolation step.

usual vectorial extrapolator (equation 3.4). Comparing these plots, only the upper part
of the extrapolated wavefields is obtained in seismic extrapolation because the receiver
array is only available at the seabed, rather than being an ideal enclosing array. In
addition, the use of only particle velocity measurements in the usual erroneous method
of wavefield extrapolation in the right plots causes two types of nonphysical energy: 1)
pervasive injection of down- and upgoing waves at the receiver arrays and 2) a second
circular waveform that will collapse at the receiver array after the physical upgoing
wave collapses. Both of these features create nonphysical wavefields at image points.

Nonphysical energy of type 1 is the same artefact that arises in the acoustic case when
pressure recordings are used for wavefield extrapolation rather than the full vector
acoustic (pressure plus particle velocity) data —see Vasconcelos (2013). Nonphysical
energy of type 2 is peculiar to the elastic case and is due to injection in the model
of the velocity displacement recordings through volume force sources; this emits both
P- and S-wave propagating modes for each individual P- or S-wave arrival (Yan and
Sava, 2007). In this specific case, S-wave energy, as is present in the particle velocity
recordings, is erroneously injected as P-wave energy along the receiver array, causing
the second circular wave in the right plots of Figure 3.4.

Tensorial versus vectorial wavefield extrapolation integrals analysis.
We now compare the tensorial integral expression for wavefield backpropagation of
elastic Born data (equation 3.3) with the commonly used vectorial version (equation
3.4), and support an explanation of the nature of nonphysical waves arising in the lat-
ter. We borrow the stationary-phase approach (Snieder, 2004), commonly used to ana-
lyse seismic interferometry: this approach highlights where, along the receiver boundary
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Figure 3.4: Series of snapshots of the (a) exactly modelled (b) tensorially, and (c) vectorially
back-extrapolated receiver-side P-wavefield dS(Φ,Φ)

(P,P ) (xI ,xS) for the point scatterer example
(Figure 3.3). Wavefields from the exact case (a) recorded at receivers in Figure 3.3 are
injected at receiver locations in cases (b) and (c), and backpropagated toward earlier times
(upward in this Figure). White lines at depths z = zR = 300m and z = zscatt = 600m define
the boundaries of three regions A, B, and C of the subsurface domain where the exact, vec-
torial, and tensorial receiver wavefields show different features. Particularly, white arrows
indicate nonphysical waves due to approximations made in the vectorial wavefield extra-
polation integral (equation 3.4); types 1 and 2 are explained in the text. These nonphysical
waves do not arise when the exact wavefield extrapolation integral is carried out.

∂DR, the recorded data and the backpropagators interfere constructively and contribute
to the creation of either physical or nonphysical waves in the receiver-side extrapolated
wavefield. Associated boundary receivers are called stationary receivers.

The single point-scatterer example allows for the identification of three different regions
of the subsurface domain (Figure 3.4): region A is located above the receiver array
(z ≤ zR), region B is bounded between the receiver array and the scatterer (zR ≤
z ≤ zscatt), while region C is located below the scatterer depth (z ≥ zscatt). Although
the receiver boundary is incomplete and the crosscorrelation between the full recorded
data and the scattered receiver propagator (the second line of equation 3.2, which
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is nonlinear with respect to the scattered wavefield) is not performed, the tensorial
wavefield backpropagation of elastic data generates an almost correct receiver wavefield
in the region between the receiver boundary and the scatterer. The stationary point on
the receiver array that is needed to construct the scattered P-wave between the physical
source and xI is, in fact, located on the available portion of the receiver boundary. The
corresponding wavefield is constructed by crosscorrelating the scattered recorded data
and the reference receiver propagator (equation 3.3). However, when components of
the stress tensor used for the evaluation of equation 3.3 (terms with superscript ij) are
substituted (approximated) by the ‘corresponding’ components of the particle velocity
vector (equation 3.4), the receiver wavefield shows two nonphysical waves above the
receiver line and another nonphysical event below the scatterer.

Nonphysical event 1 (indicated in Figure 3.4) arises when the scattered P-wave reaches
the receiver array; it is also backpropagated (erroneously) upward. Such an artefact
therefore occurs only in the portion of the model above the receiver array in this
case, due to the absorbing boundary condition at the top of the model. Given a gen-
eric point xA in region A, this backpropagated wave reaches that location at a time
equal to the time that would be obtained by effectively crosscorrelating the P-wave
scattered data dS(Φ,Φ)

(P,P ) (xR,xS) and the P-wave reference propagator G0(Φ,Φ)
(P,P ) (xA,xR)

because crosscorrelation subtracts the phase of one wavefield from another, the arrival
time of the erroneous wavefield is the difference between the traveltimes of the two
correlated wavefields (Figure 3.5a). An explanation of the symmetry between the back-
propagation path and the physical one with respect to the receiver array comes from
the fact that all the recorded energy focuses at two subsurface points, the first being
at the actual scatterer location and the second being the symmetric reflection of that
location through the receiver array (see Figure 3.4c at time 2). The same analysis can
be carried out for any point contained in the gray cone in Figure 3.5a to identify first
the corresponding stationary receiver and also the time at which this nonphysical wave-
front reaches that point. Nonphysical event 2 occurs throughout the subsurface. It is
caused by the crosscorrelation between the S-wave scattered data dS(Φ,Φ)

(S,P ) (xR,xS) due
to a conversion at the density perturbation and recorded at the receiver arrays, and
the P-wave reference propagator G0(Φ,Φ)

(P,P ) (xB,xR). Figure 3.5b explains the creation of
this event for a point xB located in region B using a stationary-phase approach.

Correctly combining velocity-stress recordings and quadrupole-dipole backpropagating
sources is the key component to obtain a receiver wavefield deprived of the above two
types of spurious events. Figure 3.6 shows how the scattered P-wavefield between a
physical source and any point in the subsurface dS(Φ,Φ)

(M,P ) (xI ,xS) is created in equation
3.3 by summing the integral involving stress data and volume force density sources
(Figure 3.6a) and the integral involving velocity data and deformation rate density
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Figure 3.5: Stationary-phase analysis describing which receivers contribute to the construction
of either physical or nonphysical energy in the receiver-side backpropagated wavefield. Solid
lines represent the scattered Green’s functions propagated forward in time during data
acquisition and recorded on the receiver array. Dotted lines represent the reference Green’s
functions that are time reversed and injected at receiver location xR, propagating backwards
in time during numerical back-extrapolation. Blue lines refer to P-waves, and red lines
identify S-waves. (a) Nonphysical stationary path in the crosscorrelation of scattered P-wave
data and the reference P-wave receiver-side propagator at xA. This event corresponds to
an upgoing scattered P-wave, erroneously injected also as an upgoing time-reversed P-wave
along the receiver array. (b) Nonphysical stationary path involved in the crosscorrelation
of scattered S-wave data and the reference P-wave receiver-side propagator at xB . This
event corresponds to a recorded scattered S-wave, erroneously injected as a P-wave along
the receiver array. (c) Physical stationary path that would occur in the crosscorrelation of
scattered P-wave data and the reference Pwave receiver-side propagator at xC ; however,
an array of receivers at depth z > zscatt is required to construct this physical event. (d)
Nonphysical stationary paths in the crosscorrelation of scattered P-wave data and the
reference P-wave receiver-side propagator at xC .

sources (Figure 3.6b). The physically scattered P-waves share the same radiation pat-
tern between the first and the second integrands, whereas the nonphysical waves have
opposite polarity resulting in a perfect cancellation (other than small numerical er-
rors due to the presence of dispersion in finite-difference data) when they are summed
together (Figure 3.6c).

Consider now the region of the subsurface below the scatterer. Here, neither the tensorial
nor the vectorial wavefield extrapolation construct the scattered P-wave traveling from
the physical source to any image point xC because the stationary receiver lies on a
portion of the receiver boundary that is not available in a usual seismic experiment
(Figure 3.5c). A comparison with the exact scattered P-wave in Figure 3.4 shows how
both receiver wavefields share the same spurious event at early times (i.e., before the
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Physical scattered
wavefield

Nonphysical
artefact 1

Nonphysical
artefact 2

Region A (z ≤ zR) - X/V X/V
Region B (zR ≤ z ≤ zscatt) V/V - X/V
Region C (zR ≥ zscatt) X/X - X/V

Table 3.1: Comparison between the vectorial (left of slash) and tensorial (right of slash)
receiver-side back-extrapolated wavefields with respect to the three main events discussed
in the text for three different regions of the subsurface domain: V , properly handled; X,
improperly handled; and X/V , improperly handled by vectorial extrapolation but properly
handled by tensorial extrapolation.

scattering event occurs) due to the crosscorrelation between the scattered P-wave and
the reference P-wave propagator (Figure 3.4 at time 1 and Figure 3.5d). Furthermore,
after the scattering event takes place (Figure 3.4 at times 2–5), the scattered P-wave
appears to propagate only upward rather than ‘isotropically’ in any direction (or in
reverse time, the scattered P-wave collapsing onto the scatterer comes only from the
direction of the receiver array). Although nonphysical events 1 and 2 pertain to using
only elastic monopole sources and receivers, differences in the scattered P-wave between
the exact scattered wavefield (Figure 3.4a) and the extrapolated receiver-side wavefields
(Figure 3.4b and c) are due to the availability of only an incomplete (open) boundary
of receivers. All of these observations are summarized in Table 3.1.

Imaging condition and artefacts.
Spurious events in receiver-side wavefield extrapolation potentially turn into artefacts
in the final image. However, because an imaging condition often uses only the zero-time,
zero-offset crosscorrelation between source and receiver wavefields, artefacts would only
be created if the source wavefield and nonphysical waves in the receiver-side wavefield
extrapolation coincide at the image point at a certain time. This is obviously not the
case for nonphysical wavefield 1, which is due to the lack of directionality in the particle
velocity injection because the source wavefield reaches any point xA before the upward-
injected P-wave. Moreover, absorbing boundary conditions are used at the top of the
model in the extrapolation procedure to avoid the upgoing nonphysical wave being
reflected back into the subsurface. On the other hand, because the source wavefield
propagates from the source toward infinity and the nonphysical wavefield 2 starts from
infinity and collapses at the receiver array (Figure 3.7), they inevitably cross at a certain
time, creating artefacts in the PP image.

Figure 3.8 shows the PP images obtained from elastic RTM using the tensorial (Figure
3.8a) and vectorial (Figure 3.8b) wavefield extrapolation and the linearized imaging
condition in equation 2.17. The scatterer is correctly imaged in both cases; however,
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a) b) c)

Figure 3.6: Construction of the correct backpropagated receiver-side P-wavefield using the
tensorial wavefield extrapolation integral (equation 3.3) for the example in Figure 3.3: (a)
first term, (b) second term, and (c) the sum of the integrals shown in (a) and (b). These
wavefields share the same radiation pattern for the physical event (the downgoing scattered
P-wave), whereas radiation patterns of the opposite sign cancel out in (c) for the nonphysical
events (the upgoing scattered P-wave and the spurious P-wave due to the S-wave recorded
at the receiver array).

2

a) b) c)

Figure 3.7: Time snapshot of (a) the source-side P-wave wavefield G0(Φ,Φ)
(P,P ) (xI ,xS), and the (b)

tensorial and (c) vectorial P-wave receiver-side back-extrapolated wavefields dS(Φ,Φ)
(P,P ) (xI ,xS)

for the example in Figure 3.3. The source wavefield is crosscorrelated with one of the receiver
wavefields and the image is the value of the result at zero-time. This corresponds to the
source wavefield snapshot being multiplied by the corresponding receiver wavefield (and
the resulting panels at different times being summed together). In (a) the arrows identify
the propagation direction of the source wavefield, and in (c) the arrows define propagation
direction of non-physical event 2 in the vectorial receiver wavefield. Since they propagate in
opposite directions and cross each other, they create an artefact in the final image (indicated
in Figure 3.8b).

a strong artefact is present when the vectorial receiver wavefield is crosscorrelated
with the source wavefield (Figure 3.8b). This is caused by the use of only velocity
data/volume force density sources in the receiver-side extrapolation. Because the non-
physical wave 2 is not present in the tensorial receiver wavefield, the artefact is strongly
attenuated in the final result in Figure 3.8a, creating a much clearer image, which allows
a more accurate interpretation of the subsurface structure.

PS imaging

To evaluate an imaging condition for converted- waves (a so-called PS image) the
computation of the S-wave receiver wavefield is required. In this section, we analyse
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A2

a) b)

Figure 3.8: PP images resulting from elastic RTM using (a) tensorial and (b) vectorial wave-
field extrapolation for the example in Figure 3.3 illuminated by a single surface source.
Although the scatterer is correctly imaged in both cases (it can not be properly localized
because only a single source was used in this example), artefact A2 is clearly visible below
and to the right of the scatterer when only particle velocity data are injected at receiver
locations during wavefield extrapolation. This results from the crosscorrelation between
the source wavefield (Figure 3.7a) and nonphysical event 2 in the extrapolated receiver
wavefield (Figure 3.7c).

the effect of using only particle velocity data to extrapolate the shear wavefield and
describe how artefacts arise in the final image because of spurious events in the receiver-
side extrapolation.

A series of snapshots of the S-wave receiver-side extrapolated field is compared to the
exactly modeled scattered S-wave wavefield d

S(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) (x,xS) (Figure 3.9). Nonphysical

wavefields 1 and 2 are explained similarly to those of the corresponding waves in the
P-wave extrapolated wavefield. The main difference concerns the shape of spurious
event 2 and the chronological order at which these waves collapse at the receiver array:
nonphysical wavefield 2 now arrives before the physical scattered S-wave. Wavefront
2, a scattered P-wave injected erroneously as an S-wave, has a parabolic shape: more
precisely, two parabolic wavefronts propagate in opposite directions reaching the re-
ceiver array at the same time. Note that the wavefront indicated with the label 1+2
represents a recorded S-wave that was erroneously backpropagated as a P-wave, also
in the wrong direction.

Figure 3.10 shows the source-side forward-propagating P-wave wavefieldG0(Φ,Φ)
(P,P ) (xI ,xS)

(Figure 3.10a), and the tensorially (Figure 3.10b) and vectorially (Figure 3.10c) back-
propagated S-wave receiver wavefields dS(Φ,Φ)

(S,P ) (xI ,xS), which are crosscorrelated to eval-
uate the imaging condition in equation 2.17 (Figure 3.11). Artefact A1+2 in Figure
3.11b arises from the intersection of the source wavefield with the upper part of non-
physical wave 1+2, whereas artefact A2 is due to the lower part of spurious event 2
(Figure 3.10c).
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Figure 3.9: Series of snapshots of the (a) exactly modeled (b) tensorially and (c) vectorially
back-extrapolated receiver-side S-wavefields dS(Φ,Φ)

(S,P ) (xI ,xS) for the point scatterer example
(Figure 3.3). The white arrows indicate nonphysical waves due to approximations made in
the wavefield extrapolation integral (equation 3.4). They do not arise (other than due to
numerical artefacts) when the tensorial wavefield extrapolation integral is carried out in
(b).
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a) c)b)

Figure 3.10: Time snapshot of (a) the source-side P-wave wavefield G
0(Φ,Φ)
(P,P ) (xI ,xS), and

the (b) tensorial and (c) vectorial S-wave receiver-side back-extrapolated wavefields
d

S(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) (xI ,xS) for the example in Figure 3.3. In (a) the arrows identify the propagation

direction of the source wavefield and, in (c) the arrows define the propagation direction of
non-physical event 2 in the vectorial receiver wavefield. They cross each other and create
an artefact in the final image (Figure 3.11b).
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Figure 3.11: PS images resulting from elastic RTM using (a) tensorial and (b) vectorial wave-
field extrapolation. Artefacts A1+2 and A2 are the result of the crosscorrelation between
the P-wave source-side wavefield and spurious events in the S-wave receiver-side extra-
polated wavefield when only particle velocity data are injected at the receiver locations
during wavefield extrapolation.

Elastic RTM of the Marmousi 2 model

We now use a modified subset of the Marmousi2 model (Martin et al., 2002) to compare
the receiver-side extrapolation formulae in a more realistic scenario. Figure 3.12a depicts
the stratigraphic density model composed of a series of layers with increasing dip toward
the right side. The P- and S-wave velocity models used for migration are smooth with
velocities ranging, respectively from 1.6 to 3.2 km/s and 0.8 to 1.6 km/s (VP /VS = 2)
(Figure 3.12b). Data are modeled using density discontinuities to generate reflections,
whereas we use a constant migration density throughout the model (ρ = 1000kg/m3) to
carry out Born imaging (i.e., for calculation of the source-side reference wavefield and for
receiver-side back-propagation). A compressional source is fired at xS = (6.75; 0.5) km,
and the wavefields are recorded by a horizontal array of receivers placed at zR = 0.5km
with inter-receiver spacing of dxR = 2.5 m. Absorbing boundary conditions are used
for modelling and migration.

Receiver-side P- and S-wave extrapolated wavefields are computed using the tensorial
(Figure 3.13a and c) and vectorial (Figure 3.13b and d) wavefield extrapolation integ-
rals. The complexity of the model results in seismic data that are densely populated
by events of every kind, ranging from primary reflected P-waves to primary converted
S-waves and multiply scattered and converted P- and S-waves. When the vectorial ex-
pression is used for wavefield extrapolation, the number of wavefronts injected along
the line of receivers is twice the number of physical waves reaching the Earth’s surface:
a nonphysical S- or P-wave is erroneously generated from every physical P- or S-wave,
respectively. In Figure 3.13b, several spurious waves, propagating transversally with
respect to the physical ones, are indicated by white arrows: they mainly populate the
right part of the model, although weak spurious energy is also visible on the left side.
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Figure 3.12: (a) Density model, (b) smoothed (migration) P-wave velocity, and (c) reflectivity
(r = |5 (ρVP )| models of a modified subset of the Marmousi 2 model (Martin et al., 2002)
used for the second example of elastic RTM. The value of VP ranges from 1.6 to 3.2 km/s
and VP /VS = 2 and the density ranges from 1000 to 2000 kg/m3. The star indicates the
location of the physical source, and every tenth receiver is marked by a triangle.

Moreover, nonphysical events have an amplitude comparable with that of the physical
events. On the other hand, the receiver-side S-wave wavefield (Figure 3.13d) seems to
be less affected by nonphysical wavefronts, which propagate in a variety of different
directions. The use of tensorial wavefield extrapolation integrals (Figure 3.13a and c) is
necessary to generate receiver-side extrapolated wavefields deprived of artificial waves,
whereas the backpropagated physical P- and S-wavefronts share the same kinematics
as those obtained by the vectorial counterpart but are clearer and more discernible.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 3.13: Comparison between a snapshot of the (a)/(c) tensorial and (b)/(d) vectorial
receiver-side back-extrapolated wavefields dS(Φ,Φ)

(P,P ) (xI ,xS) (top) and dS(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) (xI ,xS) (bot-

tom). White arrows show nonphysical waves of type 2 due to approximations made in the
wavefield extrapolation integral in equation 3.4.

As a last step to produce PP and PS images of the subsurface, the linearized imaging
condition (equation 2.17) is applied to the source- and receiver-side extrapolated wave-
fields (Figure 3.14). Spurious events in the receiver-side vectorial wavefields interfere
with events in the source-side wavefields to generate artefacts in the final images. They
distort the structure of the layered medium, especially in the near surface around co-
ordinates x = 7.25 km and z = 0.8 km in the PP image (Figure 3.14b) and around
coordinates x = 6.75 km and z = 0.7 km in the PS image (Figure 3.14d). A clear
improvement is visible when using the receiver-side tensorial wavefields either for the
PP image (Figure 3.14a) or the PS image (Figure 3.14c).

Ocean-bottom 4C data

We now demonstrate the seabed extrapolation formula (equation 3.7) by adding a
water layer (VP = 1.5 km/s;VS = 0 km/s; ρ = 1000 kg/m3) on top of the Marmousi 2
model of Figure 3.12 to mimic an ocean-bottom imaging experiment. Synthetic data are
computed using a source at xS = (6.75; 0.005) km and a horizontal array of pressure
and particle-velocity receivers placed along the seabed (zR = 0.5 km). PP imaging
using tensorial and vectorial wavefield backpropagation is performed below the receiver
boundary (i.e., inside the elastic medium).

Data are initially modeled without free-surface multiples (i.e., with absorbing boundar-
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Figure 3.14: PP (top) and PS (bottom) images resulting from a single shot-profile elastic
RTM of a modified subset of the Marmousi 2 model using the (a)/(c) tensorial and (b)/(d)
vectorial wavefield extrapolation, respectively. Different portions of the subsurface domain
are illuminated by pure- and converted-mode images because of different illumination
angles of the two propagation modes for the given acquisition geometry. Nonphysical waves
in the vectorial receiver-side extrapolated wavefield (Figure 3.13b and d) interfere with
waves in the source wavefield to generate artefacts at the imaging stage (white arrows).

ies at the top of the water layer) to show the benefit arising from the correct injection
of P- and S-waves. Figure 3.15 shows a time snapshot of the receiver-side P-wavefield
computed using the tensorial and vectorial wavefield extrapolation integrals. In Fig-
ure 3.15b, analogously to Figure 3.13b, recorded S-waves are erroneously injected as
P-waves and affect the vectorial wavefield (white arrows). PP images using tensorial
(Figure 3.16a) and vectorial (Figure 3.16b) wavefield extrapolation are compared again
showing the importance of using the pressure field along with the velocity recordings
and the use of correct injectors. A clear improvement by using tensorial extrapolation is
visible throughout the model and especially in the shallower part, the vectorial artefacts
being almost completely suppressed.

Lastly a free surface is added at the modelling stage, so that the recorded data are
composed of up- and downgoing waves at the receiver array. The same time snapshots
of the receiver-side P-wavefield as in Figure 3.15 are now displayed in Figure 3.17.
Apart from the same nonphysical waves indicated by white arrows, some other artefacts
appear in the vectorial wavefield (black arrows in Figure 3.17b): these are downgoing
wavefields from multiples in the water layer, which are erroneously treated as upgoing
recorded waves and are directly backpropagated downward into the subsurface. The
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a) b)

Figure 3.15: Comparison between a snapshot of the (a) tensorial and (b) vectorial P-wave
receiver-side wavefields for the ocean-bottom example with absorbing boundaries at the
top of the water layer. White arrows show nonphysical waves of type 2 due to approxim-
ations made in the wavefield extrapolation integral in equation 3.4.

a) b)

Figure 3.16: PP images resulting from a single shot-profile elastic RTM of an ocean-bottom
version of the Marmousi 2 model (see main text) from data modeled with absorbing bound-
aries using (a) tensorial and (b) vectorial wavefield extrapolation, respectively. Nonphys-
ical waves in the vectorial receiver-side back-extrapolated wavefield (Figure 3.15b) that
interfere with waves in the source wavefield generate artefacts at the imaging stage (white
arrows). These are successfully removed when tensorial wavefield extrapolation is used.

tensorial extrapolation, on the other hand, accomplishes a directional injection of the
recorded wavefields and only upgoing waves are backpropagated inside the medium.
Now, although the PP image constructed with the vectorial receiver wavefield (Figure
3.18b) shows further artefacts due to the interaction of the source wavefield with these
downgoing waves injected in the opposite direction, the tensorial PP image (Figure
3.18a) is almost the same as that obtained earlier by migrating data without free-surface
multiples (Figure 3.16a). Hence, our tensorial extrapolation proves to be capable of
separating the information of downgoing free-surface multiples from upgoing reflections
when wavefields are injected.
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a) b)

Figure 3.17: Comparison between a snapshot of the (a) tensorial and (b) vectorial P-wave
receiver-side extrapolated wavefields for the oceanbottom example with data modeled
using a free surface. Black arrows show nonphysical waves of type 1, and white arrows
show nonphysical waves of type 2.

a) b)

Figure 3.18: PP images resulting from a single shot-profile elastic RTM of an ocean-bottom
version of the Marmousi 2 model from data modeled with a free surface using (a) tensorial
and (b) vectorial wavefield extrapolation, respectively.

3.4 Discussion

Marine acquisition systems, which deploy receivers at the seabed (OBC or OBN) as an
alternative to the more conventional marine streamer surveys, have created new poten-
tial but also new processing and interpretation challenges. First, the acquisition geo-
metry is very different from that of marine and land surveys: sources and receivers are
not located at approximately the same depth. Receiver depths range from tens of meters
(shallow-water surveys) to hundreds of meters (deep-water surveys), and free-surface
reflections modulate the spectrum more frequently than in marine streamer acquisi-
tion. Acquisition methods like over-under streamers (see Moldoveanu et al. (2007)) and
processing techniques like predictive deconvolution commonly used for the suppression
of receiver-side ghosts, cannot easily be translated into this context. Second, because
it is impossible to record shear waves when streamers are towed behind a vessel, mul-
ticomponent ocean-bottom data contain much more information about shear velocities
and reflectivity because converted shear waves are recorded directly on horizontal com-
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ponent geophones at the seabed. A significant effort is needed, first, to reconcile this
information with the P-wave data before the full potential of it can be exploited.

Having pressure information just above the seabed has been turned to an advantage for
the separation of up- and downgoing (receiver-side ghost) waves using techniques such
as PZ summation (Barr and Sanders, 1989; Soubaras, 1996; Schalkwijk et al., 1999);
imaging using these separate components of the seismic data allows the reconstruction
of the frequency band affected by the ghost notch effect (Godfrey et al., 1998; Grion
et al., 2007; Dash et al., 2009). However, these additional data are often not used while
performing elastic migration, particularly during wavefield extrapolation: receiver-side
wavefields are generally obtained by backpropagation of particle velocity components
at the receiver locations (Chang and McMechan, 1986, 1994; Sun and McMechan, 1986;
Yan and Sava, 2008).

Here, we formulate an exact integral expression that uses a combination of velocity-
stress recordings (or velocity-pressure in its application to ocean-bottom data —see
above) and quadrupole-dipole backpropagating sources for wavefield extrapolation of
elastic data. The numerical examples above show that direct injection of the particle
displacement (or velocity) vector is not the best way to accomplish wavefield extrapol-
ation, because it generates two types of nonphysical waves in the scattered wavefield
estimate: each arrival contained in the data is injected up- and downward, and all injec-
ted energy emits compressional and shear propagating modes. When using the tensorial
integral expression for the extrapolation of the receiver-side wavefield, any wavefront is
backpropagated only toward the direction from which it was traveling in the physical
experiment, rather than up- and downward. Imaging of the primary signal (upgoing at
the receiver array) and the ghost signal (downgoing at the receiver array) can therefore
be accomplished without any preliminary up/down wavefield separation. In addition,
injected energy emits only compressional or shear propagating modes (e.g., if a P-wave
is recorded, only a P-wave mode is backpropagated), rather than both propagating
modes as is the case for the usual backpropagation procedure. This is vital for imaging
with elastic data because the improvement due to the proper focusing of singly and
multiply converted waves is otherwise not realized due to the introduction of spurious
events. This new procedure has been proven to be effective for 2D imaging; however,
it naturally extends to 3D if the Einstein’s summation for repeated indices in equa-
tions equation 3.1, equation 3.2 and equation 3.3 is carried out by considering an extra
coordinate (i.e., x-y-z must be used instead of only x-z). Moreover, it is important to
note that the cost of our tensorial extrapolation is identical to that of conventional
vectorial extrapolation because velocity and stress data can be injected together in the
modelling (finite-difference) code through deformation rate density and volume force
density backpropagation sources, respectively.
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A practical challenge presented by the application of the ocean-bottom tensorial ex-
trapolation (equation 3.7) to data recorded along the seabed is the fact that back-
propagation sources must be placed at the seabed, where a sharp change in the me-
dium parameters occurs. We found that this caused a degradation in the cancellation
of nonphysical waves in the tensorial wavefield extrapolation when an elastic finite-
difference code is used. To alleviate this problem, we used a migration velocity/density
model in which the elastic layer is upward continued to substitute for the sea layer
(although in doing so we cannot take advantage of the wavefield separation property of
the new extrapolation formula to perform simultaneous imaging of free-surface ghosts
along with primaries). The explicit handling of the fluid-solid boundary condition in
a finite-difference method (van Vossen et al., 2002) or the use of a finite or spectral
element modelling method (see Komatitsch and Tromp (1999)), in which the seabed
properties in equation 3.6 can be represented explicitly at element boundaries, might
solve this issue.

The imaging formulae in equations 2.15 to 2.18 are such that band-limited Green’s
functions can be retrieved for a co-located virtual, subsurface source and receiver at
each image point. If the subsurface source and receiver are separated, the resulting
Green’s function would usually be referred to as an extended image (Sava and Vascon-
celos, 2011). In acoustic media, improvements in the receiver-side extrapolated wave-
fields result not only in better final images, but also in more accurate extended images
(Vasconcelos and Rickett, 2013), independently of the domain used for their compu-
tation, e.g., time-lag domain (Sava and Fomel, 2006), space-lag domain (Rickett and
Sava, 2001), and angle domain (Sava and Fomel, 2003). Using our new extrapolation
method, we would therefore expect similar improvements in elastic media. Moreover,
because the penalty function usually defined for migration velocity analysis of elastic
waves (Yan and Sava, 2010), which exploits the information contained in the extended
images to invert for the velocity model, does not take into account the artificial events
resulting from the vectorial extrapolation step, the inversion process could also benefit
significantly from this new extrapolation procedure.

However, although our new wavefield extrapolation procedure improves the elastic im-
age, the receiver wavefields still show some nonphysical waves at early times (e.g., before
a scattering event occurs — see Figure 3.4c at time 1) and partial wavefronts at later
times (e.g., after a scattering event occurs — see Figure 3.4c at times 3-5). These are
caused first by the absence of nonlinear terms in the extrapolation and imaging steps
and second by the lack of enclosing source and receiver boundaries as required by the
theory of correlation-based extrapolation and imaging integrals. Note from a theoret-
ical point of view that if both of these deficiencies would be resolved, all energy would
focus on the correct locations (given a suitable velocity model, see below) and would
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then be correctly transferred back to the incident field and so would not be visible in
the scattered field. That is, no energy would continue to propagate to other locations
causing crosstalk. The reason is that equation 3.2 then gives exactly the true scattered
Green’s function, which is zero before the scattering events occur.

Finally, equations 3.1 and 3.2 represent wavefield extrapolation formulae suitable for
a new, final stage of elastic imaging: once we have a good estimate of the background
model including high spatial frequencies (e.g., reflectors and diffractors) that intro-
duce scattering in the back-propagation step, nonlinear terms can in principle be re-
introduced to take advantage of the improved illumination offered by the energy from
multiply scattered waves. These terms can alleviate illumination problems due to in-
complete source and receiver aperture because the higher-order scattered waves come
from a wider range of directions than primaries, as shown by Fleury and Snieder (2011)
and Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012) for acoustic waves and by Ravasi and Curtis (2013b)
(also Chapter 2 of this thesis) for elastic waves.

3.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we have proposed the use of interferometric relations for elastic wavefield
extrapolation of land and ocean-bottom data. Reciprocity theorems are exploited to
define a tensorial integral representation that allows for accurate backpropagation of
the scattered wavefield between a physical source and any image point (i.e., construction
of the receiver-side wavefield).

By using a combination of velocity-stress recordings and quadrupole-dipole backpropagat-
ing sources, we produce receiver-side wavefields deprived of nonphysical waves that,
by contrast, arise when wavefield extrapolation is approximated by direct injection of
particle velocity components as dipole backpropagating sources at the receiver loca-
tions (vectorial wavefield extrapolation). Interfaces and layers are clearly discernible in
synthetic elastic images of part of the Marmousi 2 model, even for the extreme case of
RTM of a single shot gather.

In a marine scenario, under the fluid-solid interface boundary conditions which may
hold on the seabed, we have also shown that the wavefield extrapolation integral turns
into an expression that requires only pressure and particle velocity recordings. The
latter are available from standard 4C seabed acquisition systems.



4
Multidimensional deconvolution
without wavefield separation

Seismic interferometry comprises a suite of methods to redatum recorded wavefields to those
that would have been recorded if different sources (so-called virtual sources) had been activated.
Seismic interferometry by cross-correlation has been formulated using either two-way (for full
wavefields) or one-way (for directionally decomposed wavefields) representation theorems. To
obtain improved Green’s function estimates, the cross-correlation result can be deconvolved by
a quantity that identifies the smearing of the virtual source in space and time, the so-called
point-spread function. This type of interferometry, known as interferometry by multidimen-
sional deconvolution (MDD), has so far been applied only to one-way directionally decomposed
fields, requiring accurate wavefield decomposition from dual (e.g., pressure and velocity) record-
ings. Here we propose a form of interferometry by multidimensional deconvolution that uses full
wavefields with two-way representations, and simultaneously invert for pressure and (normal)
velocity Green’s functions, rather than only velocity responses as for its one-way counterpart.
Tests on synthetic data show that two-way MDD improves on results of interferometry by cross-
correlation, and generally produces estimates of similar quality to those obtained by one-way
MDD, suggesting that the preliminary decomposition into up- and downgoing components of
the pressure field is not required if pressure and velocity data are jointly used in the decon-
volution. Finally, as a by-product of having pressure and particle velocity measurements, we
adapt one- and two-way representation theorems to convert any particle velocity receiver into
its corresponding virtual dipole/gradient source by means of multidimensional deconvolution.
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4.1 Introduction

In geophysical exploration, seismic interferometry comprises a set of techniques that
allow a wavefield (theoretically, a Green’s function) that would propagate between
two receiver locations to be synthesized, as if one receiver had been replaced by an
impulsive (or transient) source, generally known as a virtual source. This is usually
obtained by cross-correlation of the wavefields observed at each receiver from an en-
closing boundary or distribution of energy sources (Weaver and Lobkis, 2001; Campillo
and Paul, 2003; Curtis et al., 2006; Schuster, 2009; Wapenaar et al., 2010a,c; Galetti
and Curtis, 2012). Various authors have derived the theory for lossless (Schuster et al.,
2004; Wapenaar, 2004; van Manen et al., 2005, 2006; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006) and
dissipative media (Snieder, 2006a), and this has been applied to obtain body wave es-
timates from controlled-source data (Bakulin and Calvert, 2006) and in passive seismic
data (Draganov et al., 2006; Forghani and Snieder, 2010; Ruigrok et al., 2010). Mehta
et al. (2007) demonstrate that when sources are not uniformly distributed around the
receivers (e.g., if the medium of interest is illuminated from one side only), wavefield
separation of the recorded wavefields into their up- and downgoing components can
improve the quality of the virtual reflection response. This mitigates artefacts associ-
ated with the limited acquisition aperture typically used in practice, and constructs
a virtual wavefield response partially deprived of downgoing reflections and multiples
from the overburden above a subsurface (e.g., borehole) array of receivers and virtual
sources.

In the non-ideal situation of limited arrays of sources and receivers, the correlation
function is proportional to the Green’s function from a source that is blurred in space
and time. This blurring is quantified by the so-called source point-spread function
(PSF). An even more accurate estimate of the Green’s function can be obtained by
deconvolving the point-spread function from the correlation function. This is the essence
of seismic interferometry by multidimensional deconvolution (MDD— Wapenaar et al.,
2008b, 2011; Wapenaar and van der Neut, 2010; Minato et al., 2011; van der Neut et al.,
2011b; Vasconcelos and Rickett, 2013; Nakata et al., 2014; van Dalen et al., 2014). The
advantages of multidimensional deconvolution over interferometry by cross-correlation
are: 1) removal of the source signature, 2) improved radiation characteristics of the
retrieved source, and 3) relaxation of the assumptions of a closed surface of regularly
sampled sources (e.g., one-sided illumination may be sufficient) and a lossless medium.
On the other hand, the MDD approach also has limitations: 1) MDD requires a well-
sampled array of receivers (it can not be applied to a single receiver configuration), 2)
the measured wavefields must first be decomposed into up- and downgoing components
for a complete cancellation of the effect of the overburden, requiring data acquisition
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using dual (i.e., pressure and particle velocity) receivers —while an estimate of the
first arriving downgoing wave from single component receivers via time gating (van der
Neut et al., 2011a) or single-trace deconvolution (Bellezza and Poletto, 2014) can only
compensate for the blurring effects and spread distortions, 3) the computational cost
can be high due to the array operations involved, and 4) the inverse problem that
performs the deconvolution is usually ill-conditioned and hence must be regularized.

In this chapter, we show that the preliminary step of separating measured wavefields
into up- and downgoing components can be avoided. By using pressure and velocity
data jointly in a system of multidimensional deconvolution equations we invert simul-
taneously for pressure and velocity responses. To achieve this we use a two-way (full
wavefield) representation, thus differing from conventional MDD that is based on one-
way (directional wavefield) representation. However, since twice the number of virtual
responses are estimated using the same number of equations which depends on the num-
ber of available sources, the conditioning of two-way MDD is generally poorer than that
of one-way MDD: while adding a regularization term on the solution norm is sometimes
sufficient as in one-way MDD, other filters (based, for example, on the directionality
of the virtual responses that we want to retrieve) or sparsity constraints (van der Neut
and Herrmann, 2013) can be applied to better condition the inversion process when
needed.

When used for borehole redatuming, two-way multidimensional deconvolution improves
the results of interferometry by cross-correlation by suppressing the effect of medium
inhomogeneities in the overburden, and produces estimates of similar quality to those
obtained by one-way multidimensional deconvolution suggesting that the decomposition
step is not required if pressure and velocity data are used jointly in the inversion. When
two-way MDD is used for ocean-bottom multiple elimination, the virtual responses are
still of good quality (clear improvements can be seen when compared to cross-correlation
responses), although some interactions with the seabed are not entirely removed from
the virtual gather unless directionality constraints are added to the inversion. Finally,
representation theorems used for one- and two-way MDD are adapted to transform
any type of available particle velocity receivers (e.g., normal or radial velocities) into
their corresponding virtual dipole/gradient source. Thus we construct virtual data from
virtual dipole or velocity source excitations, even though the original data are only
excited by monopole sources.
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4.2 One- and two-way representation theorems for seismic
interferometry

Recordings of waves propagating between xS and xV S in the geometrical configuration
shown in Figure 4.1 can be constructed by cross-convolution via the following two-way
integral in the frequency domain (Wapenaar et al., 2011)

p(xV S ,xS) =
∮
∂DR

p(xR,xS)Gvn,q(xR,xV S)− vn(xR,xS)Gp,q(xR,xV S) d2xR, (4.1)

where for each frequency, p and vn represent the pressure and normal particle velocity
recorded at the receiver boundary ∂DR from a monopole source at xS , with vn = v · n
where v is the particle velocity vector and n is the outward pointing normal vector
(Figure 4.1). Gp,q and Gvn,q denote the Green’s functions from a monopole source (q)
to pressure and normal velocity receivers, respectively, and in equation 4.1 these Green’s
functions are from a virtual source located at xV S . Note that a more compact notation
is used in this chapter since we deal with acoustic wavefields. When expressing Green’s
functions, the source type and observed quantity as well as their selected components
are indicated in the subscript.

It is important to remember that the fields p, vn can represent a different wave state
from Gp,q, Gvn,q and that p, vn can be related to Gp,q, Gvn,q by reciprocity theorems
inside ∂DR where the medium is assumed to be the same for both states (Fokkema and
van den Berg, 1993). For example, Gp,q and Gvn,q may belong to a state with different
boundary conditions at ∂DR, different sources, and/or different medium parameters
outside ∂DR, compared to those that pertain to the waves in p and vn. Moreover, in most
practical situations receivers are not available on a closed boundary, so the integration
in equation 4.1 is necessarily restricted to an open receiver boundary. However, as
long as the source xS is located outside ∂DR, it suffices to take the integral over an
open receiver boundary such as the solid lines in Figure 4.1, as Sommerfeld’s radiation
conditions (Sommerfeld, 1954) may be assumed to apply on the half-sphere that would
close the boundary; in other words, assuming that the half-sphere boundary radius is
large, the contribution of the integral over that half-sphere vanishes. In the following
we therefore replace the closed boundary integral by an open boundary integral.

The convolution-type integral in equation 4.1, which is the basic expression for two-
way seismic interferometry by cross-convolution, may be converted into its one-way
(directional) counterpart as follows. We assume that all fields can be locally separated
into in- (+) and outgoing (-) components at the boundary (see Appendix B for a brief
review of wavefield separation and for a description of the associated requirements and
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Figure 4.1: Acquisition geometry used in seismic interferometry by MDD. The red star de-
notes a source, blue triangles are receivers along the boundary ∂DR and the white triangle
refers to the receiver that seismic interferometry turns into a virtual source. The solid line
corresponds to the portion of the surface ∂DR where data are assumed to be available.
Rays denotes the decomposition of the wavefields in terms of waves that are either ingoing
(downgoing, +) or outgoing (upgoing, -) at the boundary.

limitations), such that p = p+ + p− and Gvn,q = G+
vn,q + G−vn,q (similarly for vn and

Gp,q) as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Then equation 4.1 is recast as

p =
∫
∂DR

(p+ + p−)(G+
vn,q +G−vn,q)− (v+

n + v−n )(G+
p,q +G−p,q) d2xR. (4.2)

Following the same reasoning used by Wapenaar and Berkhout (1989); Wapenaar and
Fokkema (2006) and Vasconcelos et al. (2014a), the two products between purely ingo-
ing terms at the stationary receiver locations (such receivers yield the dominant physical
contributions to equation 4.2) have opposite contributions that cancel, and this also
happens for the products between the two outgoing terms. Consequently, these terms do
not contribute to the convolution-type integral, such that equation 4.2 can be reduced
to

p(xV S ,xS) =
∫
∂DR

p−(xR,xS)G+
vn,q(xR,xV S) + p+(xR,xS)G−vn,q(xR,xV S) d2xR

−
∫
∂DR

v−n (xR,xS)G+
p,q(xR,xV S) + v+

n (xR,xS)G−p,q(xR,xV S) d2xR

= 2
∫
∂DR

p−(xR,xS)G+
vn,q(xR,xV S) + p+(xR,xS)G−vn,q(xR,xV S) d2xR,

(4.3)

where we have also used the fact that terms p−G+
vn,q and −v

−
nG

+
p,q (as well as p+G−vn,q

and −v+
nG
−
p,q) give equal contributions to the integral to further reduce the number of

terms involved in the integral relation 4.3.
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In addition, we are free to choose convenient boundary conditions at ∂DR and medium
parameters outside ∂DR, for G. We choose a specific type of Green’s function that has
only the outward propagating term — i.e. Gvn,q = G−vn,q, that is G

+
vn,q = 0 . Effectively

then ∂DR acts as an absorbing boundary for Gvn,q, or equivalently the medium is
homogeneous outside ∂DR as shown in Figure 4.2. (Wapenaar et al., 2011). Equation
4.3 then simplifies to

p(xV S ,xS) = 2
∫
∂DR

p+(xR,xS)G−vn,q(xR,xV S) d2xR. (4.4)

Equations 4.1 and 4.4 are the respective starting points for two- and one-way interfer-
ometry by multidimensional deconvolution. If terms Gvn,q and Gp,q (or alternatively
G−vn,q) inside the integrals are the unknown quantities to be estimated, these equations
need to be solved by multidimensional deconvolution. For applications of MDD where
xV S is a receiver on ∂DR, it is often useful to consider only the outward propagating
part of the field at xV S by applying decomposition also on the left hand side of equation
4.4 (the outgoing part is p−(xV S ,xS)). Whether the input is the full pressure field p or
only the upgoing part of the pressure field controls whether or not the estimated Green’s
function from xV S to xR contains the direct wave or not (see Amundsen, 2001).

4.3 One- and two-way interferometry by multidimensional
deconvolution

Interferometry by MDD essentially consists of inverting equations 4.1 or 4.4 for the
unknown Green’s functions. If there was a single source (and so a single equation),
the inverse problem would be ill-posed. However, these equations hold for each source
position xS outside ∂DR. Solving the ensemble of equations for any G is a better posed
problem. Nevertheless, the existence of the relevant inverse operator is not guaranteed
(indeed it seldom exists in practice) and its conditioning depends on many factors such
as the number of available sources, the source array aperture, and the source bandwidth.

One-way MDD

We first consider MDD using the one-way representation. For the inversion of equation
4.4 we first define G−ow = 2G−vn,q, discretise the integration along the receivers to a
summation, and write the equation in matrix form for each angular frequency separately
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Figure 4.2: Cartoon denoting the choice of the Green’s function wave state in the one-way
representation (equation 4.5). Although both perturbations outside (Pout —white region)
and inside (Pin —grey region) the boundary ∂DR belong to the wave state of the recorded
data, the medium is assumed to be homogeneous outside the boundary ∂DR in the Green’s
function wave state, so only the perturbation inside surface ∂DR is included in the Green’s
function state and hence in the solutions obtained. Keys as in Figure 1.

p = p+G−ow, (4.5)

where p+ is a data matrix with rows and columns corresponding to source locations xS
and receiver locations xR, respectively. Similarly p is a matrix with rows and columns
corresponding to source locations xS and virtual source locations xV S . Finally G−ow
is a matrix with rows and columns corresponding to receiver locations xR and virtual
source locations xV S .

We then define our objective: to obtain a least-squares estimate of the unknown Green’s
functions G−ow by minimizing the misfit

J−ow =‖ p− p+G−ow ‖2, (4.6)

where subscript 2 denotes the `2-norm. Via some algebra (Menke, 1989), the solution
of equation 4.6 can be written as the normal equation

C−ow = Γ−owG−ow ⇔ G−ow = (Γ−ow)−1C−ow, (4.7)

where Γ−ow = (p+)Hp+ and C−ow = (p+)Hp with H denoting the conjugate trans-
pose matrix. After Wapenaar et al. (2011) and van der Neut et al. (2011b), Γ−ow is
hereafter referred to as a wavefield point-spread function, while the matrix C−ow is
the cross-correlation function. Equation 4.7 states that the correlation function C−ow is
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proportional to the sought Green’s function G−ow, smeared in space and time by Γ−ow.

Exact minimization of J−ow generally results in an unstable solution that is not desired.
Numerical instability can be prevented by introducing an additional constraint on the
solution norm (commonly referred to as regularization)

J−ow =‖ p− p+G−ow ‖2 +λ2
G ‖ G−ow ‖2 (4.8)

and the solution of equation 4.8 is then

G−ow = (Γ−ow + λ2
GI)−1C−ow = (Γ−ow)†C−ow, (4.9)

where λG controls the balance between minimizing the data residual (low λG) and the
solution norm (high λG). Here † is used to identify the regularised inverse and (Γ−ow)†

is the regularised inverse of the one-way PSF.

Two-way MDD

The two-way representation in equation 4.1 is now converted into matrix equations
suitable for inversion. Arranging the fields p(xR,xS) and vn(xR,xS) into matrices p̄
and v̄ (a bar is added to emphasise that these are full data recorded by receivers xR
instead of virtual sources xV S as in absence of the bar), and the Green’s functions
Gp,q(xR,xS) and Gvn,q(xR,xS) into matrices Gp and Gv similarly to above, we can
write

p =
[
p̄ −v̄

] [ Gv

Gp

]
⇔ p = dGtw, (4.10)

where d is the first matrix composed of the concatenation of pressure and (negative)
velocity data, and Gtw is the second matrix composed of the concatenation of velocity
and pressure of the unknown Green’s functions. The least squares solution is again
obtained by minimizing the misfit

Jtw =‖ p− dGtw ‖2 +λ2
G ‖ Gtw ‖2, (4.11)

and the solution is

Gtw = (Γtw + λ2
GI)−1Ctw = (Γtw)†Ctw, (4.12)
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where the PSF and cross-correlation matrices are block matrices composed of different
combinations of pressure and velocity data

Γtw = (d)Hd =
[

(p̄)H p̄ −(p̄)H v̄
−(v̄)H p̄ (v̄)H v̄

]
, Ctw = (d)Hp =

[
(p̄)Hp
−(v̄)Hp

]
, (4.13)

and (Γtw)† is the regularised inverse of the two-way PSF.

Directional constraints on two-way MDD

In order to define a wave state uniquely, medium parameters, boundary conditions, and
sources type need to be selected. We know that the convolution-type representation
used as a starting point for seismic interferometry by MDD allows for an arbitrary
choice of the Green’s function wave state with possibly different boundary conditions
at ∂DR and medium parameters outside ∂DR from those of the data. In the one-
way representation, Wapenaar et al. (2011) choose the medium to be homogeneous
outside boundary ∂DR (i.e., G+

vn,q = 0). This implies that the sought Green’s function
is uniquely defined. However, this particular condition cannot be used directly for the
two-way representation because full fields are used in equation 4.1 rather than up-
and downgoing separated fields: the solution obtained by solving equation 4.10 via
MDD thus mainly depends on the minimization criterion and regularization applied.
Additional linear constraints can be applied to drive the inversion towards a desired
Green’s function solution.

For comparison with existing methods, here we show how we can estimate the solution of
one-way MDD (in case that is what is desired) by implicitly ensuring that the downgoing
Green’s function components G+

vn,q = 0 and/or G+
p,q = 0 go to zero. In order to do so, we

first need to recall the decomposition operators in the frequency-wavenumber domain
that, when applied to pressure and velocity time and space Fourier transformed fields,
identify their downgoing components:

D+
p = 1

2
[
ξ(kxR)I I

]
, D+

v = 1
2
[
I 1/ξ(kxR)I

]
, (4.14)

where ξ is the so-called obliquity factor and kxR is the horizontal wavenumber at the
receiver array (see Appendix B for their derivation). To be able to apply directionality
constraints to the two-way representation in either equation 4.1 or its discretized version
in equation 4.10, we first transform these equations from the frequency-space to the
frequency-wavenumber domain by assuming that an array of receivers xR is available
along a horizontal line (in 2D) or plane (in 3D) and make use of Parseval’s identity
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(Amundsen, 2001) resulting in

p(xV S ,xS) =
∫ ∞
−∞

p(−kxR ,xS)Gvn,q(xR,xV S)− vn(−kxR ,xS)Gp,q(kxR ,xV S) dkxR .

(4.15)

Note that the recorded data on the left-hand side of equation 4.15 remains in the
frequency-space domain since we only need to transform across the receiver array.
After discretizing equation 4.15 in the same way as for equation 4.1, the directionality
constraints can be added to the least-squares objective function:

J−tw = Jtw + λ2
Dp
‖ D+

pG−tw ‖
2 +λ2

Dv
‖ D+

vG−tw ‖
2 . (4.16)

Parameters λDp and λDv control the extent to which we wish the solution to contain
less down- than upgoing energy (larger values of λDp and λDv result in less downgoing
energy). The solution of the minimization problem in equation 4.16 is

Gtw = (Γtw + λ2
GI + λ2

Dp
(D+

p )HD+
p + λ2

Dv
(D+

v )HD+
v )−1Ctw = (Γ−tw)†Ctw. (4.17)

Virtual dipole sources with one- and two-way MDD

Particle velocity measurements are generally required by algorithms for wavefield de-
composition, both as a pre-processing step for one-way MDD as well as by two-way
MDD to directly estimate virtual recordings. These measurements (or the up- and
downgoing fields obtained by combining them with pressure data) are taken into ac-
count at the receiver locations xR in representation theorems 4.1 and 4.4, while only
pressure data are used at the virtual source location xV S . However, if we multiply
each side of equation 4.1 by the operator that transforms pressure fields into particle
velocity fields (i.e., −j(ωρ)−1∂i to obtain the i-th component of the particle velocity
vector) at the virtual source location, we can create a modified representation theorem
that allows us to estimate pressure and normal particle velocity Green’s functions from
dipolar sources (fi) at the virtual source location, provided that we have appropriate
velocity (and/or pressure array) sensors at the virtual source locations,

vi(xV S ,xS) =
∮
∂DR

p(xR,xS)Gvn,fi
(xR,xV S)− vn(xR,xS)Gp,fi

(xR,xV S) d2xR

(4.18)

with i = x, z (or any other direction obtained by combining the available velocity
measurements). Similarly the one-way representation in equation 4.4 can be written as
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vi(xV S ,xS) = 2
∫
∂DR

p+(xR,xS)G−vn,fi
(xR,xV S) d2xR. (4.19)

By solving equations equations 4.18 or 4.19 via MDD, pressure and normal velocity
responses from virtual dipole sources can be estimated for pressure and normal velocity
recordings at virtual locations, even if only monopolar sources are available in the
physical experiment.

4.4 Examples

We now use synthetic examples to explore the relative effectiveness of correlational, and
one- and two-way MDD based interferometry for Green’s function estimation. There
are important differences between the data that can be acquired in borehole and ocean
bottom, so we investigate each in turn.

Borehole redatuming

In our first example the seismic wavefield generated by sources at the Earth’s surface
is measured by receivers in a horizontal borehole below a complex overburden. Seis-
mic interferometry redatums sources into virtual sources in the borehole (Bakulin and
Calvert, 2006) and multidimensional deconvolution removes the effects of medium in-
homogeneities between sources and receivers (Wapenaar and van der Neut, 2010). The
complex overburden is here composed of fine layers and a gas cloud (white ellipse)
that acts as an acoustic lens, while a target such as a hydrocarbon reservoir is located
around 800 m depth (Figure 4.3a).

Data (Figure 4.3b) are generated from an array of 251 sources with spacing dxS = 16m
firing into 101 dual receivers spaced at dxS = 8m using a finite-difference code which
models the full set of acoustic first-order partial differential equations for pressure and
particle velocity (Fokkema and van den Berg, 1993) in a staggered-grid scheme. The
source excitation function is a zero-phase Ricker wavelet with a 20 Hz peak frequency,
and absorbing boundaries are placed on all sides of the model. To perform wavefield
separation of the recorded data in the frequency-wavenumber domain (see Appendix B
for the mathematical derivation), we assume that the medium properties at the receiver
level are known (here they are V = 2100m/s and ρ = 1000 kg/m3).

Figure 4.4 shows the correlation functions for one- and two-way interferometry. The
response of the reservoir is not clearly visible in the correlation functions because strong
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Figure 4.3: (a) Configuration for borehole redatuming. Sources (red stars) are situated at the
Earth’s surface, while receivers (blue triangles) and the virtual source (white triangle) are in
a well below a ‘complex’ overburden. (b) Recorded pressure data from source at xS = 0m.

coherent events arising from cross-talk between up- and downgoing events populate
the gathers. The effect of these events can be similarly observed in the point-spread
functions in Figure 4.5, which deviate from band-limited delta functions, and which
need to be inverted and deconvolved by MDD: according to equations 4.7 and 4.12,
the correlation functions in Figure 4.4 can be seen as the desired response convolved
in space and time with the point-spread functions in Figure 4.5. Note that since in
the one-way case we auto-correlate the downgoing field to construct the PSF, spurious
events are fewer compared to those in the two-way case where the full field is used. This
is natural because significantly more information is implicit in the one-way equations,
specifically the wavefield decomposition into up- and downgoing fields.

Generally the more the PSF deviates from a band-limited delta function, the more the
MDD becomes ill-posed and extra care has to be taken in the inversion. This can be
observed in the singular values of the PSFs for each frequency (Figure 4.6): although
two-way MDD has doubled the dimensions of the PSF, almost half of its most significant
eigenvalues are very similar to those of one-way MDD (Figure 4.6a), while the remaining
half are close to zero (Figure 4.6b) making the problem severely ill-posed. The benefit
of deconvolving the point-spread function is illustrated in Figure 4.7: when its effect
is removed from the correlation functions, the match between the directly modelled
response from the reservoir (Figure 7a) and that from one-way MDD (Figure 4.7b)
and two-way MDD by means of equation 4.12 (Figure 4.7c) is much improved. The
retrieved responses are in fact free of multiple scattering caused by the geological layers
and gas cloud in the overburden. Note also that, since the recorded pressure and normal
velocity fields are used directly in the inversion, two-way MDD does not require any
(accurate) estimate of medium properties along the receiver array to be successful.
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Figure 4.4: Interferometry by cross-correlation of decomposed wavefields (i.e., one-way rep-
resentation), compared with (b) cross-correlation of full wavefields (i.e., two-way represent-
ation) for the configuration in Figure 4.3. In the two-way cross-correlation, each side of (b)
represents a block in equation 4.13. Left is (p̄)H p̄ and right is −(v̄)H p̄.
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Figure 4.5: Point spread functions of (a) one-way and (b) two-way MDD for the configuration
in Figure 4.3. In two-way MDD, the PSF is a block matrix and each quadrant in (b)
represents a block in equation 4.13. Top left is (p̄)H p̄, top right is −(p̄)H v̄, bottom left is
−(v̄)H p̄, and bottom right is (v̄)H v̄.

Interestingly, the Green’s functions retrieved by two-way MDD by means of equation
4.12 shows symmetry with respect to the time axis, even though we would expect
energy only in the causal part of the virtual field as stated in equations 4.1 and 4.10.
Mathematically speaking, events in the anticausal part of the solution of two-way MDD
are the direct consequence of choosing a regularization term that favours the minimum
norm solution (i.e., (Γtw)† = (Γtw + λI)−1): by making the Green’s function real and
symmetric in time, events in the anticausal part make the solution also real and sym-
metric in frequency, thus cancelling its imaginary component and minimizing its total
energy (and hence also its norm). Moreover, as shown in Appendix C, there is also a
physical reason for the retrieval of the anticausal part of the Green’s function. G∗vn,q and
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Figure 4.7: Velocity Green’s function from a virtual monopole (pressure) source for the con-
figuration in Figure 4.3. (a) Modelled response, and solutions from (b) one-way MDD, and
(c) two-way MDD.

G∗p,q are in fact solutions of the correlation-type representation theorem (equation C.1)
that involves the same recorded data p and vn of the convolution-type representation
theorem in equation 4.1. However, it is important to note that the contribution of the
half-sphere closing the boundary ∂DR in Figure 4.1 can not be neglected since radi-
ation conditions can not be applied to the correlation-type representation (Wapenaar
and Fokkema, 2006). Therefore we expect the anticausal estimate to be less trustworthy
than the causal one in scenarios where receivers are not available on a closed boundary.
We thus propose using the causal response as the estimate of the Green’s function for
two-way MDD. Additionally, seismic interferometry by means of two-way represent-
ations also recovers an estimate of the pressure Green’s function as shown in Figure
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Figure 4.8: Pressure Green’s function from a virtual monopole source for the configuration in
Figure 4.3. (a) Modelled response and solution from (b) two-way MDD.

4.8. Note that in this case the anticausal part of the estimated Green’s functions again
contains arrivals from the reservoir but the polarity is reversed compared to the causal
component (as expected —see Appendix C).

We then applied seismic interferometry by MDD to monopole (pressure and particle
velocity) data to construct virtual dipole sources from particle velocity receivers by
inverting the representation theorems in equations 4.18 and 4.19. In particular, by using
the horizontal component of the recorded field (i = x) in the left hand side of these
equations, we reconstruct Green’s functions from a virtual horizontal dipole source to
velocity (Figure 4.9) and pressure (Figure 4.10) receivers. The improvement arising by
deconvolving the PSF from the one-way cross-correlation function ( C−ow = (p+)Hvx

— Figure 4.9b) is shown in Figures 4.9c, d and Figure 4.10b.

When one-way MDD is used, cross-talk events that overlap the response of the reservoir
in the cross-correlation gather are properly mitigated, leaving only the events of interest
with their characteristic dipolar radiation pattern in the deconvolved response (Figure
4.9c). Two-way MDD is also proven to produce equally good estimates of the normal
velocity Green’s function (Figure 4.9d) together with the pressure Green’s function
(Figure 4.10b) using full (rather than decomposed) pressure and velocity fields. We
refer to Appendix C for a discussion on the polarity of causal and anticausal solutions.

Ocean-bottom multiple elimination

As discussed extensively in van der Neut et al. (2011a) and Wapenaar et al. (2011),
interferometry by MDD is akin to multiple elimination when applied to ocean-bottom
data (Ziolkowski et al., 1999; Amundsen, 2001). Here we apply one-way and two-way
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Figure 4.9: Velocity Green’s function from a virtual horizontal dipole source for the configur-
ation in Figure 4.3. (a) Modelled response, (b) result of interferometry by cross-correlation,
and solutions from (c) one-way MDD, and (d) two-way MDD.
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Figure 4.10: Pressure Green’s function from a virtual horizontal dipole source for the config-
uration in Figure 4.3. (a) Modelled response and (b) solution from two-way MDD.

interferometry by MDD to synthetic acoustic data generated using an array of 126
sources with spacing dxS = 8 m deployed just below the water surface and 101 dual
receivers (recording acoustic pressure and normal particle velocity) spaced at dxS = 8m
at the ocean bottom (equation 4.11a). Our objective is to synthetize the virtual response
of the half-space below ∂DR, without any multiple reflections related to the ocean
bottom and the water surface that affect the recorded data (Figure 4.11b), and to test
whether this is also possible using two-way MDD.

We use a model composed of three horizontal layers: the first layer is water (V =
1500 m/s), while the second and third layers have velocities 1700 m/s and 2200 m/s,
respectively (Figure 4.11). Data are generated using a zero-phase Ricker wavelet with a
20 Hz peak frequency, a free-surface at the top of the model and absorbing boundaries
on all other sides of the model. Wavefield decomposition is applied to the dual recordings
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Figure 4.11: (a) Configuration for ocean-bottom multiple elimination. Sources (red stars) are
situated just below the top surface, while receivers (blue triangles) and virtual source
(white triangle) are at the ocean bottom. (b) Recorded pressure data from source at
xS = 0m.
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Figure 4.12: Interferometry by cross-correlation of decomposed wavefields and (b) cross-
correlation of full wavefields for the configuration in Figure 4.11. In (b) the left side
is (p̄)H p̄ and the right side is −(v̄)H p̄.

at the ocean bottom using the medium parameters of the first layer below the ocean
bottom to obtain the downgoing pressure field p+(xR,xS) just below the ocean bottom
(Amundsen and Reitan, 1995; Schalkwijk et al., 2003).

The correlation function (Figure 4.12a) and PSF (Figure 4.13a) are then computed
for the one-way model by equation 4.7 and compared to those of the two-way model
in equation 4.13 (Figures 4.12b and 4.13b). The match of both correlation functions
with the response of the interface below the receiver array (Figure 4.14a) is reasonably
good, however the correlation gathers also contain many spurious multiple reflections
due to the crosstalk between up- and downgoing events in the data. Moreover, apart
from band-limited delta functions around (xR = 0, t = 0), the point-spread functions
also contain multiple reflections.
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Figure 4.13: PSF of (a) one-way interferometry by MDD and (b) two-way interferometry by
MDD for the configuration in Figure 4.11. In two-way MDD, the PSF is a block matrix
and each quadrant in (b) represents a block in equation 4.13. Top left is (p̄)H p̄, top right
is −(p̄)H v̄, bottom left is −(v̄)H p̄, and bottom right is (v̄)H v̄.

The results of the multidimensional deconvolution procedure are shown in Figure 4.14:
the effect of spurious multiples in Figure 4.12 have been mitigated by either one- or
two-way MDD and an estimate of the velocity Green’s function (for a virtual monopole
source xV S fixed at the central receiver – the white triangle in Figure 4.11) is obtained.
We notice however that when the two-way representation theorem is solved via MDD
without directional constraints as in equation 4.12 (Figure 4.14c), the retrieved Green’s
function not only shows symmetry with respect to the time axis as in the previous
example, but weak residual energy of multiple events from the seabed around ±0.4 s
also remains in the MDD estimate. This indicates that the basic two-way MDD is less
successful than one-way MDD in removing the effect of the overburden, in this seabed
case.

As in the previous example, the difference in the solution of two-way MDD compared
to that of one-way MDD (Figure 4.14b) is a consequence of the fact that any pair of
Green’s functions Gp,q and Gvn,q that fit the recorded data, and which belong to a
state with the same medium parameters as the recorded data p and vn inside ∂DR, but
possibly different boundary conditions at ∂DR and/or different medium parameters
outside ∂DR, are a valid choice of Green’s functions for the representation theorem in
equation 4.1. By adding boundary constraints on the directionality of the pressure and
velocity Green’s functions to the two-way representation (equation 4.11) as shown in
equation 4.16, we define the particular Green’s function that we wish to estimate and
the solution of two-way constrained MDD (Figure 4.14d) becomes very similar to that
retrieved by one-way MDD (Figure 4.14b). We have noted that these directionality
constraints are particularly beneficial in the case of receivers sitting on a discontinuity
(e.g., the seabed) that generates prominent multiples in the data. In fact, by using the
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Figure 4.14: Velocity Green’s function from a virtual monopole source for the configuration
in Figure 4.11. (a) Modelled response, and solutions from (b) one-way MDD, (c) two-way
MDD, and (d) two-way directionally-constrained MDD. White arrows indicate events
that are reconstructed by two-way MDD and suppressed using a directional constraint in
two-way constrained MDD.
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Figure 4.15: Pressure Green’s function from a virtual monopole source for the configuration
in Figure 4.11. (a) Modelled response, and solutions from (b) two-way MDD, and (c)
two-way directionally-constrained MDD.

medium parameters of the layer below the ocean bottom in the directionality constraints
(as well as in wavefield decomposition applied before one-way MDD), we have enforced
the receiver line to be below the seabed, such that its effect is suppressed by MDD.
This was not possible in unconstrainted two-way MDD because the recordings were
directly used in the inversion process. Additionally, seismic interferometry by means of
the two-way representation also recovers an estimate of the pressure Green’s function
as shown in Figure 4.15. Similarly to the retrieval of the velocity Green’s function,
two-way MDD leaves some spurious events in the pressure field (Figure 4.15b) that are
suppressed in its directionally constrained counterpart (Figure 4.15c).

To further study the role of directionality constraints on two-way MDD, Figure 4.16
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Figure 4.16: Singular values at each frequency for appropriate PSF matrices in each of the
following cases for the configuration in Figure 4.11. (a) One-way MDD (matrix Γ−ow),
(b) two-way MDD (matrix Γtw), and (c) two-way directionally-constrained MDD (matrix
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(D+

p )HD+
p ) + λ2

Dv
(D+

v )HD+
v ) with λ2

Dp
= λ2

Dv
= 10.

shows the eigenvalues of the three different PSFs for each frequency. While almost half
of the most significant PSF singular values for two-way MDD (Figure 4.16b) are very
similar to those of one-way MDD (Figure 4.16a) and the remaining half dramatically
drop towards zero, the role of the constraint on directionally of the sought Green’s
functions becomes evident in Figure 4.16c. The null (or very small) singular values of
the two-way PSF are increased in magnitude while the large singular values are almost
unchanged. Since conditioning depends on the magnitude of the small singular values
compared to the largest, this is clearly improved by the added constraints.

4.5 Discussion

Directional wavefield decomposition is a method that is used frequently in seismic pro-
cessing to separate events of interest from others that are considered as noise and which
affect the interpretability of the data (see Appendix B for a review on wavefield de-
composition). However, the requirement of (accurate) knowledge of medium properties
along a densely and uniformly sampled receiver array, together with assumptions that
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the medium properties vary slowly along the receiver array and that the recorded ve-
locity field is a measure of true ground motion (so-called vector fidelity, Norris et al.,
2006) are not always fulfilled. Moreover, the decomposition matrices in equations B.3
and B.4 are unstable because of singularities near the critical angle (van der Neut
and Herrmann, 2013). This introduces errors in the estimates of the decomposed fields
that can propagate through the multidimensional inversion process and deteriorate the
interferometric estimates.

The ability to implement seismic interferometry by MDD using full (pressure and
velocity) fields rather than directionally decomposed fields is beneficial in that the
knowledge of medium properties is no longer required (unless directional constraints
are used). The decomposition is also directly embedded inside the regularized inverse
problem leading to higher fidelity in the reconstruction around the critical angle, as
similarly shown by van der Neut and Herrmann (2013) in their wavefield separation
via sparsity-promoting inversion. Furthermore, the two-way MDD approach is useful
in situations where one or more of the other requirements of wavefield separation are
not satisfied. A first encouraging result is shown in Figure 4.17 where two-way MDD
performs very well even though the receiver array intersects a sudden velocity change
(hence the above requirement of slowly-varying properties is not fulfilled). A detailed
comparison of our approach with one-way MDD in situations where assumptions of
frequency-wavenumber wavefield decomposition are not fulfilled (i.e., medium para-
meter along the receiver array are not uniquely defined) is however beyond the scope
of this work.

As a consequence of including velocity recordings in the two-way MDD equations,
the dimension of the point-spread function doubles with respect to that of one-way
MDD. The effect of this is two-fold: the inversion of the PSF is more computationally
expensive for two-way than one-way MDD, and the inverse problem is also generally
more poorly conditioned. However, if the inversion of the two-way PSF is performed
taking advantage of its structure (a matrix that partitions into block form), two matrices
of dimensions NR×NR need to be inverted (see Press et al. (2002) —p.77) rather than
the full matrix of dimension (2NR × 2NR), making the computational cost of two-
way MDD only twice that of one-way MDD. Moreover, additional constraints on the
solution norm and the directivity of the retrieved Green’s functions have been shown
to be beneficial to regularize the inverse problem. As an alternative, if two-way MDD
was solved in the time-domain as done by van der Neut and Herrmann (2013) for
one-way MDD, we could also design a constraint that ensures the acausual solution
of the problem to go to zero. While the time-domain inversion is computationally
more intensive, an advantage of this regularization term with respect to our directional
constraint is that no information about the medium parameters would be required.
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Figure 4.17: (a) Configuration for borehole redatuming with receivers (blue triangles) in a
well crossing a gas cloud at depth zR = 328m. The virtual source (white triangle) is also
located inside the gas cloud and sources (red stars) are situated at the Earth’s surface.
Velocity Green’s function from a virtual monopole source, (b) modelled response, and
solution from (c) two-way MDD. An estimate of similar quality is produced for the pressure
Green’s function from a virtual monopole source.

Two-way MDD not only redatums the recorded data closer to the imaging target by
removing some of the unwanted energy (e.g., free-surface multiples, effect of complex
overburden), but also provides estimates of both pressure and particle velocity virtual
fields without compromising the vector-acoustic nature of the recorded data. As a
consequence, vector-acoustic migration algorithms that take advantage of directionality
information contained in the velocity fields (Vasconcelos, 2013; Fleury, 2013; El Yadari
and Hou, 2013; El Yadari, 2015) can be applied not only to the original recorded data
but also to the virtual data, meaning that MDD redatuming and directional migration
could be combined together for more accurate imaging of the target of interest.

In addition, estimates of virtual dipole sources can be produced from velocity record-
ings. These additional fields could aid reconstruction techniques (for example, interpol-
ation of aliased wavefields in the crossline direction — Vassallo et al., 2010) as well as
imaging algorithms, which could ultimately benefit from the directivity of dual sources
in a similar way to that of dual receivers (Vasconcelos, 2013; Fleury, 2013). While
we have shown that such virtual sources could readily be created by using MDD in
boreholes or using ocean-bottom data, the quality of their Green’s function estimates
using current standard streamer data with a near-offset gap (even if we do two passes
to provide split-spread data) depends strongly on the quality of interpolation of the
missing traces (Ravasi et al., 2015b).

4.6 Conclusion

Seismic interferometry by multidimensional deconvolution has been formulated using a
two-way representation theorem of convolution-type. This form of interferometry sim-
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ultaneously estimates pressure and velocity virtual responses deprived of the effect of
the overburden without requiring a preliminary up/down wavefield separation of the
recorded data. However, since the underlying representation is valid for any choice of
boundary conditions at the receiver boundary, and for any medium parameters out-
side the receiver boundary in the Green’s functions wave state, the solution obtained
depends on the choice of the minimization criterion and regularization employed.

A regularized least-squares solution has been shown to improve the results of inter-
ferometry by cross-correlation, and generally to produce estimates of similar quality
to those obtained by one-way multidimensional deconvolution. In the special case of
a receiver array sitting on an interface, as in our example of ocean-bottom multiple
suppression, spurious energy is not completely suppressed by unconstrained two-way
MDD and additional constraints on the directionality of the reconstructed fields can
be added to improve the interferometric estimates by recasting and solving two-way
MDD in the frequency-wavenumber domain. Finally, when dual recordings are available,
not only estimates of velocity (and pressure) Green’s functions from virtual monopole
sources can be obtained via MDD, but also dipole sources can be excited virtually by
deconvolving modifications of one- and two-way representation theorems in a multidi-
mensional fashion. Thus Green’s functions from dipolar sources can be estimated using
data from only pressure sources.
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5
Application 1: Two-sided nonlinear

elastic subsalt imaging

Source-receiver interferometric imaging can be used to synthesize a subsurface acoustic or elastic
image, consisting of a zero-time, zero-offset response between a co-located pseudosource and
pseudoreceiver at each image point. However, if the imaging process does not properly ac-
count for multiple reflections, and enclosing boundaries of sources and receivers are not avail-
able, the image shows artefacts, poorly illuminated areas, and distorted image amplitudes.
We demonstrate with numerical examples that two-sided nonlinear imaging provides the best
elastic pure-mode (PP and SS) and converted-mode (PS) images, having higher resolution and
more uniform illumination than those obtained from both one-sided linear imaging and other
intermediate steps of imaging. We also propose practical approaches to construct the addi-
tional fields required by two-sided nonlinear imaging without the need for a detailed velocity
model and receivers (and/or sources) in the subsurface. Moreover, when conversions are used for
imaging, true-amplitude images should theoretically vanish because neither P-to-S nor S-to-P
conversions arise at zero-time and zero-offset. Applying a correction procedure that accounts
for the polarity reversal in single-shot images helps with their structural interpretation but res-
ults in an estimate of the subsurface response with uninterpretable amplitudes. This suggests
that there are advantages in exploiting pure-mode SS energy because no polarity correction is
required and the resulting image contains meaningful amplitudes that are proportional to the
local shear-wave properties of the medium.
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5.1 Introduction

An important goal of seismic processing is subsurface imaging (or migration) to estimate
both the locations and amplitudes of discontinuities in subsurface properties. When the
imaging problem is formulated using reciprocity theory as discussed in Chapter 1, the
double surface integration over boundaries of sources and receivers allows us to identify
a relationship with a specific form of seismic interferometry, called source–receiver in-
terferometry (SRI— Curtis, 2009; Curtis and Halliday, 2010). Halliday and Curtis
(2010) presented an acoustic source-receiver interferometric imaging framework where
the imaging condition and wavefield extrapolation steps are expressed explicitly in
terms of double integrals over source and receiver boundaries by using the scattering
reciprocity theorems of Vasconcelos et al. (2009b). While in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3
we derived elastic formulations for imaging condition and wavefield extrapolation re-
spectively, in this chapter we combine those findings and derive a formulation for fully
elastic source-receiver interferometric imaging.

SRI integrals are exact and fully nonlinear, removing the single scattering assumption
of Oristaglio (1989): however, they rely on the explicit evaluation of volume integrals of
scattered fields to account for multiply scattered waves, which are computationally too
expensive for current seismic data and computing capabilities. As discussed in detail in
Chapter 2, Vasconcelos (2013) uses a modification of these reciprocity-based integrals
where the volume integrals are replaced by surface integrals containing interactions of
scattered fields with themselves, by invoking power conservation via the full-waveform
version of the generalized optical theorem (Fleury et al., 2010; Douma et al., 2011;
Fleury and Vasconcelos, 2012). Incorporating nonlinear multiple-scattering effects in
the imaging process (and using fully enclosing boundaries of sources and receivers)
reduces imaging artefacts, improves illumination and preserves amplitudes as shown by
Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012) and Ravasi and Curtis (2013b).

Another insight derives from the connection between SRI and source-receiver imaging.
On the one hand, SRI synthesizes unmeasured wavefield responses (or band-limited
Green’s functions) between a real source to a real receiver, using only energy recorded
at a surrounding boundary of receivers and from a surrounding boundary of sources.
On the other hand, source-receiver imaging generates fully nonlinear subsurface images
whose amplitudes represent the zero-time, zero-offset scattered wave response between
a co-located pseudosource and pseudoreceiver at each image point within the subsurface
(Vasconcelos, 2008; Vasconcelos et al., 2010). This physical interpretation of an image as
a scattered wavefield leads to various additional interpretation possibilities: for example,
the wavefield can be observed and analysed at non-zero times and offsets, resulting in
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so-called extended images (e.g., Vasconcelos et al., 2010). The next chapter is devoted
to the creation of elastic extended images.

The availability of only a reference estimate of the background velocity model at the
start of the imaging stage means that most imaging algorithms rely on a linear, single-
scattering assumption in which all wavefields used for imaging must first have all mul-
tiples removed (Claerbout, 1971; Oristaglio, 1989; Biondi, 2006). Such methods fail to
handle complex scattering effects and therefore do not produce correct amplitudes of
reflecting heterogeneities. To overcome this limitation, the full wavefield propagating
from any point in the subsurface to the surface receiver array (including all waves
that bounce multiple times between interfaces before reaching the acquisition surface)
must be determined accurately in order to backproject the recorded multiple reflec-
tions/diffractions that travel from this subsurface point to the recording surface. Sim-
ilarly, an estimate of the full wavefield from the source array to any subsurface point
will allow the proper imaging of waves that bounce multiple times in their path from
the source to the subsurface point. Estimating these wavefields appears to require a
detailed model of subsurface reflectivity heterogeneities to be known in advance of
imaging (which is in general unlikely).

However, alternative approaches have recently been introduced to estimate these wave-
fields in acoustic media: Fleury (2013) adopts an image-based approach, while Broggini
et al. (2012) and Wapenaar et al. (2012, 2013) propose an almost purely data-driven ap-
proach called autofocusing for retrieving full acoustic Green’s function responses from
a virtual source in the subsurface (i.e. at each image point) towards the recording array.
In the former method, the linear image is used to create a (first-order) estimate of the
perturbation to the background model. Unfortunately, errors in estimating small-scale
features in the model, both in terms of their spatial locations and magnitudes, turn dir-
ectly into dynamic and kinematic inaccuracies of the full propagators modelled in this
bootstrapped stratigraphic model. The latter method does not require the structural
reflectors to be known in detail, in advance of nonlinear imaging: only reflection data at
the surface and an estimate of the direct arrival propagating between the virtual source
location and the acquisition surface are used to estimate the full propagating Green’s
functions. These estimated fields are less affected by kinematic errors than those ob-
tained by the image-based approach, however an accurate estimate of the amplitude
of the direct arrival and wide-offset reflection data are necessary to achieve dynamic-
ally correct fields. Finally, note that both methods can be used with reference models
that contain sharp discontinuities from interpreted salt bodies and other converting
boundaries (e.g., at the seabed). By henceforth assuming that the availability of a good
estimate of such full wavefields (containing also the correct internal multiples) is gran-
ted, nonlinear imaging may be applied also when initial knowledge of the medium is
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limited to a reference (smooth) velocity model.

The lack of enclosing boundaries represents another challenge to applying source-
receiver imaging (or any migration method) in practice: the limitation in source and
receiver aperture is known to cause image distortions that can be understood as spa-
tially varying, directionally dependent local blurring (Lecomte, 2008). van der Neut
et al. (2013c) presented a novel method that transforms conventional surface seismic
data (sources and receiver at the surface) into data with sources and receivers above
and below a selected target zone, by inverting a series of multidimensional interferomet-
ric equations of convolution- and correlation-type. The creation of a virtual acquisition
geometry at a desired depth level can therefore upgrade the seismic imaging from the
conventional one-sided illumination case to the two-sided illumination case, where trans-
missions can be used along with underside reflections for a more uniform illumination
of the target of interest.

When source-receiver imaging is formulated in elastic media as done in the following
of this chapter, the tensorial nature of the elastic wave equation leads to a range of
alternative imaging conditions and definitions of what a true-amplitude elastic image
can be. For example, we may construct an image whose amplitudes are the zero-offset,
zero-time particle velocity field due to an external volume force pseudosource, or are
the compressional-wave (potential) field due to a shear-wave pseudosource. In Chapter
2, we have shown that when potential fields (or equivalently P- and S-wave fields in
isotropic media) are chosen, the true-amplitude PS image (the image describing the
local interactions between incident P-waves and emerging S-waves) should completely
vanish (by destructive interference of images from the various sources and receivers),
since P-to-S conversions cannot arise at zero-time, in zero-offset experiments.

The latter observation leads to two different possible approaches to S-wave imaging.
When shear energy is used for ‘structural’ imaging — identification of structures in
the subsurface from the images but without the need for meaningfully interpretable
amplitudes of the images— then either SS reflections/transmissions or PS (and SP)
conversions can be used. When SS waves are used, shear wave energy must reach each
image point not only from the receiver wavefield (as is also the case for PS imaging)
but also from the source wavefield. If the physical source does not generate S-wave
energy such as in marine seismics, linear SS imaging requires at least one (interpreted)
hard boundary in the initial estimate of the background velocity model to produce
conversions in the propagation from the source to any image point. When instead PS
converted waves are chosen, additional processing is required so that single-shot images
interfere constructively when stacked together, rather than destructively as is the case
in true-amplitude imaging. Algorithms that change the sign of the reflection coefficient
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of waves arriving from different directions, thus reducing the degree of cancellation,
have been proposed by various authors (Balch and Erdemir, 1994; Denli and Huang,
2008; Rosales et al., 2008; Du et al., 2012). On the other hand, if our goal is true-
amplitude shear-wave imaging (where we hope to obtain physically meaningful and
hence interpretable amplitudes in the image), SS energy must be preferred to converted
(PS or SP) energy since no such ‘non-physical’ sign changes are necessary. Alternatively,
as noted above, we could use extensions of the image in the time and offset domains
of the subsurface pseudosources and pseudoreceivers. Such extended images do allow
conversions from P-to-S or from S-to-P as the wavefield has time and space to propagate
and convert, but require a further imaging or inversion step to obtain point estimates
of S-wave reflectivity.

In this chapter, we first combine the findings of Chapters 2 and 3 to define an elastic
scattering-based imaging framework under the formalism of source-receiver interfero-
metry and use it to perform linear and nonlinear elastic reverse-time migration (Ravasi
and Curtis, 2013b,a). We base our study on a complex geological model (a modified
version of the Pluto 1.5 model) and create a synthetic experiment that includes two
pairs of limited-aperture arrays of sources and receivers, the first above and the second
below the imaging target. We study the potential advantages conveyed both by an
ideal acquisition geometry, and by migrating multiply reflected and transmitted waves
together with primary reflections. In order to focus on these aspects of imaging and
not the construction of propagators discussed above, herein the full and scattered wave
propagators are modelled directly and are therefore exact. We pay special attention
to the contribution that the various types of waves bring to the construction of the
different elastic (PP, PS and SS) images. Thus, we evaluate the potential imaging im-
provement that algorithms like that of Fleury (2013) and Broggini et al. (2012) could
offer if extended to elastic media, by effectively enabling nonlinear imaging and provid-
ing Green’s function illumination from below. In addition we use a portion of the Pluto
model and full illumination of the target (i.e., an enclosing boundary of sources) to
demonstrate that the true-amplitude PS image vanishes also when complex geologies
are imaged.

5.2 Elastic images by source-receiver interferometric imaging

First, we define an image to be the zero-offset, zero-time sample of the scattered wave-
field associated with co-located pseudosources and pseudoreceivers at each point in the
subsurface as displayed in Figure 5.1 (Vasconcelos, 2008). In elastic media, a variety of
different responses can be obtained by choosing different types of pseudosources and
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pseudoreceivers; for example, by using the notation defined in Chapters 2 and 3 (also
summarized in Table 1), an image can be defined as the zero-time, scattered wave-
field from an external volume force pseudosource at xI to a co-located particle velocity
pseudoreceiver

Inm(xI) = G̃
S(v,f)
(m,n) (xI ,xI , t = 0). (5.1)

This already leads to a variety of different images for different choices of m and n.
Alternatively, the image can be defined as the scattered wavefield from a potential
pseudosource at xI to a co-located potential pseudoreceiver at time zero

INM (xI) = G̃
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI ,xI , t = 0) (5.2)

which in an isotropic medium leads to separate analyses of PP, PS, SP and SS responses
and hence to four separate images.

xS

xR
seabed DR,top

DS,top

DR,bot

DS,bot

xI

Figure 5.1: Illustration of the physical meaning of a seismic image in the context of source-
receiver interferometric imaging: the zero-offset, zero-time scattered field from a pseudo-
source at xI to a co-located pseudoreceiver in the subsurface. The image is computed using
the recorded data from physical sources xS along the boundary ∂DS = ∂DS,top ∪ ∂DS,bot

and physical receivers xR along the boundary ∂DR = ∂DR,top ∪ ∂DR,bot, the receiver-side
propagators from the image point xI to physical receivers xR, and the source-side propag-
ators from physical sources xS to the same image point. Although enclosing boundaries
are required by the theory of source–receiver imaging, sources and receivers actually used
in real acquisition scenarios usually form limited aperture, truncated surface arrays (solid
lines), and bottom arrays are seldom if not never available.

To construct these images we can use two-way representation theorems for elastic
scattered waves (Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; van Manen et al., 2006; Curtis and
Halliday, 2010) in a source-receiver imaging framework (Halliday and Curtis, 2010).
See Figure 5.1 for a schematic illustration of this concept. Assuming the special case
of ocean-bottom acquisition systems with pressure (P wave) sources and multicompon-
ent receivers placed along a flat seabed, an imaging condition to construct potential
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responses can be written by rearranging equation 2.16:

InlNM (xI) = G̃
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI ,xI , t = 0) =∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS){d

S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,xS)G0(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,xS)} d2xS
)

dω

+
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS){d

(Φ,Φ)
(N,P )(xI ,xS)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,xS)}d2xS
)

dω,

(5.3)

where G and d are the frequency domain source and receiver wavefields, respectively.
As discussed in Chapter 2, in theory it is important that the boundary ∂DS fully
encloses the imaging object in order to correctly recover the amplitudes of scattered
fields. However, only limited aperture, truncated source arrays are usually available in
practice (∂DS,top— see Figure 5.1). Note that the assumption of ocean-bottom acquis-
ition appears in the d terms where the fields are either P- or S-wave potentials in the
subsurface, due only to P-source (pure pressure) excitation functions.

In equation 5.3 the first integral performs the cross-correlation between the reference
source wavefield (i.e., that computed in the reference model) and the receiver-side
scattered wavefield. The second integral in equation 5.3 constitutes the nonlinear cor-
rection to the imaging condition (Fleury and Vasconcelos, 2012; Ravasi and Curtis,
2013b), which accounts for source-side multiple scattering (e.g., internal multiples oc-
curring between the physical source xS and the pseudoreceiver xI).

The exact expressions for reconstructing the receiver-side wavefields in equation 5.3 are

d
S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xI ,xS) =∮
∂DR

{dS(p,Φ)
(−,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,f)∗

(N,z) (xI ,xR)− dS(v,Φ)
(z,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗

(N,zz) (xI ,xR)} d2xR

+
∮
∂DR

{d(p,Φ)
(−,P )(xR,xS)GS(Φ,f)∗

(N,z) (xI ,xR)− d(v,Φ)
(z,P )(xR,xS)GS(Φ,h)∗

(N,zz) (xI ,xR)} d2xR

(5.4)

and

d
(Φ,Φ)
(N,P )(xI ,xS) =∮
∂DR

{d(p,Φ)
(−,P )(xR,xS)G(Φ,f)∗

(N,z) (xI ,xR)− d(v,Φ)
(z,P )(xR,xS)G(Φ,h)∗

(N,zz)(xI ,xR)}d2xR,
(5.5)

where p and vz are the pressure and vertical particle velocity recordings, respectively,
and the G terms represent the receiver-side propagators. Equations 5.4 and 5.5 also
come from representation theorems as described in Chapter 3. Similarly to the source
boundary in the imaging condition, the receiver boundary ∂DR should enclose the
imaging object to achieve true-amplitude imaging. Finally note that, as source-side
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scattered propagators GS can be computed by subtracting the reference propagators
computed in the background model from the full propagators computed in the exact
model, receiver-side scattered propagators dS can be equivalently obtained by back-
propagating the required data both in the background and exact model and subtract
the two extrapolated wavefields.

The first integral in equation 5.4 is linear in the relation between data and the extrapol-
ation model: reference propagators are used to backpropagate the recorded, scattered
wavefield into the subsurface. By contrast the second integral in equation 5.4 and that in
equation 5.5 are nonlinear in the extrapolation model, because (full) recorded data are
extrapolated through scattered and total propagators both of which include receiver-
side internal multiples. Thus the latter terms include scattered recorded data interacting
with scattered wave propagators resulting in a nonlinear relation between the image and
the (a priori unknown) scattering perturbations. Note that if the scattered field in the
first integral of equation 5.3 is obtained by means of linear wavefield extrapolation, this
integral becomes equivalent to a conventional cross-correlation imaging condition (e.g.,
Chang and McMechan, 1994; Yan and Sava, 2008). Otherwise when nonlinear wavefield
extrapolation is carried out, the imaging condition also accounts for the receiver-side
multiple scattering (e.g., internal multiples occurring between the physical receiver xR
and the pseudosource image point xI).

The image given by the combination of equations 5.3 to 5.5 is thus fully nonlinear on
both the acquired data and the subsurface model. It accurately focuses the energy from
multiple scattering interactions along with primary scattering, provided that scattered
wave propagators are available. We therefore refer to this imaging procedure as nonlin-
ear elastic reverse-time migration (NLERTM). While the formulation proposed in this
chapter is suitable for source-profile migration, in Appendix D a reciprocal formulation
for receiver-profile NLERTM is discussed.

In the context of traditional elastic reverse-time migration (ERTM) where only primar-
ies are used to map unknown discontinuities in the subsurface via knowledge of a refer-
ence model, equations 5.3 and 5.4 can be simplified under a Born approximation (i.e.,
single scattering assumption) and combined together, to give a linear image

I lNM (xI) =
∫ +∞

0

(∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS)G

0(Φ,Φ)∗
(M,P ) (xI ,xS)

∮
∂DR

{d̆S(p,Φ)
(−,P ) (xR,xS)×

G
0(Φ,f)∗
(N,z) (xI ,xR)− d̆S(v,Φ)

(z,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗
(N,zz) (xI ,xR)} d2xR d2xS

)
dω,

(5.6)

where d̆S indicates a dependance on Born data that approximate the full recorded
data (dS) by neglecting multiple scattering (Wapenaar et al., 2010b). Finally, we define
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one-sided illumination when ∂DR = ∂DR,top and ∂DS = ∂DS,top, while two-sided
illumination is given by ∂DR = ∂DR,top ∪ ∂DR,bot and ∂DS = ∂DS,top ∪ ∂DS,bot (see
Figure 5.1).

5.3 Numerical example

We now compare linear and nonlinear images in a complex medium. We present a
numerical example where PP, PS, and SS images are computed using a modified version
of the synthetic model Pluto 1.5 released by the SMAART JV consortium (Stoughton
et al., 2001). Our model is created by flattening the seabed at a depth of zseabed,1 = 760m
and since we want to test two-sided imaging we also add a second water layer at the
bottom of the model (zseabed,2 = 7600 m). Thus we can model pure P-wave sources
also along the boundary below the imaging target (otherwise additional S-wave sources
would be required in the lowermost solid media by the imaging condition in equation
5.3). Figure 5.2a shows the true P-wave model and Figure 5.2b shows the reference
model used for conventional (linear) imaging. The latter is obtained by smoothing the
model in Figure 5.2a while keeping sharp boundaries at the fluid-solid interfaces and
at the edges of the salt bodies. Figure 5.2c displays the difference between true and
reference model, which represents the unknown perturbation that we would like to
image. The S-wave velocity model is a scaled version of the P-wave velocity with a
linearly depth-variant ratio ranging from 0.5 at zseabed,1 to 0.7 at zseabed,2. The ratio is,
however, kept constant inside the two salt bodies (VS/VP = 0.55). Finally, the density
is obtained from the P-wave velocity through the well-known Gardner’s relationship
ρ = 0.23V 0.25

P (Gardner et al., 1974).

Two truncated, limited-aperture boundaries of 51 monopole P-wave sources at depths
of zS,1 = 40 m and zS,2 = 8320 m with horizontal spacing xS = 152 m are used to
model the synthetic data together with two boundaries of multi-component receivers
(white lines in Figure 5.2a) placed along the upper and lower seabeds throughout the
extension of the model with horizontal spacing xR = 7.6 m. The modelling is carried
out using a Ricker wavelet pulse with 15 Hz peak frequency and a maximum recording
time of 10 s. Absorbing boundaries are used (to remove the effects of the free-surface),
otherwise further dipole P-wave sources would be required for a proper handling of in-
and out-going waves at the source boundary ∂DS (van Manen et al., 2007; Vasconcelos,
2013; Vasmel et al., 2013).

We carry out six different imaging experiments which are represented schematically
in Figure 5.3, where different combinations of sources and receivers, and linear and
nonlinear terms are used. Elastic images of pure-mode reflections/transmissions (PP
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and SS) and conversions (PS) are compared in terms of resolution, illumination and
presence of cross-talk noise. We devote special attention to the areas just above and
below one of the salt bodies where issues of illumination (below) and cross-talk (above)
are usually severe. The quality of reconstruction of the complex stratigraphy around one
of the faults in the subsurface will also be studied for the different imaging results.
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Figure 5.2: Pluto models. Stratigraphic P-wave velocity model is shown in (a) along with the
shot locations (red lines) and receiver geometry (white lines). The elastic images are com-
puted inside the windowed area ′I ′, and areas ′z′1 and ′z′2 represent a portion of one of the
salt bodies and a layered structure around a fault, respectively. The P-wave migration velo-
city model shown in (b) is a smoothed version of the true model but with sharp boundaries
around the salts and for upper and lower seabeds, while (c) shows the true P-wave velocity
perturbation (the difference between (a) and (b)).
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Figure 5.3: Schematic representation of the six different imaging experiments used in this
study. (a) One-sided (top) elastic reverse-time migration (ERTM – which is linear), (b) one-
sided (top) nonlinear elastic reverse-time migration (i.e., NLERTM), (c) one-sided (bottom)
ERTM, (d) one-sided (bottom) NLERTM, (e) two-sided ERTM, (f) two-sided NLERTM.
Black rays identify the type of events accounted for in each of the experiments: one-sided
imaging uses reflections only, whereas two-sided imaging also uses transmissions to improve
the imaging result. Moreover, linear imaging only accounts for focusing of the primary
reflections and transmissions while nonlinear imaging handles also multiple reflections and
transmissions with multiple reflections.

PP images

Figure 5.4 shows the PP image obtained by means of one-sided (top) reflection ERTM
(i.e., conventional Born elastic reverse-time migration) juxtaposed with that of one-
sided (top) reflection NLERTM. The improvement arising from the additional focusing
of multiple-scattered energy (i.e., internal multiples) at any image point is remarkable.
Interfaces are more clearly defined at all depths, there is a general increase in spatial
resolution of the image structure, and areas that are poorly illuminated by single-
scattering events are now better resolved. The artefacts affecting the top of the salt
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Figure 5.4: PP images obtained by means of (a) linear and (b) nonlinear source-receiver,
elastic reverse-time imaging using sources and receivers only above the imaging target (i.e.,
∂DS,top and ∂DR,top in Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.5: PP images obtained by means of (a) linear and (b) nonlinear source-receiver,
elastic reverse-time imaging using sources and receivers only below the imaging target (i.e.,
∂DS,bot and ∂DR,bot in Figure 5.2).

body on the right are significantly suppressed, and the nonlinear image (Figure 5.4b)
reveals the complex structure showing the power of migrating multiples together with
primaries. It is important to note that the observed improvements are not due to the
multiply-scattered wavefields themselves, they are rather the result of the interplay
with the singly-scattered waves at each image point.

Next, we study the value of having a second boundary of sources and receivers at the
bottom of the model, but we first assume that top and bottom boundaries are used
in two separate reflection imaging experiments. As a general remark, one-sided (bot-
tom) reflection ERTM (Figure 5.5a) and NLERTM (Figure 5.5b) images have smaller
amplitudes∗ compared to images from top sources and receivers because of the higher
impedance contrast at the bottom seabed. Illumination of the imaging target from dif-
ferent directions helps to construct a more isotropically illuminated final image of the
subsurface, and to compensate for cross-talk artefacts that arise in the elastic images
when only data from top sources and receivers are migrated. Reflection events (both
∗Note: all images are displayed in the same range of amplitudes.
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Figure 5.6: PP images obtained by means of (a) linear and (b) nonlinear source-receiver,
elastic reverse-time imaging using sources above (i.e., ∂DS,top in Figure 5.2) and receivers
both above and below the imaging target (i.e., ∂DR = ∂DR,top ∪ ∂DR,bot in Figure 5.2).
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Figure 5.7: PP images obtained by means of (a) linear and (b) nonlinear source-receiver,
elastic reverse-time imaging using sources and receivers both above and below the imaging
target (i.e., ∂DS = ∂DS,top ∪ ∂DS,bot and ∂DR = ∂DR,top ∪ ∂DR,bot in Figure 5.2).

primaries and multiples) generated by sources placed within the medium below the salt
bodies, for example, give rise to a better image of the layered structure below the salt
on the right (Figure 5.5) compared to that of reflections from the top (Figure 5.4).

Reflections and transmissions are finally combined together by the simultaneous use
of top and bottom source and receiver boundaries. Note that when we use the term
‘transmissions’ we refer to globally transmitted waves that are emitted on one side of
the imaging target and recorded on the opposite side. In Figure 5.6 we show the ad-
vantage of recording data at two different depth levels (top and bottom panels) when
only top sources are available, while in Figure 5.7 we display images that are effectively
computed from a full source–receiver two-sided illumination as depicted in Figures 5.3e
and f. Transmissions contain useful additional information that is responsible for more
accurate imaging below salt bodies (high impedance obstructions) as is clearly visible
by comparing, for example, Figure 5.6a with Figure 5.4a and Figure 5.6b with Figure
5.4b. Two-sided sources, on the other hand, add contributions throughout the imaging
target that equalize the amplitudes in the final image (Figure 5.7b). The overall im-
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provement provided by transmitted waves in imaging might come from the difference
between the (series of) transmission and the (series of) reflection coefficients, one being
high energy when the other is low energy and vice versa. Specifically for the deeper
reflectors, transmitted waves have travelled a shorter path (from top to bottom) than
reflections (from top to reflector to top again), thus losing less energy because of geo-
metric spreading and scattering. Finally, the improvements in reflectors consistency
below the salt bodies may occur because waves recorded at the bottom receiver array
include a ‘fan’ of waves emitted by sources laterally far from each salt body, and hence
which have travelled without interacting with strong impedance contrast of the salt
bodies.

In Figures 5.8 and 5.9 close-ups of the portion of the images around the salt body on the
right and one of the faults in the model are shown for the different imaging experiments
discussed above. Again note the increase in spatial resolution and illumination arising
from proper handling of multiple reflections. Moreover, adding sources and receivers at
a given depth level results in images with more uniform amplitudes (Figures 5.8f and
5.9f).

Shear-wave (SS and PS) images

Elastic data like those recorded by ocean-bottom acquisition systems offer the possib-
ility to image using S-wave energy, either (SS) purely reflected or (PS or SP) converted
energy. The different behaviour of shear waves compared to compressional waves has,
however, long presented challenges in the practice of seismic imaging. Note that in
our formulation of the imaging problem, SS imaging can be performed without S-wave
sources. Since converted S-wave energy reaches every point in the image and is scattered
by heterogeneities, SS images are constructed by evaluating ISS(x) in equation 5.2.
Similarly, PS images are obtained by evaluating IPS(x).

Here, we first use shear-wave energy for ‘structural’ imaging, with the primary objective
of reconstructing the structure of reflectors/diffractors but not necessarily attempting to
retrieve the correct dynamics of G̃S(xI ,xI , t = 0) in the imaging condition. PS and SS
images are compared using linear and nonlinear terms, and one- and two-sided imaging
for our synthetic example. The first image displayed in Figure 5.10 is the result of
PS one-sided (top) reflection ERTM when stacking over shots, without the application
of any polarity correction procedure. Apart from the spurious energy just above the
salt body on the right resulting from the interaction of strong converted waves in the
source and receiver wavefields, we barely see any interfaces because of the destructive
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Figure 5.8: Salt body PP images for the six different imaging experiments depicted in Figure
5.3, for region z1 in Figure 5.2a. Figures 5.8a and b are close-ups of Figures 5.4a and b,
Figures 5.8c and d are close-ups of Figures 5.5a and b, and Figures 5.8e and f are close-ups
of Figures 5.7a and b.

interference of single-shot images, and this effect becomes more and more apparent as
we stack more and more shots.

In Figure 5.11a the same single-shot images are stacked together after correcting for the
polarity change by simply multiplying by -1 the images on one side of each shot position
while keeping the other side unchanged. Although the quality of the PS ERTM image
is not comparable to that obtained from a PP imaging condition, some of the shallow
interfaces and the two reservoirs are still resolved. Figures 5.11b to f display converted-
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Figure 5.9: Fault PP images for the six different imaging experiments depicted in Figure 5.3,
for region z2 in Figure 5.2a. Figures 5.9a and b are close-ups of Figures 5.4a and b, Figures
5.9c and d are close-ups of Figures 5.5a and b, and Figures 5.9e and f are close-ups of
Figures 5.7a and b.

wave images obtained from the other imaging experiments in Figure 5.3 after applying
the polarity correction procedure. While linear (and nonlinear) reflections from the
bottom acquisition geometry contribute in the same way as those in PP imaging by ba-
sically enhancing the quality of the image in areas poorly illuminated by primaries (e.g.
below the salt bodies), PS transmissions show a remarkable lower frequency content
(see Figures 5.11e and f) compared to their compressional-wave counterparts (Figure
5.7a and b) and converted-wave reflections (Figures 5.11a-d). While this behaviour of
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nonlinear PS images is still under study, at this point we believe that the low frequency
content in these images is largely non-physical in nature, and is due to the departure
from the scattered field definition of the image when the polarity correction is applied.
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Figure 5.10: PS linear ERTM image using sources and receivers above the imaging target
without correcting for converted shear wave polarity reversal.

Similarly to PP and PS imaging, in Figure 5.12 we display pure shear-wave images
obtained from the different imaging experiments in Figure 5.3. Note that in marine
ocean-bottom acquisition systems sources cannot directly generate shear waves because
they are placed inside the water layer. SS conventional (linear) imaging thus requires
the additional, accurate knowledge of one or more sharp boundaries (e.g., fluid-solid
interfaces or the edge of the salt bodies) for the generation of S-wave energy in the source
wavefield. By contrast, all interfaces present in the stratigraphic model are generators of
shear waves in nonlinear imaging since the full (and scattered) propagators are directly
modelled in the exact model. Both recorded shear wave energy and the same interfaces
produce S-wave energy in the receiver wavefield for all six imaging configurations.

Pure-mode shear wave imaging does not require any additional processing step to ac-
count for positive and negative reflection coefficients because the polarity of shear re-
flections/transmissions is such that the procedure of stacking over shots has a naturally
constructive behaviour. It is also worth noting that, although the quality of SS images
(Figure 5.12) is generally higher than that of polarity-corrected PS images (Figure
5.11), the interaction between shear wave energy in the source and receiver wavefield
produces prominent artefacts at strong diffractors such as at the edges of the salt bod-
ies. Although this needs to be studied in more detail, these artefacts are likely caused
by the fact that SS images rely entirely on the conversion of P-to-S transmission at the
seafloor. While PP transmission occurs over the entire range of incidence angles, P-to-S
transmission is therefore restricted to a subset of incident angles limited by the critical
angle (which is controlled by the ratio of PS velocities at the seafloor). As a result, a
pure mode S-wave image in this case can be considerably angle-limited in terms of image
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Figure 5.11: PS images obtained by applying a correction for polarity reversal for the six
different imaging experiments depicted in Figure 5.3.

coverage; this in turn generates focusing artefacts of the kind observed in our SS im-
ages. Gaiser and Vasconcelos (2010) observed this angle-dependent restriction in recon-
structing pure-mode shear waves in interferometry from field OBC data. Their analysis
applies directly to our imaging scheme, which is a subsurface-domain interferometric
reconstruction of pure-mode S-waves. An important consequence of this dependence
on seafloor P-to-S velocity ratio is that, even in acquisition scenarios with very wide
aperture source and receiver arrays, the pure-mode S-wave images from ocean bottom
data will always be more limited in aperture compared to their P-wave counterparts,
and their subsurface illumination will largely depend on the seafloor properties.

We would like to use shear-wave energy also for true-amplitude imaging in order to ex-
tract meaningful amplitudes that carry information about S-wave velocities. In Chapter
2 we have showed that in the ideal acquisition and imaging scenario (i.e., if the ima-
ging process properly accounts for multiple scattering, and enclosing boundaries are
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Figure 5.12: SS images for the six different imaging experiments depicted in Figure 5.3.

used) the true-amplitude PS image vanishes. Our converted-wave image arising from
two-sided NLERTM without polarity correction (Figure 5.13) does however show re-
sidual non-physical energy which is not properly cancelled. This is the effect of using
incomplete boundaries of receivers and, especially, sources (there are missing sources
and receivers on either side of the crosssection), although the target is illuminated from
both above and below.

To overcome the issues arising from limited-aperture source and receiver acquisition
surfaces and check that this reasoning is correct, a local seismic experiment is carried
out considering only a portion of the Pluto model embedded in an otherwise homogen-
eous medium (Figure 5.14a) using a full, enclosing boundary of sources. The imaging
condition in equation 5.3 is evaluated by direct modelling of the required reference and
full wavefields (analogously to Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012) and Chapter 2 of this
thesis) and the resulting image is displayed in Figure 5.14d, as a result of summing of
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Figure 5.13: PS nonlinear image using sources and receivers both above and below the imaging
target without correction for polarity reversal.

the purely linear term in equation 5.6 (Figure 5.14b) and nonlinear terms in equation
5.3 (Figure 5.14c). The linear and nonlinear contributions match and cancel out. As ex-
pected from the theory, the PS image (Figure 5.14d) is indeed close to zero everywhere.
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Figure 5.14: PS imaging using an enclosing boundary of sources of ray r = 0.5km (a) P-wave
velocity model. A portion of the Pluto model in Figure 5.3a is extracted and embedded
in an otherwise homogeneous medium with VP = 2000 m/s, VS = 1000 m/s and ρ =
1000 kg/m3. Shear wave properties are the same as those in the Pluto model used in the
previous example. (b) Linear imaging as defined by equation 5.6, (c) nonlinear terms of
the nonlinear imaging equations 5.3 to 5.5 and (d) ‘full’ nonlinear imaging —the sum of
the linear (b) and nonlinear (c) terms.

5.4 Discussion

Multiple reflections are usually treated as noise in seismic data processing, which should
be estimated and removed prior imaging (Verschuur et al., 1992; Berkhout and Ver-
schuur, 1997; Weglein et al., 1997; Jakubowicz, 1998; Amundsen, 2001; ten Kroode,
2002). Residual energy from multiples, which is not perfectly removed by the multiple
attenuation algorithm, generates imaging artefacts in standard reverse-time migration
arising from cross-talk of events in the source and receiver wavefields that are not
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physically related (e.g., a primary in the source wavefield interacting with a multiple
in the receiver wavefield). This point of view is now moot, as geophysicists now con-
sider multiples to be a source of useful information and attempt to use them in the
imaging process (e.g., Muijs et al. (2007); Vasconcelos et al. (2008); Berkhout and Ver-
schuur (2011); Liu et al. (2011); Davydenko and Verschuur (2012); Zhang and Schuster
(2014)).

Limited aperture boundaries of sources and receivers also present a limitation to the
practice of seismic imaging. One way to alleviate the illumination problem is to solve
the migration problem in a least-squares sense (using least-squares migration —see
Nemeth et al. (1999)). Alternatively, given that the image distortions can be thought
of as local blurring filters (also called point-spread functions), an estimate of these
blurring filters can be obtained by means of migration-demigration (Lecomte, 2008;
Gherasim et al., 2010; Shen et al., 2011), and illumination weights can then be applied
to the migrated gathers to correct these effects (Fletcher et al., 2012; Archer et al.,
2013).

Despite the evident improvements when accounting for multiples and incomplete bound-
aries in the imaging process, fully enclosing boundaries and nonlinear interactions are
not explicitly required in the original formulation of the imaging problem which was
based on the concepts of the so-called adjoint-state method (Baysal et al., 1983; Tarant-
ola, 1984). These requirements do become explicit under the SRI formalism (Halliday
and Curtis, 2010; Vasconcelos, 2013; Ravasi and Curtis, 2013a), which we use here
to perform linear and nonlinear ERTM: the contribution of high-order scattering in-
teractions allows for power conservation in scattering (Fleury et al., 2010; Wapenaar
et al., 2010b; Douma et al., 2011), while that of complete boundaries guarantees the
presence of both stationary points that bring physical energy and those that suppress
non-physical arrivals (Meles and Curtis, 2013; Loer et al., 2014).

It is worth pointing out that although our model design may not look entirely real-
istic, especially because of our choice to add a second water layer below the imaging
target (definitely not the case for real field experiments), this does not preclude any
of our observations about the increased illumination and artefact reduction given by
sources (and receivers) below the imaging target. We conjecture that having P-wave
only sources and a seabed acting as a P-to-S wave converter might be an alternative
(approximately equivalent) approach to that of having both P- and S-wave sources in
a fully elastic layer at depth, and so similar results would be obtained if we were able
to record (or more likely, reconstruct) these wavefields.

In our examples data from bottom boundaries of sources and receivers and full propag-
ators required by equations 5.3 to 5.5 are directly modelled and hence are exact. In
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practice, when only a reference (smooth) version of the velocity model is available, these
fields cannot be modelled directly. In acoustic media, these wavefields can be estimated
by applying the autofocusing (or Marchenko redatuming) approach of Broggini et al.
(2012); Wapenaar et al. (2013). This method constructs the full wavefield from a virtual
source or receiver anywhere inside the medium (without needing a physical receiver or
source at the location of interest), from one-sided reflection data and an estimate of
the direct arriving wave-front from the virtual source to the recording surface. Whether
the uplift in the image quality given by nonlinear two-sided imaging will be similar to
that observed in our examples depends on the accuracy of the reconstruction of these
fields in complex geologies (van der Neut et al., 2014a; Vasconcelos et al., 2014b), and
when only limited-aperture arrays of sources and receivers are available. Moreover, this
approach has recently been developed also for electromagnetic media (Slob and Wapen-
aar, 2013), and the first extension to elastic data are in da Costa et al. (2014b,c,a);
Wapenaar (2014) and Wapenaar and Slob (2014).

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, source-receiver interferometric imaging is used to create elastic images
of the subsurface that represent the local interaction between P and S waves within the
subsurface. PP, PS and SS images are computed by means of linear imaging (i.e., using
only primary reflections) and nonlinear imaging (i.e., exploiting also multiply scattered
waves), using one- and two-sided acquisition geometries.

Conventional elastic reverse-time migration produces images that exhibit acquisition
imprints and poorly illuminated areas, especially for highly complex subsurface en-
vironments. Exploiting multiple scattering in the imaging process (using nonlinear
reverse-time migration) with the correct full or scattered source and receiver propagat-
ors mitigates these problems and increases the resolution of the migrated image because
multiples provide better subsurface illumination. Imaging with two-sided acquisition
geometries can also make use of the information contained in the transmitted compon-
ent of the recorded wavefield which is shown to be beneficial, particularly for providing
low wavenumber information.

When imaging with converted waves, special attention must be given to the phys-
ical meaning of the resulting image: a ‘structural’ image can be obtained from P-to-S
conversions by applying one of the several available polarity correction procedures to
reduce the destructive interference in the stacked image. However, true-amplitude ima-
ging has no meaning if the response at zero-time and zero-offset is sought, because this
is null by the interferometry-based definition; since the image will not be zero in real
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acquisition scenarios due to their practical limitations, the amplitudes retrieved are due
entirely to these limitations rather than to the subsurface properties. If used quantit-
atively, these amplitudes would tend to mislead subsequent geological interpretation.
Other quantitative definitions of PS images are conceivable, however, those will require
further research.
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6
Application 2: Elastic extended

images using multiple reflections
and transmissions

Extended images (EIs) represent the scattered spatio-temporal response between offset subsur-
face pseudosources and pseudoreceivers which can be used to constrain elastic properties around
each image point. However, one-sided illumination of the subsurface (from the Earth’s surface),
errors in the initial velocity model estimate, and the use of a linearized, single-scattering as-
sumption (as is usual in seismic imaging) cause errors in EI gathers such as missing events,
incorrect amplitudes, and spurious energy. By creating elastic (PP and PS) EIs in a synthetic
example of subsalt imaging, we demonstrate the advantages of incorporating multiply-scattered
waves correctly by nonlinear imaging, and of including transmitted waves by using two-sided
receiver arrays, and discuss how the recently developed autofocussing methods could provide us
with the various required subsurface wavefields. Pre- and post-imaging f -k filtering procedures
are also introduced to further improve the quality of the EIs by (explicitly or implicitly) limiting
the directions of waves arriving at the subsurface pseudo survey line. Finally, we analyse the
sensitivity of elastic PP EIs to errors in the migration velocity models and show that events
in the extended images are shifted in opposite directions when constructed using reflection or
transmission data. In other words, velocity errors are mapped into the EIs differently in the
case of one-sided from two-sided illumination. This leads to the potential for new methods of
migration velocity analysis when surface and borehole seismic data are jointly acquired.
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6.1 Introduction

The theory and practice of seismic processing rely on the analysis of recorded seismic
data sorted into different domains. Examples include common-shot, common-receiver,
common-midpoint or common-offset (Yilmaz, 1989). The structure and physical prop-
erties of the medium excited during the seismic experiment can not be inferred directly
from a visual inspection of the recorded data in any of these domains. Nevertheless,
important processing procedures such as noise suppression (Canales, 1984; Hampson,
1987; Jones and Levy, 1987), multiple attenuation (Foster and Mosher, 1992; Ver-
schuur et al., 1992), velocity analysis (Taner and Koehler, 1969) and amplitude-versus-
offset analysis (AVO — Ostrander, 1982; Rutherford and Williams, 1989; Castagna
and Backus, 1993) are generally carried out by assuming certain kinematic behaviours
of the recorded data in one or more of these domains. After decades of seismic pro-
cessing experience we understand how different methods allow us to use some of the
information best captured within the gathers in each of these domains.

The recent introduction of so-called extended image (EI) gathers allows recorded seismic
data to be transformed into approximate time- and space-varying responses between
pseudosources and pseudoreceivers located within the subsurface, without having to
have such equipment actually installed there (Vasconcelos et al., 2009a; Halliday and
Curtis, 2010; Vasconcelos et al., 2010; Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011). These EIs can be
used as an alternative to time-lag, space-lag, or reflection-angle common image gathers
(CIGs) for local velocity analysis around selected image points (Symes, 2008; Yang and
Sava, 2011a,b, 2012; Fleury, 2012; Fleury and Perrone, 2012), but since they represent
source to receiver responses that can be located close to targets of interest, they may
also be useful for reservoir characterization (Thomson, 2011, 2012; Vasconcelos and
Rickett, 2013).

Detailed analyses on the form of these gathers, carried out using a geometrical approach
(Yang and Sava, 2010), asymptotic analysis (Thomson, 2011, 2012) or stationary-phase
analysis (Meles and Curtis, 2013; Loer et al., 2014), show that the retrieval of the full
scattered wavefield response from a pseudosource to a pseudoreceiver in the subsurface
is not always successful. The imprint of finite acquisition geometries (e.g., only one-
sided seismic illumination from above) and knowledge of only a smoothed estimate
of the propagation velocity model (so that multiples can not easily be predicted a
priori, for example) cause errors in the migration process that is used to construct EI
gathers. Including multiples and transmitted arrivals in the migration process is thus
fundamental if we aim to construct complete and correct EIs, as multiples add some of
the missing wave vectors in upward directions, reducing associated errors.
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Herein we create and analyse extended images using the source-receiver interferometry
(SRI) formulation of Curtis and Halliday (2010); Halliday and Curtis (2010) and Po-
liannikov (2011), recently adapted to acoustic reverse-time migration by Vasconcelos
(2013) and elastic reverse-time migration by Ravasi and Curtis (2013a) and Ravasi
et al. (2014) (also Chapter 5 of this thesis). We construct elastic (PP and PS) EIs using
a complex geological model (a modified version of the Pluto 1.5 model as in Chapter
5), and analyse the advantage of migrating multiples and transmitted waves together
with primary reflections, comparing one-sided linear extended images with one-sided
nonlinear extended images and those from two-sided imaging. Imaging with multiples
is becoming relevant for practical imaging problems because recently-developed auto-
focussing methods offer the possibility to construct Green’s functions from subsurface
receivers without actually having to have receivers there (Broggini et al., 2012; Wapen-
aar et al., 2012, 2013; Wapenaar, 2014; Wapenaar and Slob, 2014; da Costa et al.,
2014b,c,a). Two-sided illumination can be achieved by jointly acquiring surface and
borehole data or, alternatively, the transmission data may also be estimated by autofo-
cusing. We then introduce two f -k filtering approaches to further improve the quality
of the EI gathers: the first is a pre-imaging filter that selects the directions of both
incoming and emerging waves used to construct the EI (Vasconcelos et al., 2008). The
second acts directly on the extended image (a post-imaging filter) and can attenuate
emerging waves whose dips are outside a particular range of interest. This analysis
shows that while the former more accurately removes unwanted events with possibly
different dips in the source and receiver wavefields, the latter approach also performs
well and is significantly less costly to apply. Finally, we study the sensitivity of the
EIs to errors in the migration velocity models: while it is known that velocity errors in
turn cause errors in the EIs, we demonstrate a different sensitivity of transmitted and
reflected waves to such errors. We then conjecture that if data are jointly acquired at
the Earth’s surface and somewhere inside the medium such as in a borehole, using both
transmissions and reflections in objective functions for migration velocity analysis or
image-domain waveform inversion could provide more robust velocity estimates than
existing methods.

6.2 Elastic extended images by source-receiver interferometric
imaging

Our goal is to adapt the elastic source-receiver imaging framework presented in Chapter
5 to construct elastic extended images. Similarly to usual definition of a seismic image,
an extended image can be seen as a scattered field associated with pseudosources and
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pseudoreceivers inside the subsurface as displayed by the red arrow in Figure 6.1 (Vas-
concelos et al., 2009a; Halliday and Curtis, 2010; Vasconcelos et al., 2010; Sava and
Vasconcelos, 2011). Using the notation defined in Chapter 2, 3 and 5 (also summarized
in Table 1), different combinations of pseudosource types and pseudoreceiver quantities
can be taken to construct EIs. For example, the scattered wavefield from an external
volume force pseudosource at xs to a particle velocity pseudoreceiver at xr at a given
time t will be denoted EInm(xr,xs, t) = G̃

S(v,f)
(m,n) (xr,xs, t), and the scattered wavefield

from a potential (P- or S-wave) pseudosource at xs to a potential (P- or S-wave) pseu-
doreceiver at xr at a given time t will be denoted EINM (xr,xs, t) = G̃

S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xr,xs, t).

Extended images can be constructed via SRI (Curtis and Halliday, 2010; Halliday and
Curtis, 2010; Vasconcelos, 2013; Ravasi and Curtis, 2013a) using two-way representation
theorems for elastic scattered waves (Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; van Manen et al.,
2006; Curtis and Halliday, 2010) as shown in Figure 6.1. An elastic imaging condition
which preserves both the time and space correlation lags for potential-to-potential
responses for ocean-bottom acquisition scenarios with pressure (P-wave) sources and
multicomponent receivers can be written as

EInlNM (xr,xs, t) = G̃
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xr,xs, t) + G̃

S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xr,xs,−t) =∫ +∞

−∞

(∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS){d

S(Φ,Φ)
(N,P ) (xs,xS)G0(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xr,xS)} d2xS
)
ejωt dω

+
∫ +∞

−∞

(∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS){d

(Φ,Φ)
(N,P )(xs,xS)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xr,xS)}d2xS
)
ejωt dω.

(6.1)

Note that source- and receiver-side wavefields are computed here at two different sub-
surface points: the former (G) is a wavefield modelled directly from the source at xS to
the pseudoreceiver location xr, while the latter (d) is the wavefield that is recorded by
the receivers at xR and back-extrapolated to the pseudosource location xs. Receiver-
side extrapolation is carried out as shown in equations 5.4 and 5.5 in the previous
chapter, with the only difference that xI is replaced by xs, the pseudosource location.
Finally, an elastic wavefield separation procedure is applied at each image point to both
the source and the receiver wavefields to discriminate P- or S-wave potential fields from
the full elastic wavefield. Helmoholtz decomposition of the particle velocity vector field
can be used for the homogeneous and isotropic elastic wave equation (Aki and Richards,
1980), while a projection of the vector field onto the polarization vector is required for
anisotropic media (see, for example, Yan, 2010).

Once again, the combination of equations 6.1, 5.4, and 5.5 give rise to nonlinear elastic
EIs and we refer to this imaging procedure as nonlinear elastic reverse-time migration
(NLERTM). In this context, nonlinearity refers to the fact that the second integral
in equations 6.1 and 5.4, as well as the integral in equation 5.5 include combinations
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xS

xRseabed DR,top

DS,top

DR,bot

DS,bot

xsxr

Figure 6.1: Illustration of the physical meaning of an extended image (EI): a scattered field
(red arrow) from a pseudosource at xs (red open star) to a pseudoreceiver at xr (blue
open triangle) inside the subsurface. The EI is obtained by means of source-receiver in-
terferometry (SRI) using the recorded data from physical sources xS (red star) along the
boundary ∂DR = ∂DR,top∪∂DR,bot to physical receivers (blue triangle) along the boundary
∂DR = ∂DR,top ∪ ∂DR,bot (solid ray), the receiver-side propagators from the pseudosource
xs to physical receivers xR (right-hand dashed ray), and the source-side propagators from
physical sources xS to the pseudoreceiver xr (left-hand dashed ray). We assume that top
and bottom arrays are sufficiently extensive that contributions from arrays on the left or
right (dashed) boundary segments are negligible.

of measured scattered fields with other scattered field propagators. Hence these com-
binations involve quadratic (hence nonlinear) contributions of the unknown scattered
wavefields, and include all orders of interactions of waves with the scattering compon-
ents of the medium (for example all orders of multiple scattering from non-smooth
medium perturbations). Calculating these latter terms generally requires that the scat-
tering (non-smooth) part of the medium is known prior to imaging.

When only a (usually smooth) reference model is available as is commonly the case
prior to imaging, only reference Green’s functions with few if any reflected or diffracted
waves may be available. A linearised, approximate EI can then be obtained by simply
dropping all of the nonlinear terms from the combination of equations 6.1, 5.4, and 5.5:

EI lNM (xr,xs, t) =
∫ +∞

−∞

(∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS)G

0(Φ,Φ)∗
(M,P ) (xr,xS)

∮
∂DR

{d̆S(p,Φ)
(−,P ) (xR,xS)×

G
0(Φ,f)∗
(N,z) (xs,xR)− d̆S(v,Φ)

(z,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗
(N,zz) (xs,xR)} d2xR d2xS

)
ejωt dω,

(6.2)

where multiple scattering should be neglected by the scattered data as discussed in
Chapter 5. We refer to this imaging procedure as elastic reverse-time migration (ERTM).
Moreover, as shown in Figure 6.1, here we adopt the following convention: one-sided
illumination refers to ∂DR = ∂DR,top and ∂DS = ∂DS,top, while two-sided illumination
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refers to ∂DR = ∂DR,top∪∂DR,bot and ∂DS = ∂DS,top. Although having also two-sided
source illumination ∂DS = ∂DS,top ∪ ∂DS,bot as in Chapter 5 would without doubt
provide further information, we have decided not to consider that case here.

Pseudo common-shot and common-receiver gathers (but also similarly common-midpoint
and common-offset gathers) can be created based on different choices of pseudosources
xs and pseudoreceivers xr. It is important to remember that the field associated with
a pseudosource is obtained by back-propagation of recorded elastic data (i.e., wavefield
extrapolation), while the pseudoreceiver field comes from the direct forward modelling
of the source wavefield. While the choice of the type of pseudogather we want to recon-
struct is irrelevant for pure-mode extended images like EIPP (xr,xs, t) or EISS(xr,xs, t)
because pseudosources and pseudoreceivers can simply be swapped by invoking source-
receiver reciprocity (Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006), extra care must be taken for
converted-mode extended images, especially when constructing linear PS extended im-
ages (EI lPS(xr,xs, t)) using migration velocity models that do not contain any sharp
boundaries. This is because S-wave energy needed to construct the EI can not be gen-
erated in the source wavefield from a P-wave source without an accurate knowledge of
one or more sharp boundaries in the velocity and/or density models. We notice how-
ever that a SP pseudo common-receiver gather can be constructed by exploiting the
S-wave energy recorded along the receiver array in the physical experiment and back-
propagating it in an elastic manner by the first term of equation 5.4 through any type
of migration model, even one without sharp boundaries. Finally then, we convert this
gather into a PS pseudo common-shot gather using source-receiver reciprocity (Figure
6.2). Note that, for simplicity, we follow the same procedure to construct PP EIs in
the numerical example below, although pseudo common-shot gathers could have been
produced directly when imaging using pure-mode waves.

SP

xr

seabed

SP

xs

seabed

=

xS

xs xr

xR

Figure 6.2: Schematic representation of the construction of the PS pseudo common-shot
gather EIP S(xr,xs, t). The SP pseudo common-receiver gather from a line of pseudosources
at xs (red line) to a pseudoreceiver at xr (left) is constructed by back-propagating the S-
wave energy which is recorded along the receiver array in the physical experiment to position
xr. Using source-receiver reciprocity, the latter also represents the PS pseudo common-shot
gather (right) from a pseudo-source at xs to a line of pseudo-receivers at xr (blue line).
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6.3 Pre- and/or post-imaging f-k filtering

Equations used to construct EIs contain cross-correlations (one term convolved with
the conjugate of another) within all integrands, and each integrand has been shown
to be equivalent to an instance of correlational seismic interferometry (Curtis, 2009;
Curtis and Halliday, 2010; Halliday and Curtis, 2010). In seismic imaging, as well
as in interferometry, non-physical energy arises from the crosscorrelation of source and
receiver wavefields when either the wavefields that are correlated are incomplete, or they
are integrated over incomplete boundaries ∂DR and ∂DS (Snieder et al., 2006; King
et al., 2011; King and Curtis, 2012). This is especially the case in the presence of complex
velocity or density models that contain sharp, dipping discontinuities such as salt flanks:
in such cases, different orders of waves propagating along the pseudoreceiver line (e.g.,
near-horizontally propagating waves when using horizontal lines of pseudoreceivers)
correlate with each other and generate strong cross-talk events in the EIs.

We can take advantage of the fact that this type of non-physical energy is constructed
from, and appears in, different f -k bands from most of the desired physical energy: two
different f -k filtering approaches can be used to improve the quality of the retrieved
EIs in terms of mitigating non-physical (hence undesired) events. The first procedure
steers the directivity of both pseudosources and pseudoreceivers. It is based on the
observation that by limiting the direction of incoming waves at the pseudoreceiver
location and the direction of emerging waves at the pseudosource location, we also select
a range of local dips of reflectors/discontinuities whose effect will be included in the EI
(Vasconcelos et al., 2008), thus eliminating, for example, the non-physical contributions
from steeply dipping reflectors. We design two band-pass filters in the wavenumber
domain, Hd and HG, which respectively select a range of incident and emerging angles
and filter out waves that are outside the defined ranges. Thus we prevent undesired
waves (arriving at the pseudosource or pseudoreceiver from directions outside these
ranges) from interacting together within the imaging condition in equation 6.1, and
thus from creating artefacts in the extended image (Figure 6.3). In practice, filters Hd

and HG are applied to the receiver and source wavefield in the frequency-wavenumber
domain, and the filtered responses are then transformed back to frequency-space domain
via an inverse Fourier transform:

d̂
(Φ,Φ)
(N,P )(xs,xS , ω) =

∫
Hd(ks)d

(Φ,Φ)
(N,P )(ks,xS , ω)e−jksxs dks (6.3)

and

Ĝ
(Φ,Φ)
(M,P )(xr,xS , ω) =

∫
HG(kr)G(Φ,Φ)

(M,P )(kr,xS , ω)e−jkrxr dkr, (6.4)
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where d̂ and Ĝ are the filtered receiver and source wavefields, respectively. ks is the
apparent pseudosource wavenumber (wavenumber measured from the receiver wavefield
at the EI survey line via a spatial Fourier transform), and kr is the apparent pseudore-
ceiver wavenumber (wavenumber measured from the source wavefield at the EI survey
line via a spatial Fourier transform).

Alternatively, we can act on the extended image directly and shape the directivity of
pseudoreceivers. Since spurious events due to waves propagating along the EI survey
line tend to occur in a particular sector of the wavenumber spectrum (near the crit-
ical angle), that is at least partially non-overlapping with physical events, waves in
that sector can be removed by applying a spatial band-pass filter HEI that preserves
only dips inside a range of interest in the EI gather (Figure 6.3). The filter HEI is
applied to the frequency-wavenumber EI, and the filtered EI is then transformed back
to frequency-space domain via an inverse Fourier transform:

ÊIMN (xr,xs, ω) =
∫
HEI(kr)EIMN (kr,xs, ω)e−jkrxr dkr. (6.5)

Equations 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 represent multidimensional inverse Fourier transforms that
map ks → xs and kr → xr. Note that cut-off wavenumbers in the pre-imaging approach
are directly linked to cut-off incident and emerging angles, θd and θG, and can be
obtained by:

ks,cut−off (ω) = ± ω

c̄M
sin(θd) , kr,cut−off (ω) = ± ω

c̄N
sin(θG), (6.6)

where c̄M/N is the average (P or S-wave velocity) along the pseudosurvey line, with M
and N referring to the wave type at the pseudosource and pseudoreceiver, respectively.
Similarly, cut-off wavenumbers in the post-imaging approach are obtained by:

kr,cut−off (ω) = ± ω

c̄N
sin(θEI), (6.7)

where θEI is the cut-off dip in the EI.

6.4 Example

We present a numerical example where PP and PS EIs are reconstructed at three
different subsurface locations using a modified version of the synthetic dataset Pluto
1.5 released by the SMAART JV consortium (Stoughton et al., 2001). We refer to
Chapter 5 for a detailed description of the model and acquisition configuration. Note
that here we use only one truncated, limited-aperture boundary of 154 monopole P-
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xS

seabed

xs

xr
HG(kr)

HEI(kr)

HΦ(ks)

xR

Figure 6.3: Illustration of the effect that
the band-pass filters Hd, HG and HEI

have on the source wavefield, receiver
wavefield, and extended image respect-
ively. For each, a range of incident or
emerging angles is selected (grey cones
for pre-imaging filtering and red cone for
post-imaging filtering); waves that are
outside the defined ranges are filtered
out in order to prevent non-physical
artefacts appearing in the extended im-
age.

wave sources at a depth of zS = 40m with horizontal spacing of dxS = 76m (red dots
in Figure 6.4).

We choose to place our EI pseudosurveys beside features of the model indicated in
Figure 6.4. The first EI is relatively shallow (zEI,1 = 2.8 km), at a depth compar-
able with the top interface of both salt bodies. Since sources provide a good illumin-
ation of the pseudosurvey line, a reasonable EI should be obtained even when only
top sources and receivers are used along with conventional imaging. However strong
waves propagating sub-horizontally, which bounce multiple times between the two salt
bodies and pass through the pseudosurvey line, will create spurious events in the EI.
This is the ideal scenario to test the effectiveness of our two f -k filtering approaches.
Noting that the model contains two small reservoirs around (x = 10 km, z = 4.5 km)
and (x = 11 km, z = 5.5 km), the second and third EIs are placed at zEI,2 = 4.3 km
and zEI,3 = 5.5 km respectively.

In the following, four imaging experiments which are schematically visualized in Figure
6.5 (and are similar to those analysed for conventional zero-offset imaging in Chapter
5) are used to discuss the importance of both multiply reflected and transmitted waves
in extended imaging. A similar analysis is performed by Meles and Curtis (2013) and
Loer et al. (2014) in the context of source-receiver interferometry using a stationary-
phase approach under the assumption of single-scattering by a diffractor. Loer et al.
(2014); Meles and Curtis (2014a) and Meles and Curtis (2014b) also consider multiply-
diffracted waves. The examples here go beyond those previous studies in that (1) they
represent an imaging experiment where apart from the recorded data (fields from phys-
ical sources recorded at physical receivers), all the other fields are computed numerically
and are subject to errors due to the approximate reference velocity models used; (2)
they are performed in a complex model where the contribution of multiple-scattering
both by reflections and diffractions is significant; (3) they go beyond the acoustic ap-
proximation and they effectively represent the first examples of elastic extended images
in complex media (linear or nonlinear) presented to date.
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Figure 6.4: Stratigraphic P-wave velocity model, shot locations (red dots at top) and receiver
geometry (white lines at top and bottom of the solid medium). Here the EIs pseudosurvey
geometries are also displayed: red dots represent the pseudosources, blue lines identify the
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Figure 6.5: Schematic representation of the four different imaging experiments used in this
study. (a) Reflection (one-sided receiver illumination from the top) ERTM. (b) Reflection
NLERTM. (c) Transmission (one-sided receiver illumination from the bottom) ERTM. (d)
Transmission NLERTM. Key as in Figure 5.3.

Shallow PP Extended Image

Recalling that an extended image represents (in theory) the response from a pseudo-
source to a pseudoreceiver inside the subsurface (Figure 6.1), we first model the exact
response for the shallow pseudosurvey geometry shown in Figure 6.4 from a P-wave
pseudosource to a line of P-wave pseudoreceivers (Figure 6.6a). Figure 6.6b shows the
causal part of the PP extended image for the upper pseudosurvey E1

PP (xr,xs, t) ob-
tained by means of reflection ERTM. We observe that dominant events mainly show
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a linear moveout, which suggests that they are created by the interaction of waves
propagating sideway along the pseudoreceiver array. Although some of these linear
events are physical (as indicated by the labels p), the others are spurious or non-physical
(np) events and strongly interfere with most of the physical waves that show much smal-
ler amplitudes. Events exhibiting different moveouts in the t-x domain are mapped onto
different wavenumbers in the f -k domain, and in this case most of the physical energy is
mapped to lower wavenumbers than the non-physical (unwanted) energy (Figure 6.6c).
We first apply the f -k filtering procedure which acts in the pre-imaging domain to se-
lect waves with incident and emerging angles limited to lie between ±50◦, constructing
the EI from the filtered source and receiver fields obtained from equations 6.3 and 6.4
(Figure 6.6d). Spurious events are successfully suppressed and the physical events in
the selected range of angles are now enhanced in the extended image (see also the f -k
spectrum in Figure 6.6e). This filtering approach is very effective but it is also expensive
because a multi-dimensional Fourier transform has to be applied to both the source and
receiver wavefields for each shot. We also apply the second f -k filtering approach which
acts directly on the extended image (i.e., the post-imaging f -k filter) where we remove
events with a dip higher than ±50◦ (Figure 6.6f and g). This example shows that, given
proper tuning of the filters Hd, HG or HEI , both the pre- and post-imaging filtering
procedures provide clearer extended images compared to the original (pre-filtered) one.
In the following, we apply the post-imaging filter to all PP EIs that are shown.

Figure 6.7 compares E1
PP (xr,xs, t) obtained from the four imaging experiments in

Figure 6.5. The filtered exact response is shown in Figure 6.7a with green and magenta
arrows used to indicate upgoing and downgoing waves, respectively. Starting from the
reflection ERTM extended image (Figure 6.7b), we first notice how upgoing events
(green arrows), such as reflections coming from the top of the salt and the seabed
(salt1 and seabed2 in Figure 6.4), are generally constructed in the causal part, while
downgoing events (magenta arrows) are constructed in the anticausal part. This is
especially clear when we observe the first 0.5 s, where reflections from thin layers just
above and below the EI survey line are constructed. To determine the origin of the
events constructed it is useful to analyse the so-called correlation gather (van Manen
et al., 2005; Mehta et al., 2008; Loer et al., 2014). The correlation gather is simply the
set of integrands that are integrated in the imaging (and interferometric) equations 6.1
and 6.2. The dominant contribution for each source or receiver on the boundary to the
summation or integration is represented by energy with zero gradient with respect to the
boundary location, so-called stationary points (Snieder, 2004). In SRI two correlation
gathers can be analysed: the correlation gathers for each source pair in the first step
(inter-source interferometry or, equivalently, wavefield extrapolation as in equations
5.4 and 5.5), and the correlation gather for each receiver pair in the second step (inter-
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Figure 6.6: Application of the pre- and post-imaging f -k filters to the linear PP extended
image shown in (b) together with its source correlation gather for the pseudo-receiver at
1000 m offset (i.e., source integrand in equation 6.2 before stacking over sources). The
directly modelled EI is shown in (a) for comparison. The f -k amplitude spectrum in (c)
shows that physical energy with hyperbolic moveout is present at low wavenumbers and is
fairly distinct from physical energy with linear moveout (label p) and spurious energy (labels
np1 and np2) populating the high wavenumbers of the spectrum. Limiting the incident and
emerging angles to lie between ±50◦ suppresses the linear events from the extended image
as shown in gather (d), and (e) is its f -k amplitude spectrum. Applying only a post-imaging
filter limiting dips to lie in the range of ±50◦ (see white dashed lines in (c)) also produces
a reasonable EI as displayed in (f) and (g). Note that the pre-imaging filter has suppressed
more energy due to external sources in the source correlation gather (d) than has the post-
imaging filter in the source correlation gather (f). Similarly the energy near the critical angle
is weaker in the pre-imaging f -k spectrum than in the post-imaging one. Hence, these filters
could provide fairly different results for situations where the physical stationary points are
due to sources at the edge of the boundary.

receiver interferometry or, equivalently, the imaging condition as in 6.1). In the following
we will limit our analysis to the source correlation gather for one pseudoreceiver, namely
the pseudoreceiver at 1 km offset.

By looking at the correlation gather at positive times, we can see that stationary points
of upgoing events are located in the centre of the source array. A similar observation
could be drawn by looking at the correlation gather for downgoing waves at negat-
ive times: however, although the construction of upgoing events is purely physical as
displayed in Figure 6.8a, downgoing events are generated in a non-physical manner
(Figure 6.8b) as also noticed by Poliannikov (2011). Finally, physical events with linear
moveout (Figure 6.6b) are stationary with respect to only a few sources on the left
side (see black circles in the source correlation gather). The creation of these events is
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only enabled by the presence of the interpreted (sharp-boundaried) salt bodies in the
background models which act as secondary sources (Figure 6.8c), and by turning waves
(Figure 6.8d) in the reference propagators which construct stationary paths that would
otherwise have been present only if sources and receivers on the sides of the model were
available (red lines in Figures 6.8c and d).

We now create the extended image from NLERTM (Figure 6.7d). We also display the
purely nonlinear contributions (Figure 6.7c), obtained by subtracting from Figure 6.7d
the linear term (equations 6.2), that is displayed in Figure 6.7b. The nonlinear terms
are beneficial in a number of ways: first, multiples are successfully used to construct
events in the pseudogather by means of scattered propagators, which add energy to
those events obtained by conventional linear imaging (see, for example, that although
most of the energy in the event at 3.5 s arises from linear interactions in Figure 6.7b,
nonlinear interactions provide additional energy —Figure 6.7c— that cannot be dis-
carded if we want to obtain reliable amplitudes in the EIs). Second, multiples also
provide non-physical contributions that either totally or partially cancel those arising
in ERTM. As a result, the energy mapped around zero-offset and zero-time is better
focused for NLERTM (close-up in Figure 6.7d) than for ERTM (close-up in Figure
6.7b); this feature of the nonlinear extended image is directly linked to the overall im-
provement in the image resolution of nonlinear over conventional linear imaging due to
proper use of multiply scattered waves (Vasconcelos, 2013; Ravasi and Curtis, 2013b;
Ravasi et al., 2014) and share similarities with super-resolution effects in ultrasound
imaging (Simonetti, 2006; Lerosey et al., 2007; Fink, 2008). On the other hand, the
increased complexity of nonlinear source and receiver wavefields makes the cross-talk
more severe and the EI noisier overall, as is also observed in acoustic nonlinear imaging
by Vasconcelos (2013).

The advantage of also having receivers below the imaging target can be appreciated
by inspection of the extended images from transmission ERTM (Figure 6.7e), the non-
linear part of transmission NLERTM (Figure 6.7f) and their sum (namely transmis-
sion NLERTM —Figure 6.7g). Overall, transmitted data from top sources are mainly
responsible for constructing upgoing waves in the anticausal part (as demonstrated
explicitly later on) and downgoing waves in the causal part. Moreover the downgoing
reflection from the top seabed is reconstructed here for the first time. Interestingly this
event as well as the upgoing reflections from the bottom seabed, show incorrect polarity
when obtained with ERTM (Figure 6.7e), which is however correct in the nonlinear con-
tributions present in NLERTM (Figure 6.7f). Fleury and Vasconcelos (2012) noticed a
similar behavior in the image domain for acoustic waves, where the conventional image
exhibits incorrect polarity for some of the reflectors which is corrected by the
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Figure 6.7: PP extended images obtained (a) via direct modelling and (b-h) from the four
imaging experiments depicted in Figure 6.5 (and from various summed combinations of their
contributions) for the first (shallow) survey line EI1

P P (xr,xs, t). The same post-imaging f -
k filter has been applied to all panels. Green/magenta solid arrows point at up-/downgoing
events (solid arrow: correct amplitude, dashed arrow: incorrect amplitude), and additional
black arrows identify non-physical events which are not suppressed by the post-imaging f -k
filters but which are suppressed by using nonlinear imaging. Close-ups in (a), (b) and (d)
show focusing around the zero-time and zero-offset (imaging) point.
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a) b)

c) d)

Salt1
Salt2

Salt1
Salt2

Figure 6.8: Stationary points of four different types of physical and non-physical events gen-
erated by reflection ERTM in Figures 6.6b and 6.7b. Solid lines represent the reflection
event contained in the recorded data, while dashed lines are used for the propagators that
are applied to the data to undo the propagation effect from and to the real sources and
receivers towards the pseudosurvey line. (a) Physical construction of an upgoing event and
(b) non-physical construction of a downgoing event. Construction of (c) the direct wave and
(d) a diffraction from the edge of the salt enabled by the presence of sharp discontinuities
and a velocity gradient creating turning waves in the background model. A red line together
with an open red star and blue triangle is added to plots (c) and (d) to indicate a boundary
source-receiver pair that would be needed to construct the same event in the absence of
secondary scattering in the reference propagators.

addition of nonlinear imaging terms.

In our final experiment receivers are simultaneously present above and below the target.
Both reflection and transmission responses are thus used to create the EIs as shown in
Figure 6.7h. Note the good match between this response and the directly modelled EI
in Figure 6.7a. It is also important to observe that causal and anticausal parts become
very similar in terms of event construction and amplitudes when two-sided nonlinear
imaging is performed. Since the final EI should converge to the causal and anticausal
Green’s function if both top and bottom sources and receivers were used, the degree
to which time symmetry in the gather is achieved constitutes a means to assess the
quality of the Green’s function reconstruction, a criterion that is commonly used in
seismic interferometry from ambient noise (see Stehly et al., 2006).

Shallow PS Extended Image

Analogously to our study of PP EIs, we now analyse the construction of the converted-
wave PS response E1

PS(xr,xs, t). The directly modelled pseudo common-shot gather
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from a P-wave pseudosource to a line of S-wave pseudoreceivers is displayed in Figure
6.9a. The reconstructed EIs are displayed in the other panels of Figure 6.9 (the same
f -k filter is applied to each EI as discussed below). In the process of constructing PS
responses from elastic data a number of differences with their PP counterparts can be
observed.

First, two types of strong linear cross-talk events contaminate the converted-wave EIs
(Figure 6.10a): one type has similar dip to that of PP EIs and another type has higher
dip (see the f -k spectrum in Figure 6.10b). Our pre- and post-imaging f -k filters are
again used to enhance the physical arrivals as shown in Figure 6.10c and e. Again
the filtered EIs are clearer compared to the original (pre-filtered) one (Figure 6.10a),
and the pre-imaging filter is more effective than the post-imaging filter in attenuating
spurious energy while preserving the original amplitude of physical events (refer to
Figure 6.9a for a comparison with amplitudes of events in the true EI).

Second, the interaction between P- and S-waves in the source and receiver wavefields
generates other cross-talk events with a peculiar reverse moveout (see, for example, the
event at 1 s in Figure 6.9e). These events, although clearly non-physical, cannot be
removed easily by any f -k filtering approach since they are mapped to wavenumbers
where physical events are also mapped. Once again nonlinear imaging provides equi-
valent non-physical events (Figure 6.9e) that cancel those of linear imaging (see Figure
6.9f).

Although we have shown that we are able to construct PS EIs that contain some useful
information (the reflection from the top of salt1 indicated in Figure 6.9a, and from
layers just above and below the EI survey line are, for example, reconstructed in Figure
6.9h), the overall quality of these pseudogathers is poor compared to that of PP gathers.
Such a difference between PP and PS EIs can be explained by the fact that stationary
contributions needed to construct physical events (and to cancel spurious arrivals) in
their pseudogathers are distributed differently along the boundaries of sources ∂DS and
receivers ∂DR for compressional and shear waves. While the acquisition geometry used
in this imaging experiment (Figure 6.4) is sufficient to capture most of the physical sta-
tionary contributions needed for PP EIs while limiting contributions from non-physical
points, many more spurious stationary contributions appear in the construction of PS
EIs as discussed further below.

Another factor that could explain the deterioration in quality of the reconstruction at
later times in the PS EI (especially in the anticausal panels) is the recording time for
each shot; while 10s is probably sufficient to record most of the primary (and multiple)
P-wave reflections and transmissions, some of the later S-wave conversions are left out
in the data (see Figure 6.9b) and consequently in the corresponding extended images.
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Figure 6.9: PS extended images obtained (a) via direct modelling and (b-h) from the four
imaging experiments depicted in Figure 6.5 (and from various summed combinations of
their contributions) for the first (shallow) survey line EI1

P P (xr,xs, t). Key as in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.10: Application of the pre- and post-imaging f -k filters to the linear P-to-S extended
image EI1

P S(xr,xs, t) shown in (a). The f -k amplitude spectrum in (b) is wider compared
to that in Figure 6.6b and the distinction between physical and non-physical energy is
less clear. By limiting the incident and emerging angles between ±40◦ in the pre-imaging
filtering procedure, the EI is successfully deprived of spurious energy as displayed in (c)
(and in its f -k spectrum in (d)). The post-imaging filter, designed to limit dips to lie in
the range of ±40◦ (white dashed lines in (b)), is less successful in removing the artefacts
due to the contribution of external sources (e), from which energy can also be seen near
the critical angle in the related f -k spectrum. The added value of the pre-imaging filtering
approach is that it limits dips in the source wavefield as well as in the receiver wavefield.

Given the recording time of 10s to 12s per shot in standard marine acquisition, and due
to the limits of computing power available, we did not simulate longer records to test
this, but it nevertheless seems reasonable. A third possibility is that marine-type P-
wave source geometries provide insufficient illumination of the various shear wavefields
that may be produced. For example, with horizontal seabeds at which shear tractions
are zero it is impossible to generate horizontal shear energy in the solid seabed using
acoustic sources above (or below) the solid model. To generate such energy would
require pressure source arrays on either side of the model, or shear sources on the
seabed, neither of which were included here in order to make the computational power
requirements tractable.
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Reservoir responses in PP and PS extended images

The importance of being able to accurately estimate both the kinematics and amp-
litudes of responses from reservoirs is a vital element for reservoir characterization
techniques, e.g. AVO. Wavefields reflected from reservoirs are deformed by the complex
overburden structure through which they propagate and the response in the recorded
data is usually also complex (Figure 6.11). This is especially the case in our numerical
example for the reflection of the second reservoir that, after interacting with the edge
of the salt body on the right, almost disappears in the data (Figure 6.11a). On the
other hand, the freedom to choose where to place an EI can convert such a complex
reflection event back into a simpler one when the recorded data are back-propagated
in time and space, and thus it may be rendered easier to pick and use for reservoir
characterization.
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Figure 6.11: (a) P- and (b) S-wave components of the recorded data for a source at xS =
11km. Black arrows are used to indicate reflections from the two reservoirs in the recorded
data.

To test this, we use our second EI at zEI,2 = 4.3km, slightly above the first reservoir and
a couple of kilometers away from the second reservoir. The quality of the reconstruction
of both PP and PS extended image (Figures 6.12 and 6.13) is satisfactory also when
the EI is placed below obstructing formations (e.g., salt bodies) as in this case. The
uplift arising from properly accounting for multiply scattered waves and two-sided
illumination of the pseudosurvey area is even more evident in this case than in the
extended images shown before. Waves emanating from the two salt bodies create very
strong spurious arrivals in the extended image from reflection ERTM (see, for example,
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the event indicated by the black arrow at t ≈ 2.25 s in Figure 6.12b and that at t ≈ 3 s
in Figure 6.13b). These unwanted events show a hyperbolic-like moveout (comparable
to that of the physical events in the EI) and are thus not easily removed from the gather
with a post-imaging f -k filter. Moreover, since they originate from waves with incident
and emerging angles at the pseudosource and pseudoreceiver locations similar to those
of waves generating physical events, also the pre-imaging filtering approach fails. The
contribution coming from using the nonlinear terms to incorporate this energy into the
EIs correctly is therefore fundamental to suppress these unwanted events (see Figures
6.12c and d and Figures 6.13c and d). Finally, by looking at Figure 6.11 we conclude
that the P- and S-wave responses of the deeper reservoir, which were very distorted
in the recorded data, have been successfully back-propagated by SRI imaging and are
now easily identifiable in the extended images (event around t = 1 s in Figures 6.12h
and 6.13h). This event now represents a suitable input for algorithms for amplitude
analysis and reservoir characterization.

The third EI in Figure 6.4 is located at zEI,3 = 5.5 km. Special attention is given here
to the underside reflection event from the reservoir above the EI to study the additional
information provided by underlying receivers (i.e., two-sided illumination), compared
to the case of receivers only above targets of interest (one-sided illumination). Figures
6.14 and 6.15 show the reconstruction of PP and PS EIs, respectively, by means of
the four different imaging experiments depicted in Figure 6.5 (and the combination
of all of their contributions). First, we notice that reflection ERTM constructs the
downgoing P-to-P and P-to-S responses of the shallower reservoir (acausal panels in
Figures 6.14b and 6.15b). This construction is non-physical as schematically depicted in
Figure 6.8b. As discussed also by Poliannikov (2011) in the context of SRI, non-physical
events of this type generally exhibit the correct kinematic behaviour but the retrieved
amplitudes are not consistent with those of the true reflection events (see Figures 6.14a
and 6.15a). Multiply reflected waves (Figures 6.15c) and transmitted waves (Figures
6.14f and 6.15f) also map some of the recorded energy from the reflection event at the
base of the reservoir but, since their construction is physical, the retrieved events show
correct amplitudes.

In summary, multiply scattered arrivals are once again shown to be beneficial for both
the quality and interpretability of the EIs. Nonlinear terms compensate for the effect
of waves emanating from the two salt bodies that create very strong spurious arrivals
in the extended images from reflection ERTM (see black arrows and in Figure 6.14b).
In fact they create non-physical events of similar strength and opposite polarity to
linear events, that once summed with the linear contributions remove those events
completely (Figures 6.14c and d). Second, by providing complementary illumination of
the subsurface, multiples are also beneficial to construct some physical events in the
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Figure 6.12: PP extended images obtained (a) via direct modelling and (b-h) from the four
imaging experiments depicted in Figure 6.5 (and from various summed combinations of
their contributions) for the second survey line EI2

P P (xr,xs, t). Key as in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.13: PS extended images obtained (a) via direct modelling and (b-h) from the four
imaging experiments depicted in Figure 6.5 (and from various summed combinations of
their contributions) for the second survey line EI2

P S(xr,xs, t). Key as in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.14: PP extended images obtained (a) via direct modelling and (b-h) from the four
imaging experiments depicted in Figure 6.5 (and from various summed combinations of
their contributions) for the third survey line EI3

P P (xr,xs, t). Key as in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.15: PS extended images obtained (a) via direct modelling and (b-h) from the four
imaging experiments depicted in Figure 6.5 (and from various summed combinations of
their contributions) for the third survey line EI3

P S(xr,xs, t). Key as in Figure 6.7.
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pseudogather where primaries fail (see, for example, events around t ≈ 1.3 s in Figure
6.14c band t ≈ 1.5 s in Figure 6.15c as indicated by green arrows).

Sensitivity of the extended images to velocity errors

An extended image contains both focusing information from time-lags and moveout
information from space-lags that can be employed together for migration velocity ana-
lysis (MVA) as shown for pure-mode waves by Yang and Sava (2011a,b, 2012); Fleury
(2012) and Fleury and Perrone (2012) and for converted-waves by Yan and Sava (2010)
and Shabelansky et al. (2013). In fact, errors in the migration velocity models lead to
a departure of the focusing from zero-lag, and to deformation of the moveout in the
space-lag. After we have shown that an EI is an approximation to a scattered field in
the subsurface, we can move beyond these geometrical arguments and may design new
migration velocity analysis objective functions based on the physical meaning of the EI
as a Green’s function.

To study this, new extended images are generated using incorrect P- and S-wave velocity
models formed by adding a +10% error everywhere, apart from inside the salt bodies
and the water layers where the correct velocities are maintained. Here we limit the
source acquisition boundary to half of its original extension (i.e., ∂DS) and sampling
(i.e., dxS/2). Figure 6.16 displays EI1

PP (xr,xs, t) for the different imaging experiments:
when the extended image is obtained by means of reflection ERTM, having incorrect
(too fast) migration propagators results in a shift of the events in the gather to later
times: for example the event at ∼ 2.5 s in Figure 6.7b (a reflection from the salt body
on the left) moves to ∼ 2.7 s (Figure 6.16b).

This shift can be explained by considering the construction of an upgoing reflection
event by means of a stationary phase approach (Figure 6.17a): this event is created by
subtracting from the traveltime of the fixed, observed reflection in the data (txS→xR) the
traveltimes of the propagators from the physical source to the pseudoreceiver (txS→xr)
and from the physical receiver to the pseudosource (txR→xs):

txs→xr = txS→xR − txS→xr − txR→xs . (6.8)

When the propagators are computed in the incorrect (over-estimated) velocity models
their traveltimes tv10%xS→xr and tv10%xs→xR are smaller than the correct ones, so the resulting
EI traveltime is larger than the one from the correct velocity models:

t
v10%xs→xr = txS→xR − t

v10%xS→xr − t
v10%xR→xs > txs→xr . (6.9)
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A similar exercise can be repeated to explain the shift of events in the other panels
(Figure 6.16c to h).

Specifically, when we look at upgoing waves constructed from the energy of reflected
waves (mainly populating the causal part in Figure 6.16b and c) and those employing
the energy from transmitted waves (mainly populating the anticausal part in Figure
6.16e and f), we note that they are shifted from their original location in opposite
directions with slightly different time shifts. For example the strong reflection from the
bottom seabed is at time 3.5s in the EI constructed with correct velocity (Figure 6.7h),
but the same event moves to 3.7s in the causal part of the EI constructed with incorrect
velocity (Figure 6.16h) and to −3s in the anticausal part of the same EI (Figure 6.16h).
We now seek to understand this in more detail, and will show below that it leads to a
new velocity discrimination criterion.

Meles and Curtis (2013) and Loer et al. (2014) analyse the contribution of each in-
dividual term in scattered wave SRI using a stationary phase approach. Under the
assumption of a localized perturbation (e.g., a single point diffractor) located below
the pseudosurvey line, they show that only two terms actually create physical energy
contributions in the Green’s function reconstructions (equations B1 to B3 in Loer et al.,
2014). Using our notation these terms can be written as:

EIrfNM (xr,xs, t) =∫ +∞

−∞

(∫
∂DS,top

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS)G

0(Φ,Φ)∗
(M,P ) (xr,xS)

∫
∂DR,top

{dS(p,Φ)
(−,P ) (xR,xS)×

G
0(Φ,f)∗
(N,z) (xs,xR)− dS(v,Φ)

(z,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗
(N,zz) (xs,xR)} d2xR d2xS

)
ejωt dω

(6.10)

and

EItrNM (xr,xs, t) =∫ +∞

−∞

(∫
∂DS,top

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS)G

S(Φ,Φ)∗
(M,P ) (xr,xS)

∫
∂DR,bot

{d0(p,Φ)
(−,P ) (xR,xS)×

G
0(Φ,f)∗
(N,z) (xs,xR)− d0(v,Φ)

(z,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗
(N,zz) (xs,xR)} d2xR d2xS

)
ejωt dω.

(6.11)

The reflection-related term EIrfNM contributes to the causal Green’s function (Figure
6.17a) and shows how conventional imaging from above using reflection data and a
background model (within the terms) maps unknown discontinuities in the subsurface.
The transmission-related term EItrNM constructs the anticausal Green’s function (Fig-
ure 6.17b) and shows how transmitted energy is incorporated in two-sided imaging.
Note that the latter is not only valid for primaries but also multiply-scattered waves
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provided that all interactions between wavefield and model occur below the pseudo-
source xs and pseudoreceiver xr.

Figure 6.17c shows the causal panel of the term in equation 6.10 and Figure 6.17e
shows the anticausal part of the term in equation 6.11 for EI1

PP (xr,xs, t). Despite the
complexity of the medium and the presence of perturbations both above and below
the pseudosurvey line, upgoing waves are successfully reconstructed by both terms.
Moreover, comparing the panels in Figure 6.17c and e with the true EI in Figure 6.7a
we notice how the two terms in equations 6.10 and 6.11 are also almost transparent to
downgoing waves. We can thus see that these two terms act as an approximate up/down
wavefield separation filter for primaries and possibly low-order internal multiples at
the EI pseudosurvey datum surface; they also do not require any local information
about the medium parameters as is usually required by wavefield separation filters
(e.g., Amundsen, 1993).

The same two terms are then computed using the incorrect velocity models. When the
EI is obtained by means of one-sided ERTM, having incorrect extrapolators results
in a shift of the events in the gather to later times (Figure 6.17d). Upgoing events
constructed from energy in the transmitted wavefield are instead shifted in the opposite
direction, and generally with different time shifts (Figure 6.17f). This is explained by
the fact that wavepaths used to construct EIrfPP (Figure 6.17a) and EItrPP (Figure
6.17b) are different and thus reflected and transmitted waves have different sensitivity
to velocity errors. Provided that reflection data in equation 6.10 and transmission data
in equation 6.11 are effectively recorded, for example in situations where actual receivers
are available at both the Earth’s surface (∂DR,top) and somewhere inside the medium
(∂DR,bot), such as in a borehole, this property can be directly exploited to design a new
functional that is sensitive to migration velocity errors, or alternatively an additional
regularization term for FWI or MVA.

We might try to quantify the time shift by temporal correlation of the two extended
images, EIrf and EItr

C(xr,xs, t) = EIrf (xr,xs, t)∗̄EItr(xr,xs, t), (6.12)

where ∗̄ represents correlation in the time domain. It can be observed that if the mi-
gration velocity models are correct, the crosscorrelation is mainly focused around t = 0
(Figure 6.18a - left). Events at non-zero shift are also generated by cross-talk between
events in the seismogram; these events are considered to be noise in this approach, and
could be further mitigated if the correlation was replaced by deconvolution.

In the presence of velocity errors, energy is shifted instead in the time axis and so is
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Figure 6.16: PP extended images obtained (a) via direct modelling with the correct velocity
models and (b-h) from the four different experiments depicted Figure 6.5 (and from various
summed combinations of their contributions) for the shallow survey line EI1

P P (xr,xs, t),
using P- and S-wave reference and total velocity models with a +10% error in the migration
propagators. Events are generally shifted downward in the causal parts and upward in the
anticausal parts.
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Figure 6.17: Terms that provide physical contributions to the construction of P-to-P upgoing
reflections. The causal contribution comes from linear imaging of reflection data (panel
(a) and equation 6.10), here shown for EI1

P P with (c) correct velocity models and (d)
incorrect velocity models. Nonlinear imaging of transmitted data is responsible for the
creation of the anticausal contribution for (e) correct velocity models and (f) incorrect
velocity models (see panel (b) and equation 6.11). Solid lines in the illustrations represent
the data (reflections in top plots and transmissions in lower plots) whereas dashed lines
represent the propagators that are applied to the data.

not focused at zero time (Figure 6.18a - right). We conjecture that this focusing property
in the EI domain can be used for velocity analysis either by minimizing the time-shift
measured by picking the time of maximum energy in the correlation gather as done
by Yang and Sava (2011a) for time-lag EIs, by directly penalizing such energy as done
in data correlation waveform inversion (van Leeuwen and Mulder, 2010) or in image
correlation waveform inversion (Perrone et al., 2015), or by dynamic warping (Hale,
2014).

Following the second approach, a correlation-based objective function can be defined
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as

JC = 1
2EC

∑
xs,xr,t

‖ P (t)H (C(xrxs, t)) ‖2, (6.13)

where P is a penalty operator that annihilates energy at zero time and enhances energy
at non-zero time lags. EC is a normalization factor accounting for the total energy
contained in the correlation defined as EC =

∑
xs,xr,t |H (C(xr,xs, t))|2. Here we apply

the Hilbert transform (H ) to the correlation to calculate its envelope and thus reduce
phase-based fluctuations (see Figure 6.18a). The penalized crosscorrelations (equation
6.13) are shown in Figures 6.18b and c: the first peak at positive times in the red line
carry the information about the velocity error, and it should be minimized, for example
by image-domain waveform inversion.

6.5 Discussion

Estimation of seismic velocities and reservoir properties in complex geologies calls for
novel imaging approaches, able to provide accurate localized information at or around
points in the subsurface. Scattered responses from pseudosources to pseudoreceivers
in the subsurface, known as extended images or common-image point gathers (Vascon-
celos et al., 2009a, 2010; Yang and Sava, 2011a,b; Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011; Thomson,
2012) represent a candidate in the image domain that could be used for these purposes.
Recent studies (King et al., 2011; King and Curtis, 2012; Meles and Curtis, 2013; Loer
et al., 2014) have shown that limited aperture arrays of sources and receivers and
the knowledge of only a smoothed version of the propagation velocity model (as used
in linear imaging) decrease the accuracy of these scattered wave response estimates.
In particular, they showed that these acquisition limitations result in significant non-
physical energy being introduced into the extended images. These studies are directly
linked to the theory of source-receiver interferometry (Curtis and Halliday, 2010; Halli-
day and Curtis, 2010; Poliannikov, 2011; Vasconcelos, 2013; Ravasi and Curtis, 2013a).
SRI shows that in theory the construction of extended images requires enclosing source
and receiver boundaries, and information about the location and magnitude of property
perturbations in the subsurface (to construct the scattered wave propagators) in order
to estimate the EI correctly. The errors that result from not satisfying these conditions
are rarely negligible.

In this chapter, we demonstrate with a synthetic example the additional value arising
from properly including internal multiples (in nonlinear imaging) and transmissions
(from two-sided illumination) in the construction of elastic EIs in complex geologies.
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Figure 6.18: (a) Crosscorrelation of the reflection and transmission EIs (equation 6.12) and
(b) penalized crosscorrelation (equation 6.13 before stacking over offset and time) for
correct (left) and incorrect (right) velocity models. (c) Correlation-based objective function
(equation 6.13 after stacking over space but before stacking over time) for correct (blue)
and incorrect (red) velocity models.

We show how discarding one or more of these contributions results in missing events,
incorrect amplitudes, and spurious energy in the reconstructed pseudogathers. We
identify two different reasons for which these contributions are beneficial: first, they
construct physical events in the gather which are complementary to those constructed
from primaries. For example, the reflection from the top of the salt body on the right
of Figure 6.4, which is reconstructed in the causal part of the first EI by means of
linear ERTM (Figure 6.7b), is reconstructed in the anticausal part of the same EI only
when nonlinear transmissions are accounted for in the imaging condition (Figure 6.7f).
Secondly, multiply-scattered waves (either reflections or transmissions) cancel some of
the non-physical or spurious energy constructed by the linear imaging conditions, as
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shown by for example comparing Figure 6.9e and f for the PS case (black arrows).

However, since the acquisition geometry used in this study (Figure 6.4) is far from the
ideal situation of enclosing boundaries of sources and receivers (e.g., sources are missing
below the imaging target, and sources and receivers are missing along both sides of the
subsurface model), we obtain PS EIs of poorer quality compared to their PP coun-
terparts. The fact that violating the source and receiver equipartitioning requirement
affects these two types of extended images in a different way is an indication of them
having a different spatial distribution of stationary (physical and non-physical) contri-
butions. As far as physical stationary points are concerned, by noting that for a fixed
pseudo-offset (i.e., distance between pseudosource and pseudoreceiver) and a given in-
terface the converted S-wave requires an incident P-wave angle that is generally larger
than that of related reflected P-wave (Figure 6.19), the reconstruction of any event at
large offset in the EI gather requires wider aperture acquisition (i.e., physical sources
and/or receivers at farther offset) in PS imaging than in PP imaging. Furthermore,
since in our example we have assumed absorbing boundaries on the sides of the sub-
surface model effectively creating a laterally infinite and laterally-homogeneous elastic
medium outside the boundaries, P-wave sources would not suffice along the elastic por-
tion of the enclosing source boundary and additional S-wave sources would be required
to suppress all the non-physical energy generated by the available sources and receiv-
ers. On the other hand, the events that are successfully constructed in PS gathers show
correct amplitudes and their characteristic radiation pattern with a polarity flip around
zero-offset (normal incidence). This, together with the impossibility to extract physical
(meaningful) PS zero-offset zero-time images (Ravasi and Curtis, 2013b), suggests that
further research into a more suitable acquisition geometry for converted-mode extended
images is necessary in future.

Although here we have assumed exact knowledge of the Earth in the models used to
construct the various nonlinear migration propagators, a practical way to account for
multiples in these propagators also when only a reference (e.g., smoothed) version of
the velocity model is available, may be to use the autofocusing techniques proposed for
acoustic media by Broggini et al. (2012); Wapenaar et al. (2012, 2013), and extended
to elastic media by da Costa et al. (2014b,c,a); Wapenaar (2014); Wapenaar and Slob
(2014). These authors have shown that it is possible to reconstruct an approximation to
the correct Green’s function (i.e., the full response including internal multiples) from a
virtual source anywhere inside the medium, given only the reflection data and an estim-
ate of the direct arrival from the pseudosource to the recording surface. This Green’s
function can then be interpreted as the response observed by a pseudoreceiver in the
subsurface from sources at the surface by source-receiver reciprocity. In principle, such
a technique might provide the full (source- and receiver-side) propagators required by
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the nonlinear terms in both the wavefield extrapolation and in the imaging condition.

Similarly, given standard one-sided acquisition, the autofocusing method might also
be tailored to reconstruct (and then migrate) transmission data. This is specifically
true if sources and receivers at the acquisition surface are co-located, and receiver
arrays are also well-sampled spatially: the same source-receiver reciprocity argument as
above can then be invoked to obtain the response from each source at the acquisition
surface to virtual receivers at an arbitrarily selected depth level. Finally, to enable a
full two-sided illumination of the imaging target (i.e., also reflection and transmission
imaging from bottom sources) a further step is required: conventional surface seismic
data (i.e., sources and receivers at the surface) together with the full transmission
responses obtained via autofocusing can be used to create virtual data with both sources
and receivers below a selected target zone by inverting a series of multidimensional
interferometric equations of convolution- and correlation-type (van der Neut et al.,
2013c).

Although unwanted non-physical events are completely suppressed in the EI when en-
closing boundaries are available (or in principle, when they are constructed numerically
by autofocusing), two strategies can be adopted to account for those arising from the
interaction of waves propagating sideways if sources and receivers are not available
(or constructed numerically) on the sides of the imaging target. These spurious events
can either be prevented by appropriate spectral filtering of these fields, or mitigated
directly after the extended image is computed. The physical argument behind these
filtering procedures is simple: any event constructed in the extended image has a char-
acteristic slope in the t-x domain, which is intrinsically related to the local dip of the
reflector/discontinuity represented. Based on some assumptions about the geological
structure around the pseudosurvey line of interest, we may be able limit the direction
of incoming and emerging waves at the pseudoreceiver and pseudosource locations, re-
spectively. It is worth noting that a direct selection of the ray parameters involved in
the imaging condition can also be obtained by transforming the source and receiver
field in the plane-wave (τ -p) domain and crosscorrelating only the range of angles of
interest, as recently implemented in seismic interferometry (Tao and Sen, 2013).

Finally, there has been a drive towards tomographic velocity analysis (either MVA or
image-domain FWI) based on extended images (Yan and Sava, 2010; Yang and Sava,
2012; Fleury, 2012; Fleury and Perrone, 2012; Shabelansky et al., 2013). As demon-
strated in our numerical example, adding nonlinear terms to the imaging condition (and
wavefield extrapolation) results in EIs with fewer artefacts (i.e., less coherent noise) and
better focusing around zero-time, zero-offset (see close-ups in Figure 6.7). We conjec-
ture that improvements in the quality of the EIs may directly turn into a resolution
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PS

Figure 6.19: Two events (PP reflection and
PS conversion) needed to generate PP
and PS energy at a fixed pseudo-offset
in the extended image.

improvement of these velocity analysis techniques. Moreover, since multiply-scattered
waves generally travel along different paths from those of singly-scattered waves, these
wavepaths can also provide additional sensitivity to the model and reduce the nullspace
of the tomographic operator. Two-sided illumination may also lead to new forms of mi-
gration velocity analysis when surface and borehole seismic data are jointly acquired.
In fact we can compute terms that physically contribute to a certain type of events in
the EI (e.g., upgoing waves) using either reflections or transmissions and then define an
objective function that minimize the relative time-shift between them. We have shown
that this penalty or objective function is sensitive to a 10% velocity error in our complex
reference model, but clearly it requires testing and analysis over a range of scenarios
to asses its expected utility as a velocity analysis objective function in practice.

6.6 Conclusion

In this chapter we create and analyse elastic (PP and PS) extended images in a realistic
Earth model using a source-receiver interferometric framework. We study how exploit-
ing the energy emitted by a physical source during the seismic experiment, including
primary reflections (i.e., linear imaging), multiple reflections (i.e., nonlinear imaging),
or transmissions (i.e., two-sided imaging), impacts the reconstruction of events in ex-
tended images.

Primary reflections from a conventional acquisition setup mainly construct upgoing and
downgoing physical events in the causal and anticausal part of the extended images,
respectively, but also strong non-physical waves. One type of non-physical event is
due to the interaction of waves propagating sideways, and is generally characterized
by a linear moveout: they can be removed via f -k filtering of the source and receiver
wavefields (in pre-imaging domain), or of the extended image (in post-imaging domain).
In PP imaging, multiple reflections, properly included in extended images via nonlinear
imaging, suppress another type of non-physical arrivals (with hyperbolic-like moveout)
and correct the polarities and amplitudes of some of the physical events produced by
linear imaging. Transmissions construct events that are complementary to those given
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by reflection data (e.g., transmission data from top sources construct upgoing waves
in the anticausal part and downgoing waves in the causal part), improving the time
symmetry in the extended images. However, PS extended images are of poorer quality
compared to their PP counterparts. Different factors that may affect the quality of
PS imaging have been discussed, such as absence of S-wave sources, limited-aperture
boundaries, and insufficient recording time.

Extended images are also proven to be sensitive to errors in the migration velocity
models: in particular it is shown that different time shifts of the same event arise in the
EI when it is constructed using reflection or transmission data with incorrect velocities.
This suggests that the two terms provide complementary information about velocity
errors, and can be combined to design velocity analysis methods with potentially greater
sensitivity to model parameters than current methods.
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7
Application 3: Directional acoustic
extrapolation of Volve OBC data

Methods for wavefield injection are commonly used to extrapolate seismic data in reverse-time
migration (RTM). Injecting a single component of the acoustic field, for example pressure, leads
to ambiguity in the direction of propagation. Each recorded wavefront is propagated both up-
and downward, and spurious (or ghost) reflectors are created alongside real reflectors in the sub-
surface image. Wavefield separation based on the combination of pressure and particle velocity
data is thus generally performed prior to imaging to extract only the upgoing field from multi-
component seabed or towed marine seismic recordings. By instead combining vector-acoustic
(VA) data with monopole- and dipole-type propagators in the extrapolation of shot or receiver
gathers, we show that wavefield separation (or deghosting) can instead be performed ‘on-the-fly’
at limited additional cost. This strategy is successfully applied to a line of a North Sea ocean-
bottom cable dataset, acquired over the Volve field. We then evaluate additional advantages
over standard RTM with decomposed fields such as improved handling of the directivity in-
formation contained in the acquired vector-acoustic data for clearer shallow sections and better
focused space-lag common image gathers, and imaging of the downgoing component without
the need for additional finite difference modelling via mirror migration. We finally prove the
robustness of our method with respect to sparse and irregular receiver sampling.
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7.1 Introduction

Recent advances in seismic streamer technology allow for the acquisition of vector-
acoustic (VA) measurements by means of devices that record both pressure and multi-
component (e.g., vertical and crossline) particle velocity or acceleration (Robertsson
et al., 2008; Cambois et al., 2009). These new systems could represent a breakthrough
in the way we process and image seismic data. Geophysical techniques that primarily
focus on data-domain processing of such data have already been proposed for improved
noise attenuation (Cambois et al., 2009), signal reconstruction (Vassallo et al., 2010),
3D deghosting (Ozbek et al., 2010) or multiple attenuation (Frijlink et al., 2011). Novel
imaging techniques that better honour the physics of wave propagation through the
use of multicomponent data are emerging. The latter are the focus of this chapter.

Current standard acoustic migration algorithms, based on either ray-theory or a wave-
equation formulation (Biondi, 2006), use a single input data type that is generally the
recorded pressure data or a pre-processed version of it, to create an image of the subsur-
face. If up/down wavefield separation (i.e., the weighted sum of pressure and velocity
data, generally referred to as PZ summation — Barr and Sanders, 1989; Amundsen,
1993) is not included in the pre-processing, up- and downgoing (ghost) fields contrib-
ute to the generation of both real and spurious reflectors in the image, respectively.
Ghost fields are in fact erroneously interpreted as upgoing events that travel longer in
the subsurface (to compensate for bounces at the free-surface of the water layer), and
interact with the directly modelled source wavefield at incorrect locations below the
real reflectors from which they actually originate, generating cross-talk.

In the context of source-receiver interferometric imaging (Oristaglio, 1989; Halliday
and Curtis, 2010), Vasconcelos (2013) formulates migration in a vector-acoustic fashion
and shows that vector-acoustic reverse-time migration (VARTM) can produce images
deprived of ghost reflectors, even when taking as input non-decomposed data. The
decomposition step can be avoided because vector-acoustic fields, combined by means
of two-way representation theorems (Wapenaar, 2004; van Manen et al., 2005, 2006;
Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006), enable directional wavefield injection at the receiver
surface, meaning that any wavefront is back-propagated only towards the direction from
which it arrived (see also Mittet, 1994; Vasconcelos, 2011; Vasconcelos et al., 2012;
Blanch, 2012; Amundsen and Robertsson, 2014). Zhenhua and van der Baan (2014)
have recently used VARTM for microseismic event localization. El Yadari and Hou
(2013) and El Yadari (2015) have adapted the vector-acoustic framework to Kirchhoff
and beam migration, respectively. Finally, in Chapter 3 (and in Ravasi and Curtis,
2013a; Ravasi et al., 2014) we have extended this methodology to elastic datasets (e.g.,
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land, borehole, or hard-seabed), where wave-mode (P and S wave) separation is also
embedded within wavefield extrapolation (Mittet, 1994). In Chapter 9, I discuss some of
the practical limitations to the application of the elastic formulation to field datasets. A
number of strategies to circumvent those limitations by means of additional recordings
or data processing are then suggested.

Historically seafloor seismic data acquisition has advanced ahead of streamer acquisi-
tion in acquiring complementary data components. This was done partly with the aim
of collecting converted shear-wave (PS) data together with compressional (PP) data
(Maver, 2011) for improved imaging through gas clouds (Ronholt et al., 2008), dens-
ity estimation (Leiceaga et al., 2010), and lithology characterization (Shahraeeni and
Curtis, 2011). Moreover, given the availability of multi-component measurements at the
seafloor, it is standard practice to combine pressure and particle velocity measurements
in order to attenuate the effect of strong free-surface multiples on the receiver side prior
to acoustic (or PP) imaging (Soubaras, 1996; Schalkwijk et al., 1999; Osen et al., 1999;
Muijs et al., 2004).

Here we apply vector-acoustic migration to a receiver line of a North Sea OBC field
dataset, acquired over the Volve field∗ (Szydlik et al., 2007). We focus primarily on eval-
uating its effectiveness in suppressing downgoing waves (ghosts) at the receiver array by
directional injection of vector-acoustic data as an alternative to wavefield decomposition
schemes. Additional advantages of VARTM over standard RTM of decomposed waves
such as improved handling of directivity information for clearer shallow sections and
better focused space-lag common image gathers, and imaging of the downgoing com-
ponent of the recorded field without the need for additional finite-difference modelling
(via mirror VARTM) are also demonstrated.

The chapter proceeds as follows: we first briefly review the theory of vector-acoustic
migration with special focus on the differences that arise in wavefield extrapolation
of pressure and velocity data compared to standard extrapolation of pressure data
only. We then discuss the key characteristics of our field dataset and its preprocessing,
and present intermediate results (e.g., receiver wavefield and single-shot images) of the
application of VARTM as well as multi-shot images and their corresponding interpreta-
tion. In so doing, significant emphasis is placed on identifying and tracking key arrivals
in the data that can be used to assess and illustrate the performance of vector-acoustic
wavefield extrapolation.

∗The dataset, property of Statoil ASA, was acquired over the Volve field in 2002. A portion of this
dataset, namely a multi-component cable line, has been provided for my studies by Dr. Alexander
Kritski. I would like to thank Statoil ASA and the Volve license partners ExxonMobil E&P Norway
and Bayerngas Norge, for granting me permission to show this dataset.
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7.2 A review of vector-acoustic migration

Define p and vn to be the time-reversed pressure and normal particle velocity data
recorded by multi-component receivers, with vn = v · n where v is the particle ve-
locity vector and n is the outward pointing normal vector at the recording surface.
Similarly q and fn refer to the propagators used to extrapolate the recorded data by
means of monopole- and dipole-type (gradient) sources respectively, where gradients
fn are in the n-th direction. The symbol ⇒ is used to define the back-propagation of
a data component (on the left) with a specific source type (on the right), so p ⇒ q

means that recorded pressure data are back-propagated with monopole-source Green’s
function propagators. When implemented via finite-difference methods, ⇒ can altern-
atively be seen as a boundary condition that allows a numerical injection scheme to
inject the associated data components (Robertsson and Chapman, 2000; Robertsson
and Amundsen, 2014).

Current practice RTM uses only monopole injection sources to estimate the receiver
wavefield (wRTMr ), independently of the choice of the data to be injected. If the data
are the full recorded pressure field (for example, from single-component acquisition
systems) we write

wRTMr : p⇒ q (7.1)

and each wavefront injected in the finite-difference scheme propagates both up- and
downward from the injection points, irrespective of the direction from which it arrived,
thus creating a wavefield artefact for every physical arrival present in the data. Although
extrapolation can be done with an absorbing boundary (in place of the free-surface) to
attenuate the waves propagating upward, each downgoing component of the data that
is erroneously back-propagated downward instead of upward interacts with the source
wavefield and generates cross-talk artefacts in the image.

Where multi-component data are recorded, up/down wavefield decomposition (Ap-
pendix B) can be applied prior to imaging to suppress some of the events that are
incorrectly handled by the injection procedure in equation 7.1. Thereafter it is pre-
ferred to use only the upgoing field denoted as p− in the extrapolation step

wu−RTMr : p− ⇒ q. (7.2)

Note that an image of the downgoing field denoted as p+ can also be constructed by
means of mirror imaging (Grion et al., 2007) by, for example injection of the ghost data
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as if it were recorded not on the seabed but at a sea surface twice as high

wd−RTMr : p+ ⇒ q. (7.3)

Shot-profile VARTM (see Appendix E for the derivation of vector-acoustic receiver-
profile migration) solves the injection limitations of standard RTM without requiring
any pre-processing of the data (Vasconcelos, 2013). Simultaneous injection (indicated
by the symbol ‘&’ in the following equation) of the full pressure and (negative) normal
particle velocity with two different types of injection sources, dipole and monopole
respectively,

wV ARTMr : (p⇒ fn) & (−vn ⇒ q) (7.4)

enables ‘on-the-fly’ wavefield separation into the up- and downgoing components of
the recorded field. Upgoing waves are injected only downward and downgoing waves
back-propagate only upward. Intuitively, the application of dipolar injection sources on
pressure data has the same effect of correcting for the different directions of arrival of
seismic events in the velocity gather (by means of the so-called obliquity factor) when
wavefield separation is performed in the f -k (or τ -p) domain. Finally, note that equation
7.4 is equivalent to the first line of equation 3.7. In other words, for ocean-bottom
acquisitions with receivers coupled to hard seabeds, the only difference between the
acoustic and elastic approaches is represented by the velocity model used to construct
the q and fn propagators, acoustic in equation 7.4 and elastic in equation 3.7.

Independently of the type of wavefield extrapolation used to construct the receiver field,
before an image of the subsurface can be constructed, another wavefield (the so-called
source wavefield) needs to be computed by propagating forward in time an estimate of
the source wavelet (s) into the migration model:

ws : s⇒ q. (7.5)

Note that here we use a monopole-type source but with the recent introduction of
dual-source technology that combines pressure with gradient/dipole marine sources
(Robertsson et al., 2012), handling of in- and outgoing waves at the source array will
also be possible in the near future by combining the extrapolated receiver fields together
with monopole and dipole source side propagators as explained in Vasconcelos (2013).

An imaging condition is finally employed to map the interaction of source and receiver
wavefields in the subsurface and create a representation of the Earth’s physical property
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contrasts:

i : ws ∗ wr, (7.6)

where ∗ denotes either zero-time cross-correlation (Claerbout, 1971) or deconvolu-
tion (Guitton et al., 2007; Schleicher et al., 2008). In this chapter, we adopt a cross-
correlation imaging condition.

7.3 Volve field, offshore Norway

In 2002, a 3D seismic OBC survey was acquired over the Volve field, offshore Norway
in the gas/condensate-rich Sleipner area of the North Sea (Figure 7.1a). Volve is a
small oil field with a dome-shaped structure formed by the collapse of adjacent salt
ridges during the Jurassic period (Szydlik et al., 2007). Figure 7.1b shows the reference
velocity model, together with the receiver and source line geometry selected for this
study. The receiver line is a 6 km-long 4C cable placed on the seafloor about 92 m
below the water surface containing 235 receivers with an interval of 25 m. The sail line
is 12 km long with a shot interval of 50 m.

Pre-processing and single-shot imaging

The acquired data were preprocessed by Statoil. Pre-processing included noise suppres-
sion, source designature, and vector-fidelity corrections. Pressure (Figure 7.2a) and nor-
mal (that here we loosely call vertical because the seabed is nearly horizontal) particle
velocity (Figure 7.2b) have been further scaled by the square root of time to transform
the data from 3D to 2D geometrical spreading (Schalkwijk et al., 1999). We also choose
a window in the common-receiver gather that contains only the direct wave, which is
a downgoing field at the recording array below the seabed (Dash et al., 2009), and we
calibrate the velocity component to the pressure by imposing that the upgoing field
should be zero inside that window (Muijs et al., 2004). Vector-acoustic injection of the
calibrated fields is then equivalent to acoustic wavefield separation and injection below
the seabed. The calibration filter (Figure 7.2e) has the effect of changing amplitude
and phase of the calibrated velocity data (Figure 7.2c) with respect to the recorded
velocity data (Figure 7.2b): note, for example, a slight change in wavelet shape of the
first arrival that improves the matching with that in the pressure data (top panel of
Figure 7.2d) and the attenuation of lower frequencies (lower panel of Figure 7.2d).
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Figure 7.1: (a) Location of Volve field in the North Sea and (b) migration velocity model
together with source (red line) and receiver (white line) locations.
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Figure 7.2: 2D slice of Volve 3D OBC dataset (the initial 1 sec of data is visualized). (a)
Pressure shot-gather, (b) and (c) vertical velocity shot-gather before and after calibration.
(d) Zero-offset traces of pressure (red line), vertical velocity (black line), and calibrated
vertical velocity (dashed black line) inside the window where calibration is performed (top),
their amplitude spectra (bottom), and (e) the calibration filter.
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Figure 7.3: Fixed-time snapshots of reverse-time extrapolated receiver wavefields just after the
injection of the first-order seabed free-surface multiple (see Figure 7.2a). VA extrapolation of
(a) full pressure component, (b) full velocity component and (c) sum of the two —equation
7.4. The vector-acoustic receiver wavefield is compared to (d) standard extrapolation of the
upgoing pressure field. The white line denotes the location of the receiver surface where the
data are injected.

Figure 7.3 shows a time snapshot of wavefield extrapolation of the data in Figure
7.2. For illustration purposes, the pressure and velocity terms of VA extrapolation in
equation 7.4 are injected separately and displayed in panels 7.3a and 7.3b. By focusing
on the injection of the first-order water layer multiple (event indicated in Figures 7.2a
and 7.3c), we see that each single term of VA extrapolation injects this downgoing field
both upward and downward. When these terms are combined together or when vector-
acoustic data are simultaneously injected as shown in Figure 7.3c, VA extrapolation
almost completely suppresses the wavefront below the receiver surface and enhances
that above (i.e., the direction from which this wavefront arrived at the receiver array in
the physical experiment). If compared with standard extrapolation of the upgoing field
(Figure 7.3d), the receiver field obtained by means of VA extrapolation is also clearer in
the proximity of the receiver array because of the proper handling of local directionality
information from gradients (i.e., from velocity data and dipole propagators). This is
because standard extrapolation invokes a far-field radiation assumption (e.g., Halliday
and Curtis, 2010; Vasconcelos et al., 2010) that yields amplitude distortions in the
near fields, especially if the curvature of the wavefront approaching the receiver array
is not negligible (see Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; Ramirez and Weglein, 2009). In
fact, in the absence of particle velocity recordings, the pressure data should be scaled
by a frequency-dependent factor which is a function of the angle of incidence of each
recorded wavefront α, the local medium velocity V and the angular frequency ω (i.e.,
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−j ωV cos(α) where j is the imaginary unit). This is generally avoided by assuming that
the recorded wavefronts are normal to the receiver array so that α ≈ 0 (Wapenaar
and Fokkema, 2006; Thorbecke and Wapenaar, 2007). On the other hand, to be able
to perform VA extrapolation, a finite-difference code† that models the set of acoustic
first-order partial differential equations for pressure and particle velocity (Fokkema
and van den Berg, 1993) in a staggered-grid scheme is required. For this reason, the
computational cost of such an approach is expected to be higher than that of standard
acoustic extrapolation since not only the pressure component of the extrapolated field
(which is visualized in Figure 7.3) but also the vertical and horizontal particle velocity
fields must be computed and stored in memory.

Single-shot images are then computed for the three different choices of wavefield ex-
trapolation in equations 7.1, 7.2 and 7.4: cross-talk between the source wavefield and
the incorrectly extrapolated first-order water layer multiple in the receiver wavefield
appears in the standard RTM image (indicated in the close-up of Figure 7.4a) but is
suppressed when vector-acoustic injection is used (Figure 7.4b). This artefact is also
not present in Figure 7.4c, because up- and downgoing fields have been properly sep-
arated in the data domain. A second strong artefact appears in the shallow section of
the standard RTM image; this is caused by the improper handling of the second-order
water layer multiple.

Imaging of upgoing fields

Images are then computed for the 241 shots and stacked together. Note that we use
shot-profile VARTM to generate images throughout the chapter, but images of the
same quality can also be produced by means of receiver-profile VARTM as shown in
Appendix E. The incorrectly extrapolated downgoing events create structure that is
deeper than the real interfaces in the standard RTM image (dashed white arrows in
Figure 7.5a). Such ghost reflectors are significantly suppressed in both the VARTM
image (Figure 7.5b) and the RTM image of upgoing field only (Figure 7.5c). A small
amount of residual energy is however left around those locations: this is not due to
inaccuracies in the wavefield separation or vector-acoustic injection, but is rather the
effect of source-side first-order multiples that generally overlap with receiver-side ghosts
in OBC data (see Figure 1 in Xia et al., 2006). Moreover, differences in the quality of
the images are visible in the near surface as a consequence of invoking (RTM) or not
(VARTM) a far-field radiation assumption in the extrapolation step. Close-ups of the

†The acoustic staggered-grid finite-difference code used for this study has been kindly provided
by Dr. Ivan Vasconcelos. It is part of the Madagascar open-source package freely available from
http://www.reproducibility.org.
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Figure 7.4: Single-shot images. (a) RTM of full pressure field (equation 7.1), (b) VARTM
(equation 7.4), and (c) RTM of upgoing pressure field (equation 7.2). A line of black ar-
rows pointing upward indicates that upgoing waves are correctly migrated, and the ghost
reflectors is indicated in the RTM close-up.
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Figure 7.5: Multi-shot images. (a) RTM of full pressure field (equation 7.1), (b) VARTM
(equation 7.4), and (c) RTM of upgoing pressure field (equation 7.2). A line of black arrows
pointing upward indicates that upgoing waves are correctly migrated, solid white arrows
indicate physical reflectors while dashed white arrows point at ghost reflectors.
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Figure 7.6: Close-ups of (a) VARTM and (b) upgoing RTM images of a shallow section and
two deeper areas. Note differences in the clarity of the image in the shallow section, and in
the location of some of the deeper interfaces as indicated by arrows to guide the eye.

near surface and two deeper locations are shown in Figure 7.6: the main differences
between the VARTM and upgoing RTM images are indeed in the shallow section, but
as a consequence of the different handling of wavefield curvature, subtle differences
between the two images exist also at depths where the reservoir of interest is located.
However, while most reflectors show better continuity in the VARTM image, we note
that this is not the case for the reflector indicated by a black arrow in Figure 7.6b: the
additional value provided by VARTM in the appraisal of the deeper structure is the
subject of ongoing research.

To further study the value of imaging with VARTM with respect to standard RTM
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of either full or upgoing pressure, space-lag common image gathers (CIGs — Rickett
and Sava, 2002; Sava and Fomel, 2003) are computed as a function of depth at fixed
surface coordinates (x = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 km). Incorrect handling of downgoing
waves in RTM is reflected in additional energy in the CIG in Figure 7.7 that are gen-
erally defocused from zero-space lag (white arrows) because they are back-propagated
along incorrect wavepaths. Since defocusing from zero space-lag is the criterion used
to indicate velocity inaccuracies (Biondi, 2006), including such energy may affect the
convergence of migration velocity analysis algorithms based on space-lag CIGs. As for
images in Figure 7.5, VARTM (Figure 7.7b) and RTM of upgoing pressure (Figure 7.7c)
construct space-lag CIGs that show better focusing around zero space-lag from only
energy related to upgoing waves at the recording surface. In the shallow section (from 0
to 0.5 km) however, VARTM takes further advantage of the finite-frequency directivity
of the vector-acoustic injection scheme and greatly attenuates events of circular shape
that depart from zero space-lag in RTM of upgoing waves. As a consequence of this
difference, we conjecture that velocity analysis algorithms based on VARTM CIGs such
as those in Figure 7.7b could provide higher resolution models of the near surface by
including also the focusing information of the shallow section that would instead be
muted out from the RTM CIGs.

As extensively discussed in Chapter 6, extended images (Sava and Vasconcelos, 2011;
Vasconcelos et al., 2010) have recently become an alternative tool for velocity analysis
(Yang and Sava, 2011b; Fleury, 2012) and/or reservoir characterization (Thomson,
2012; Vasconcelos and Rickett, 2013; Ravasi et al., 2015d). Instead of extending the
imaging condition along the space or time axis individually, EIs extend the imaging
condition along both the space and time axis by constructing an estimate of the data
that would have been recorded by carrying a seismic survey around or at any location
of interest in the subsurface (Vasconcelos et al., 2010; Loer et al., 2014). Figure 7.8
shows a comparison between two different EIs at locations x = {6, 2} km and x =
{6, 2.7}km with space extension of ±1km, and time extension of 1 sec only at positive
times. RTM of the full pressure field creates EIs that are strongly affected by the
cross-talk of downgoing waves. Similarly, f -k spectra show that the ghost effect has
propagated throughout the model through of the receiver propagators and acts on the
EI as well as on the recorded data. VARTM cleans up the extended images and the
events representing the reflection from the top of the reservoir (white arrow in the
middle plots) can be seen clearly and picked for amplitude analysis. Comparison with
the EIs from RTM of the upgoing field does not show any clear difference from VARTM
because the far-field assumption made by RTM algorithms holds for those waves that
contribute to events in the EIs at the depth level where they are computed.
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Figure 7.7: Space-lag common image gathers constructed at x = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 km for
a) RTM of full pressure field, (b) VARTM, and (c) RTM of upgoing pressure field. The
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Figure 7.8: Extended images (and their f -k spectra) constructed at locations (a) x = {6, 2}km
and (b) x = {6, 2.7} km with horizontal extension of ±1 km, and time extension of 1 sec
only at positive times for RTM of full pressure field (left), VARTM (middle), and RTM
of upgoing pressure field (right). White arrows point at events with hyperbolic moveout
corresponding to reflections originating at the strong velocity contrast in Figure 7.1b at 2.7
km depth.
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Mirror imaging of downgoing fields

Images in Figure 7.9 correspond to imaging using only the receiver-side ghost fields via
mirror RTM and mirror VARTM, respectively, and complement those of Figure 7.5.
To perform mirror imaging, the free-surface is removed and the receiver extrapolation
domain is extended to a depth of -4.5 km with a wavespeed model in the negative
depths that is a mirrored version of the migration velocity model with respect to the
free-surface (Vasconcelos, 2013). This allows the arrivals related to the ghost wavefield
in Figure 7.3b to continue propagating upward toward negative depths; the final ghost
receiver wavefield at negative depths is reflected to positive depths prior to imaging
using the same source wavefield as that used for the upgoing images.

Mirror RTM of the full pressure data (Figure 7.9a) creates ghost reflectors that are
shallower than the real interfaces: upgoing waves, in fact, instead of being only back-
propagated directly in the subsurface as in standard RTM, propagates also erroneously
all the way from the receiver array to the mirrored domain at negative depths. This
additional path makes them coincide in time with the directly modelled source wavefield
at shallower locations than those at which they are physically reflected. These spurious
interfaces that are not present in the image from mirror RTM of the downgoing pressure
data (Figure 7.9c) are also successfully attenuated by mirror VARTM (Figure 7.9b)
meaning that the ‘on-the-fly’ wavefield separation into up- and downgoing waves is
successful. Note however that, while mirror VARTM properly maps first-order receiver-
side ghosts in the subsurface, higher-order receiver-side free-surface multiples that are
recorded as downgoing waves at the receiver array generate spurious structure that is
deeper than the real interfaces in any of the images in Figure 7.9 as indicated by the
dashed black arrows. These artefacts may be correctly handled only by novel migration
algorithms where the imaging condition is modified in order to overcome the Born
(single-scattering) assumption as discussed in this thesis and in Fleury and Vasconcelos
(2012); Ravasi and Curtis (2013b) and Ravasi et al. (2014).

Imaging of sparsely sampled receivers

Finally we study the ability of VARTM to migrate data that are sparsely sampled
along the receiver coordinate (Figure 7.10): first we mimic a cross-line acquisition for
3D ocean-bottom cable surveys by taking 20 receivers with regular sampling of 250 m;
we then further reduce the number of receivers to 7 with an irregular space sampling
as in an ocean-bottom nodes systems. As previously shown by Vasconcelos (2013) on
synthetic examples, we observe that the ability of vector-acoustic injection to decom-
pose up- from downgoing is not compromised by either coarse or irregular injection
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Figure 7.9: Mirror images. (a) mirror RTM of full pressure field, and (b) mirror VARTM, and
(c) mirror RTM of downgoing pressure field. A line of black arrows pointing downward
indicates that in these cases downgoing waves are those that are correctly migrated. Solid
and dashed white arrows indicate physical and ghost reflectors, respectively, and additional
dashed black arrows are used to point at spurious reflectors originated from the incorrect
mapping in the subsurface of second- and higher-order free-surface multiples.
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Figure 7.10: Imaging of sparse receiver acquisition mimicking cross-line in 3D ocean-bottom
cable surveys (left) and ocean-bottom nodes systems (right). (a) RTM of full pressure
field, (b) VARTM, and (c) RTM of upgoing pressure field. A line of black arrows pointing
upward indicates that upgoing waves are correctly migrated.
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grids: events that are constructed by the interaction between the downgoing compon-
ent of the recorded data and the source wavefield are in fact successfully suppressed
by VARTM (Figure 7.10b and e) as well as if the upgoing field is imaged by standard
RTM (Figure 7.10c and f). Moreover, the use of monopole and dipole back-propagation
sources together with pressure and velocity data is again beneficial in producing clearer
shallow images.

We note that while approaches to up/down wavefield separation acting in the frequency-
wavenumber domain could be problematic when the spatial sampling is irregular in both
the source and receiver coordinates because standard implementations of the fast Four-
ier transform assume data to be regularly sampled (Schonewille, 2000), VARTM is not
as affected by irregular sampling as former techniques in that it performs wavefield sep-
aration directly in the time-space domain without the need for any Fourier transform.
On the other hand, since VA extrapolation is based on the theory of representation
theorems (Wapenaar, 2004; van Manen et al., 2005, 2006; Wapenaar and Fokkema,
2006), coarse or irregular sampling may lead to spurious energy in the reconstructed
wavefields at depth in a similar fashion to seismic interferometry (Mehta et al., 2008).
Moreover, given the impossibility to incorporate recordings of the particle velocity com-
ponent that is parallel to the acquisition surfaces in the vector-acoustic extrapolation,
we only expect VARTM to slightly reduce migration swing-like artefacts due to aper-
ture and subsampling by taking advantage of the finite-frequency directivity contained
in the normal particle velocity. A more effective handling of the sampling issues may
be achieved only if VARTM is applied to data that are previously interpolated by, for
example, matching pursuit techniques (Vassallo et al., 2010).

To gain further insights into the accuracy of VA extrapolation with respect to the re-
ceiver sampling, we now study a single plane wave arriving at angle of incidence θ = 11◦

(Figure 7.11a) with maximum frequency fmax = 40 Hz propagating in a constant ve-
locity medium (V = 1500 m/s) and extrapolate it in three different scenarios (Figure
7.11). Even in the extreme case of a single receiver recording (Figure 7.11b), the use
of vector-acoustic measurements in wavefield injection discriminates the upgoing event
from the downgoing one, the latter being attenuated in the wavefield extrapolated be-
low the receiver (and almost completely suppressed at zero-incidence). Nevertheless, the
absence of neighbouring receivers prevents vector-acoustic extrapolation from sending
energy only towards the correct angle of incidence of the recorded plane wave: construct-
ive interference across groups of neighbouring receivers as in Figure 7.11c and d is crucial
to identify the angle of arrival and send energy in the correct direction. It is important
to note that this is also the case in the coarsely sampled receiver array (dr = 200m) in
Figure 7.11c that does not satisfy the sampling criterion (dr ≤ V/(2fmaxsinθ) = 85m).
The uplift provided by a finely sampled array of receivers is visible in Figure 7.11d
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Figure 7.11: Effect of receiver sampling on wavefield extrapolation of a single plane wave
arrival. (a) A plane wave with incidence angle θ = 11◦ is emitted in the subsurface and
recorded alongside its ghost reflected off the free-surface by a horizontal array of 601
receivers with spacing of 5m (black line). (b), (c), and (d) show the extrapolation of the
full recorded data using one receiver, a line of 21 receivers with spacing of 200m, and the
entire receiver array, respectively. Each of the left panels represents fixed-time snapshots
of standard and vector-acoustic extrapolation with white dots used to identify receivers
emitting the recorded data, while the right panels display the extrapolated wavefields
recorded along the dashed grey line in a); the top two panels in each case are for standard
monopole wavefield injection while the bottom two are for VA extrapolation.

where a coherent plane wavefront is visible in the extrapolated fields.

7.4 Discussion

Source-receiver vector-acoustic RTM is an image-domain deghosting technique that ex-
ploits the directionality information of combined pressure and vertical velocity record-
ings to extract the upgoing field equivalently to the effect of PZ summation (Amund-
sen, 1993; Soubaras, 1996) in the data-domain. The main difference between these
approaches is in the handling of seismic events with different angles of incidence: data-
domain deghosting balances the vertical component by first combining the informa-
tion of neighbouring receivers via f -k (or τ -p) transform and subsequently applying
a frequency-wavenumber correction factor, while VA extrapolation provides the same
balancing directly by injection of the pressure component as a dipole source at all avail-
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able receivers, thus without requiring any domain transform (f -k or τ -p) to be applied
to the data.

This difference can have a significant impact for both 3D streamer and ocean-bottom
seismic acquisition, which are usually characterized by fine sampling along the cable
(inline direction) and by very coarse sampling in the crossline direction, due to the
availability of only a limited number of cables. Consequently PZ summation, as well as
other standard data-conditioning and processing techniques (e.g., Radon transform, ve-
locity analysis) that must have access to unaliased representations of the wavefields as
they are based on plane-wave decomposition, have to rely on additional approximations
and assumptions, such as assuming that seismic events are linear in the crossline direc-
tion or even that the crossline component of the angle of incidence is equal to zero (2D
propagation approximation). By contrast, vector-acoustic migration which is based on
representation theorems that fully account for the 3D nature of the recorded wavefield
(Wapenaar, 2004; van Manen et al., 2005, 2006; Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006; Curtis
and Halliday, 2010; Halliday and Curtis, 2010; Vasconcelos, 2013), does not require
any assumption about the direction of arrival of events in the cross-line direction (also
when poorly sampled or even when slightly aliased). Although we hypothesize that
this, together with correct handling of the finite-frequency directionality, could become
even more evident when vector-acoustic migration will be applied to the full 3D OBC
survey, a more-in-depth study of the benefit of finite-frequency directionality on a 3D
dataset will be the subject of future research.

Data-domain decomposition techniques focused on optimising signal-to-noise ratio such
as optimal deghosting (ODG — Ozdemir et al., 2008; Caprioli et al., 2012), not only
cancel receiver ghosts but also guarantee minimized residual noise. This is achieved
at the cost of adding into the decomposition scheme information about the statistics
of noise on pressure and velocity data together with their respective ghost models.
While the ODG solution is very sensitive to any inaccuracy in the ghost models (e.g.,
cable depth, a flat sea assumption, 2-D processing), vector-acoustic migration is a
suitable platform for the implementation of image-domain noise mitigation strategies
that directly weight the pressure and velocity receiver wavefields or their corresponding
pre-stack images (El Yadari et al., 2014) without having to rely on additional acquisition
information for the construction of a reliable ghost model.

When 4C data are acquired, in- and cross-line particle velocity measurements contain
useful additional information for imaging and inversion, as used by map migration
methods (Kleyn, 1977) and stereo tomography (Billette and Lambare’, 1998). This
information can not be readily incorporated in source-receiver vector-acoustic migra-
tion for marine acquisition that deploys horizontal streamers and for ocean-bottom
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acquisition with flat, horizontal seabeds: since the normal vector is directed along the
vertical direction at the recording surface, the vertical particle velocity in fact becomes
the only required component. While slanted cables (Soubaras and Dowle, 2010) could
represent a solution in streamer acquisition to incorporate the horizontal components
in source-receiver VA migration, Fleury and Vasconcelos (2013) propose an adjoint-
state VA formulation that can incorporate any recording available; this is ultimately
a formulation for reverse time map migration, representing also the starting point for
vector-acoustic full waveform inversion.

Finally, it is important to note that while vector-acoustic injection (as well as its
data-domain counterparts —PZ summation, ODG) represents an effective strategy
for attenuating water-layer multiples (multiples that never leave the water column)
and water-layer peg-legs that are recorded at the receiver array as downgoing waves,
this approach does not address all of the effects of the free-surface in the ocean-bottom
data. More specifically, source-side ghosts and any other type and order of free-surface
multiples reaching the receiver array as upgoing waves generate artefacts in the final
image. While no attempt to remove these events from the recorded data has been made
in our field data test, there are a variety of approaches that could be applied alongside
VARTM to partially or fully mitigate the effects of the free-surface (before VARTM in
the pre-stack domain, or after VARTM in the post-imaging domain).

First, the source ghost can be removed from both the pressure and velocity recordings
as part of the wavelet deconvolution process at an early stage in the processing chain, or
directly from the image after migration (Caprioli et al., 2014) when data are acquired
using only monopole sources. If over/under or dual source data are available, the source
ghost attenuation can be performed either in the prestack domain by means of wave-
field decomposition techniques (Moldoveanu, 2000; Egan et al., 2007) or directly while
imaging by invoking an imaging condition that combines dual source data together
with dual source forward propagators or source wavefields (Vasconcelos, 2013).

Other types of free-surface multiples (those that do not experience their final set of
multiple bounces only within the water column before being recorded) could be atten-
uated by adapting the concept of surface related multiple elimination (SRME —e.g.,
Verschuur et al., 1992; Weglein et al., 1997) from streamer geometries to ocean-bottom
geometries, where the differences between source and receiver depth levels are not negli-
gible and need to be compensated for. The key idea behind these methods is to construct
a wavefield prediction operator to compensate for the elevation difference. This can be
done either analytically (Matson and Weglein, 1996; Pica et al., 2005, 2006), or by
making use of the direct wave as the wavefield continuation operator (Ikelle, 1999).
Since the latter procedures are not exclusively valid for pressure data, we foresee that
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their application to both the pressure and velocity fields could provide a modified input
dataset for VARTM deprived of free-surface multiples. Removal of the residual receiver-
side ghosts and careful handling of the finite-frequency directionality contained in the
velocity field will be achieved by VARTM.

Alternatively, the effects of the free-surface can be attenuated all at once by decon-
volving the upgoing field with the downgoing field (Amundsen, 2001; Wang et al.,
2009). If the finite-frequency directivity of the retrieved velocity field has not been af-
fected by the deconvolution process (Ravasi et al., 2015b), VARTM of these fields could
still be beneficial in terms of improving the imaging of the shallow subsurface. An at-
tractive time-space domain extension of this demultiple approach has been recently
proposed by Vasmel et al. (2014) based on time-domain finite difference propagators.
Their approach relies on the ability to inject vector-acoustic field data to separate up-
and downgoing fields as shown in this chapter.

Finally, free-surface multiples could instead be actively used in imaging if the full down-
going wavefield is forward propagated as the source wavefield (Muijs et al., 2007; Whit-
more et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011; Amundsen and Robertsson, 2014) and combined with
the backward propagated upgoing wavefield by means of a modified imaging condition,
the latter being a deconvolution imaging condition (Guitton et al., 2007; Schleicher
et al., 2008). The ability to separate up- from downgoing waves ‘on-the-fly’ when
vector-acoustic data are opportunely injected along the receiver array is not limited
to back-propagation (or propagation backward in time): the downgoing component can
be propagated downward (and the upgoing component upward) by injecting the full
recorded vector-acoustic data forward in time and interchanging the sign of equation
7.4 (Robertsson and Chapman, 2000; van Manen et al., 2007; Amundsen and Roberts-
son, 2014; Vasconcelos et al., 2014a). The first application of such boundary condition
for forward propagation of OBC field data has been shown in Ravasi et al. (2015a) to
image free-surface multiples.

7.5 Conclusion

We have developed a workflow for the application of VARTM to a field dataset. By
ensuring the matching of direct waves in the pressure and vertical velocity components
by using a calibration filter, and by injecting the full recorded pressure and vertical
velocity data in a vector-acoustic fashion, up/down separation is performed as part
of wavefield extrapolation. The main benefit of VARTM over standard RTM of sep-
arated wavefields lies in the overall better handling of amplitudes by using a correct
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combination of monopole- and dipole-type propagators, this resulting in clearer shal-
low sections and better focused space-lag common image gathers. Moreover, up- and
downgoing fields can be jointly imaged without the need for separate finite difference
modelling, and their separation is shown to be successful also in presence of sparse or
irregular receiver sampling.



8
Application 4: Target-oriented

Marchenko imaging of Volve field

Accurate estimate of wavefields within the Earth’s interior where no real observations are avail-
able is crucial for the identification and characterization of subsurface reservoirs in complex geo-
logies. The new method of Marchenko redatuming promises to reconstruct these full responses
(including internal multiples) in an iterative fashion, by crafting wavefields that collapse at any
chosen point inside of the medium. Since reflection measurements at the Earth’s surface and a
smooth estimate of the velocity model are taken as input, it forms a new way to create images of
target zones in the subsurface with illumination from either above or below, without necessar-
ily having to create detailed models of overburden structure. We present the first encouraging
results of 2D target-oriented imaging of an ocean-bottom cable field dataset using Marchenko
redatuming, and show that underside illumination has potential to reveal subsurface structure
that is hidden or distorted in conventional imaging of surface data.
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8.1 Introduction

Imaging the geometry and properties of complex subsurface geology, identifying and
characterizing subsurface reservoirs of hydrocarbons, minerals or water, as well as mon-
itoring of waste products stored underground such as CO2 and nuclear waste, all require
sophisticated and costly seismic imaging and monitoring. A crucial step for such ima-
ging methods is the estimation of wavefields within the solid Earth’s interior where no
real observations are available. Standard redatuming approaches based on time-reversal
of incomplete data (i.e., data recorded along an open boundary of surface receivers)
(Berryhill, 1984), generally fail to explain how multiply scattered waves (multiples)
propagate in the complex subsurface unless high-resolution seismic velocity models are
available prior to imaging, as otherwise they can not accurately predict those arrival in
the subsurface. This causes large errors in images and crucially in interpretation.

While extrapolation techniques like those discussed in Chapter 3 and Chapter 7 of
this thesis improve upon the use of free-surface multiples, they still fail in predicting
internal multiples in the subsurface. As already mentioned in Chapter 5, Marchenko
redatuming (or autofocusing) is a novel technique to estimate full acoustic wavefields in
the subsurface, including primary and internal multiple reflections, using seismic waves
measured at the Earth’s surface and only a smooth estimate of the propagation velocity
(Broggini et al., 2012; Wapenaar et al., 2013). Advantages over standard redatuming
methods are that the wavefield coda (or internal multiples) in the down-going fields are
estimated accurately, non-physical waves in up-going fields are attenuated, amplitudes
of primary and multiple events are correctly balanced. Moreover, the retrieved wave-
fields are separated into their up- and down-going components, which will be used to
image the subsurface. Using a stationary phase analysis, van der Neut et al. (2014a)
provide an insightful interpretation of the underlying mechanism by which wavefields
are constructed in the subsurface, and the current challenges and limitations of the Mar-
chenko scheme when applied to complex geologies are further discussed in Wapenaar
et al. (2014b) and Vasconcelos et al. (2014b). The first attempts to extend the acoustic
theory to elastic (solid) media can be found in da Costa et al. (2014a); Wapenaar (2014)
and Wapenaar and Slob (2014), while Slob and Wapenaar (2013) have also derived an
electromagnetic version of the Marchenko equations.

Marchenko wavefields can be used to improve subsurface imaging in areas where stand-
ard migration techniques generate spurious structures in the image caused by incorrect
handling of internal reflections (Malcolm et al., 2007). Broggini et al. (2014); Behura
et al. (2014) and Slob et al. (2014) construct images free from internal multiples by
cross-correlating (or deconvolving) the retrieved up- and down-going fields at any point
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in the subsurface. Wapenaar et al. (2014a) limit the computation of Marchenko fields
to a chosen depth level, and then use methods similar to the interferometric imaging
approach of van der Neut and Herrmann (2013) to create redatumed reflection re-
sponses at that depth by means of multi-dimensional deconvolution (Wapenaar et al.,
2011). These responses are free of spurious events related to internal multiples in the
overburden. These responses form the basis for obtaining more accurate target-oriented
images of areas of the subusurface below or above the depth level of interest compared
to those generated by standard reverse-time redatuming followed by cross-correlation
of the subsurface responses (Dong et al., 2009).

This chapter presents the first successful application of target-oriented imaging using
Marchenko redatuming on a field data. We apply the method to reflection seismic
data recorded on an ocean-bottom cable dataset over the Volve oilfield, offshore Nor-
way in 2002. One of the main obstacles to the application of such novel techniques to
field datasets is the set of requirements of the reflection response (as explained below).
We show that a wave-equation approach to redatuming marine sources to the seabed
receiver level, sea surface multiple removal, and seismic source signature removal trans-
forms ocean-bottom data into a suitable proxy of the reflection response required by the
Marchenko scheme. We then produce images of target areas of shallow and deep subsur-
face structure using Marchenko wavefields, and compare these to images obtained from
standard reverse-time migration (RTM) of the surface data. We conclude by showing
that underside illumination may reveal additional Earth structure that is distorted or
hidden in images constructed directly from surface data.

8.2 Marchenko equations

Marchenko redatuming is based on two Green’s function representations (Wapenaar
et al., 2014a) which uniquely relate subsurface wavefields to so-called focusing func-
tions via the recorded seismic data. The subsurface responses (G− and G+) belong
to the wave state of the physical experiment when data are acquired, while the focus-
ing functions (F− and F+) are defined in a modified medium that is truncated (or
homogeneous) below a chosen subsurface level. Those equations can be discretised as
(van der Neut et al., 2014b)

G− = RF+ − F−

G+∗ = −R∗F− + F+,
(8.1)

where G− and G+ are matrices containing the time-space domain up- and down-
going Green’s functions, with multiple sources at the acquisition surface and receivers
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located at desired subsurface points. The focusing functions F− and F+ are respectively
up- and down-going acausal solutions to the wave-equation that focus at zero-time
at the subsurface points, and then continue as down-going diverging fields into the
homogeneous lower half-space. We suppose that F+ = F+

d +F+
m, that is, F+ is composed

of a direct wave F+
d and a down-going coda F+

m: these quantities are also organized in
matrices with concatenated traces in the time-space domain. Matrix R contains the
real Earth’s reflection response from vertical dipole sources to pressure receivers, and
(left-)multiplication is equivalent to performing multi-dimensional convolution in the
time-space domain, while ∗ acts on a matrix by rearranging its elements to mimic
time-reversal.

To obtain a system of coupled Marchenko equations, a muting function Θ that removes
the direct arrival and all subsequent events is defined. Assuming that the muting func-
tion satisfies ΘG− = 0, ΘG+ = 0, ΘF+ = F+

m and ΘF− = F− (Wapenaar et al.,
2014a), its application to equations 8.1 yields

F− = ΘRF+
d + ΘRF+

m

F+
m = ΘR∗F−.

(8.2)

Starting from an initial focusing function F+
d , obtained by time-reversing an estimate

of the direct wave Gd and assuming a null coda (F+
m = 0), equations 8.2 can be iterated

to convergence. As noted by van der Neut et al. (2015) and Vasconcelos et al. (2015b),
the solution of the focusing functions at the iteration K can be written in a compact
form by means of a Neumann series expansion:

F+(K) =
K∑
k=0

(ΘR∗ΘR)kF+
d

F−(K) = ΘR
K∑
k=0

(ΘR∗ΘR)kF+
d ,

(8.3)

where each term in the series represents an update to the focusing function. Finally,
up- and down-going Green’s function can be computed from equations 8.1 using the
estimated focusing functions F− and F+.

8.3 Marchenko inputs and redatumed fields

Marchenko redatuming imposes severe requirements on the reflection response R, and
recorded reflection data can only be used as a proxy for R after some pre-processing.
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R is assumed to have been obtained from large aperture, fixed-spread (pressure) re-
ceiver arrays with dense (vertical dipole) source coverage over the entire receiver array,
to have broad bandwidth, and to contain only primary reflections and internal mul-
tiples (i.e., is deprived of direct waves, source and receiver ghosts, and surface-related
multiples). If data are acquired with standard ocean-bottom acquisition systems, wave-
equation approaches to joint source redatuming (at the receiver level), demultiple, and
source designature (Ziolkowski et al., 1999; Amundsen, 2001; Amundsen et al., 2001)
can transform the recorded data into a suitable estimate of the reflection response
R for Marchenko redatuming. The essence of these methods is to solve the follow-
ing frequency-domain integral relation by means of multi-dimensional deconvolution
(Wapenaar et al., 2011)

p− = Rp+, (8.4)

where the recorded up-going decomposed data (p−) is seen as the result of multi-
dimensional convolution of the down-going data (p+) data and the desired reflection
response (R) that would be recorded in a hypothetical seismic experiment with no sea
surface present. In this case, the decomposed data p− and p+ are arranged in matrices
with the frequency-space domain responses from multiple sources to receivers at the
acquisition surface. The sought reflection response R is instead composed of a matrix
with the frequency-space domain responses from vertical particle velocity receivers to
monopole virtual sources at the acquisition surface. Each frequency is inverted separ-
ately and the time-space reflection response R is obtained by combining the solutions
of each inversion via an inverse Fourier transform. Moreover, source-receiver reciprocity
is applied to the retrieved response to obtain a reflection response from vertical dipole
sources to pressure receivers as required from the theory of Marchenko redatuming.
Note that although R is used here in spite of G−ow, equation 8.4 is equivalent to equa-
tion 4.5 in Chapter 4. An estimate of the reflection response R could be alternatively
obtained by solving the formulation of MDD with pressure and velocity recordings in
equation 4.10.

For our current study, we use data from a single line of the ocean-bottom cable array
on the seabed above the Volve field located in the gas/condensate-rich Sleipner area
of the North Sea, offshore Norway (Szydlik et al., 2007). We select a receiver line
containing 235 receivers spaced 25 m apart, and an overlying shot line composed of 241
sources spaced 50 m apart, as shown in Figure 8.1a. Noise suppression, vector-fidelity
corrections, and initial source designature are applied to the data. Further, we scale the
data by

√
t to account for 3D geometrical spreading and we calibrate the direct arrival

of the particle velocity measurement to the pressure recording (see Chapter 7 for a more
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Figure 8.1: (a) Migration velocity model, source array at depth zS = 6 m (red line) and
receiver array at zR = 90m (white line) in the ocean-bottom cable acquisition. A grey dot
represents the subsurface point where Marchenko fields are computed and shown in Figure
8.3, while two white boxes indicate the target areas where Marchenko imaging is performed.
Single common-shot gather of the (b) up-going data, (c) down-going data, and (d) estimate
of the reflection response R̂. Inserts in (b) and (d) show the average amplitude spectra of
the gathers.
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Figure 8.2: Subsurface image obtained by applying standard RTM to the proxy of the ideal
reflection response R in Figure 8.1d.

detailed description of this procedure). After wavefield separation is carried out in the
frequency-wavenumber domain (Amundsen, 1993), the up- (Figure 8.1b) and down-
going (Figure 8.1c) components are used as input for multi-dimensional deconvolution
(equation 8.4), and a proxy of the reflection response R̂ required as input for Marchenko
redatuming is produced (Figure 8.1d). Standard reverse-time migration of our estimate
of R̂ (i.e., up-going field without source and receiver ghosts and free-surface multiples)
is shown in Figure 8.2 and is used in the following for comparison with Marchenko
imaging.

An estimate of the direct arriving wavefront Gd is also required to create the initial
focusing function F+

d . This can be computed by forward modelling (e.g., ray-tracing,
finite-differences) using a smooth velocity model such as that shown in Figure 8.1a. For
illustration, we compute the traveltime of the first arriving wavefront from a subsurface
point xF = {6, 3.3}km via ray-tracing and apply a 40 Hz Ricker wavelet with constant
amplitude for all offsets (Figure 8.3a). Focusing functions F+ and F− estimated after
two iterations of the Marchenko equations (K = 2 in equation 8.3) are shown in Figures
8.3b and c, and used in equations 8.1 to compute Green’s functionsG+ andG− (Figures
8.3d, e). Note that the iterative Marchenko scheme has retrieved the coda in the down-
going field. An event with similar moveout to the direct arrival is visible at zero-offset
around 1.5 s in Figure 8.3d; this may be a wave that experienced multiple bounces in
the high velocity layer in between 2.6 and 2.85 km depth.

A challenge to the application of Marchenko redatuming to a field dataset is represented
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by the convergence of the iterative scheme presented above. Since we do not have direct
access to the real Earth’s reflection response R, it is inevitable to expect that the
processed version of the recorded data R̂ may be scaled differently, such that R̂ = cRR.
Here cR is at best an unknown scalar (or, more likely, a compact filter varying in time
and space) that depends on the acquisition and processing chain. In this application,
we have taken advantage of the observation that ‖ (ΘR∗ΘR)kF+

d ‖2→ 0 as k → ∞
needs to be satisfied for the convergence of the Neumann series in equation 8.3. While
meeting this condition does not guarantee that each update has correct amplitude and
may not allow the complete cancellation of the spurious arrivals in the up-going field, we
have shown that after two iterations of the Marchenko scheme we are able to produce
a coda in the down-going focusing function (Figure 8.3b) and Green’s function (Figure
8.3d) with non-negligible amplitudes.

An accurate deconvolution of the source wavelet from the data is however required
for a correct summation of the various updates of the Neumann series. In fact, since
each iteration of the Marchenko scheme involves one step of convolution and one of
correlation with the reflection response R to obtain F+, and a further convolution
to construct F− (equation 8.3), residual source signature in the reflection response R
may lead to the enhancements of some frequencies with respect to others. Ultimately
this may prevent the successful combination of the focusing function updates from the
various iterations. The problem of estimating the source wavelet from real datasets is
a particularly challenging one; different approaches have been proposed, differing from
each other in terms of assumptions made about the statistical nature of the response
of the Earth (see, for example, Robinson and Treitel, 1980; Fokkema and Ziolkowski,
1987). Alternatively, as done in this chapter, one can attempt to remove the effect of
the source signature from the data using the wave-equation demultiple approach of
Amundsen (2001). While it is not possible to verify that the source wavelet has been
fully deconvolved from the reflection data R̂ in our data processing, we note that that
the original upgoing data shows a much higher energy content at low frequencies (see
insert in Figure 8.1b) while the reflection response obtained from multi-dimensional
deconvolution has a better equalized amplitude spectrum (see insert in Figure 8.1d).
Finally, it is important to remember that other factors such as frequency-dependent
attenuation, imperfect deghosting, unaccounted 3D effects, or noise affect the qual-
ity of the updates, and an adaptive scheme may be beneficial to further improve the
robustness of Marchenko redatuming (van der Neut et al., 2014b).
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Figure 8.3: Marchenko redatuming. (a) Forward-modelled first arriving wave. (b) Down- and
(c) up-going focusing functions, and d) down- and (e) up-going redatumed fields at xF . All
panels are displayed with 50% clipping of absolute amplitudes.

8.4 Marchenko imaging

Marchenko redatuming is now used to retrieve up- and down-going Green’s functions for
151 subsurface points forming a 1.5 km wide array ranging from 6.7 km to 8.2 km in the
horizontal dimension, at a depth level of 2.5 km (right lower box in Figure 8.1a). From
these fields we obtain an estimate of the reflection response from above the target (R∪)
as if both sources and receivers were located along the array of subsurface points, and
were located in a modified medium with the same properties of the physical medium
below the array but which is homogeneous above. We do so by solving the following
equation by means of multi-dimensional deconvolution:

G− = G+R∪. (8.5)

Figure 8.4a shows an estimate of R∪ for a source in the centre of the subsurface array
computed by solving equation 8.5. As discussed extensively in Wapenaar et al. (2014a),
the redatumed reflection response can be used as input for standard imaging in a target
zone just below the redatumed level (Figure 8.4c). Comparison with standard reverse-
time migration of our estimate of R̂ shows that Marchenko imaging from above is
able to produce an image of similar quality of that from RTM (Figure 8.4e), slightly
improving the details in between the main reflectors at 2.6 and 2.9 km and limiting the
required (expensive) finite-difference computation to a much smaller subsurface area.
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Figure 8.4: Marchenko imaging of deep subsurface. Multi-dimensional deconvolution estimates
of (a) reflection response from aboveR∪ at depth level z = 2.5km and (b) reflection response
from below R∩ at depth level z = 3.3 km. Images of the target zone from (c) above and
(d) below, compared to that obtained from (e) standard RTM of the reflection response R̂.

While the computational advantage could already represent a reason to perform Mar-
chenko imaging, by allowing target-oriented, high-resolution imaging with much higher
frequencies and spatial sampling than RTM can achieve, the focusing functions F− and
F+ can also be combined to obtain a second image of the reflection response which
illuminates the target area from below (R∩) as explained by Wapenaar et al. (2014a):

−(F−)∗ = F+R∩. (8.6)

An estimate of R∩ for a source in the centre of the subsurface array at a depth level
of 3.3 km is shown in Figure 8.4b, and used to perform imaging of the target zone just
above the lower redatumed level (Figure 8.4d). Complementary details are provided by
reflections illuminating this portion of the subsurface from below and contained in R∩.
Similarly, Marchenko fields are now computed along a line at 1.13 km (upper box in
Figure 8.1a) to image the complex stratigraphy in the shallow subsurface from below
(Figures 8.5a and b). To improve the resolution and avoid spatial aliasing with respect
to the standard RTM image (Figure 8.5c), the image is sampled (relatively cheaply)
every 5 m and compared to that from RTM which was originally sampled every 10 m
to save on computational cost.
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Figure 8.5: Marchenko imaging of shallow subsurface. Multi-dimensional deconvolution es-
timates of (a) reflection response from below R∩ at depth level z = 1.13 km. Images of
the target zone from (b) below, compared to that obtained from (c) standard RTM of the
reflection response R̂.

Finally, Marchenko imaging from below is performed for two additional subsurface
lines with inter-receiver spacing of 10 m: the first ranges from 5.4 km to 6.9 km and is
located at a depth of 3.4 km, while the second is at 3.41 km depth and extends from
4.1 km to 5.6 km in the horizontal dimension. The resulting images are merged with
the image in Figure 8.4d to form Figure 8.6b. Note that since each of the reflection
responses R∩. is obtained via a multi-dimensional deconvolution process, the number
of subsurface points should not exceed that of the sources at the acquisition surface for
a stable inversion of equation 8.6. With the choice of the extension and sampling of the
subsurface array being limited by this constraint, it is important to assure that images
obtained independently from different subsurface responses R∩, at possibly different
depth levels, can be combined together. Green arrows in Figure 8.6b indicate perfect
continuity of reflectors between the various images, thus showing that we may design
short-aperture, finely sampled subsurface arrays that prevent spatial aliasing in the
subsequent imaging step. More importantly, Marchenko imaging from below reveals
a coherent structure (blue arrows in Figure 8.6b) which is not visible, or perhaps is
distorted, in the RTM image of the reflection response R̂ (Figure 8.6a).
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8.5 Conclusion

The novel technique of Marchenko redatuming applied to an ocean-bottom seismic
data acquired over the Volve North Sea field, produces encouraging results of target-
oriented imaging of both shallow and deep structures. Marchenko focusing functions
also contain sufficient information to directly image the subsurface using underside
reflections. Such images reveal coherent structure beneath strongly reflecting interfaces,
which are distorted or invisible when imaging directly with surface data proving that
the focusing functions are reliable. Therefore, other practices that require wavefield
focussing such as microseismic source localization, seismic time-lapse monitoring, and
non-destructive testing might also benefit from accurate estimates of focusing functions
that are obtained by Marchenko redatuming.



9
Discussion

In this thesis I have considered a variety of topics centred around the theme of seismic
migration using reciprocity and representation theorems to image singly and multiply
scattered waves. The main focus was on extending the two-way scattering-based ima-
ging framework to elastic media. A set of nonlinear, true-amplitude imaging conditions
was derived in Chapter 2, and a procedure for directional and modally-selective ex-
trapolation of multi-component data using finite-difference injection was proposed in
Chapter 3. By applying this novel imaging approach to a realistic subsalt experiment,
I further demonstrated the importance of correctly handling various components of
the elastic dataset and the added value of multiply-scattered and transmitted waves
on both elastic images (Chapter 5) and elastic extended images (Chapter 6). Other
avenues of research that have been investigated include: seismic source redatuming
by multi-dimensional deconvolution using two-way representation (Chapter 4), direc-
tional acoustic wavefield extrapolation of a field ocean-bottom dataset (Chapter 7),
and target-oriented imaging by means of the novel Marchenko redatuming scheme for
correct handling of the effect of multiple reverberations in the overburden (Chapter
8).

In this section, I outline potential research directions related to the range of topics
covered in the thesis. In Chapters 2 and 5, for example, while we successfully verified
the long-lasting conjecture that multiply-scattered waves can provide additional illu-
mination and higher resolution to pure-mode elastic imaging, we also discovered that
the contributions of singly- and multiply-scattered converted-waves tend to compensate
and cancel each other. This ultimately leads to a completely null nonlinear converted
wave image. Here I discuss a strategy that uses this undesired outcome as a constraint
for compressional wave imaging, which may help in compensating for the lack of en-
closing boundaries and sharp velocity models, as required by the theory but almost
never achievable in seismological applications. Moreover, although the tensorial extra-
polation procedure proposed in Chapter 3 has been proven to outperform conventional
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approaches to elastic redatuming in ideal scenarios, there are still a number of ques-
tions to be answered regarding the application of this method to land, borehole, and
ocean-bottom seismic acquisition scenarios. Because the information contained in the
shear stress is required by the injection scheme for correct wave-mode separation, but
is generally not recorded in seismic exploration, I highlight a number of possible ap-
proaches to acquire a proxy or to estimate such quantity. Finally, while throughout the
thesis we have repeatedly discussed the importance of enclosing boundaries of sources
and/or receivers in reciprocity-based imaging as well as in seismic interferometry, I
conclude this chapter by deriving a new interferometric representation that uniquely
relates data recorded along the available portion of the source boundary to an integral
quantity function of the missing recordings (i.e., data that would need to be recorded
to close the source boundary). By evaluating the misfit between these two quantities,
I show its sensitivity to velocity errors in the model used to numerically generate the
data that are not physically recorded: this observation is the first step towards the
identification of an interferometric objective function for velocity model building.

9.1 Enabling nonlinear PP imaging via IPS = 0 annihilator

In Chapters 2 and 5 we argue that when imaging is performed using a nonlinear
scattering-based imaging condition and enclosing boundaries of sources and receiv-
ers, converted waves give rise to an image that is null everywhere in the subsurface,
IPS(xI) = G̃

S(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) (xI ,xI , t = 0) = 0. Figures 2.10d and 5.14d are examples of this

phenomenon.

The latter result may seem difficult to understand initially, however the explanation is
actually quite intuitive. In Chapters 2 we use a physical argument that I restate here
more in detail. P-wave energy is dilatational and it expands and contracts the medium
as it propagates. As a consequence of this property, P waves do not shear homogeneous
media, but they do shear the medium where they encounter heterogeneities; this is
because the same P-wave energy causes different amounts of expansion on either sides
of any interface separating media of differing moduli. Since differential expansion (or
contraction) of the medium is the key process that generates shear wave energy, P-wave
energy needs to span the medium on both sides of an interface, and hence the com-
pressional wave has to propagate beyond a single point in space. Because propagation
takes a finite length of time, this implies that there cannot be an exchange of shear
energy from a P-wave point-source at zero time. Thus, G̃S(Φ,Φ)

(S,P ) (xI ,xI , t = 0) = 0.

There is a also a mathematical way to understand this result. P waves involve volumet-
ric expansion or contraction of the medium, which causes no rotation in the absence of
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heterogeneities or anisotropy. By Helmholtz’s theorem, the P wave constituent of the
particle displacement field u can therefore be represented mathematically as the gradi-
ent of a scalar P-wave potential ΦP , so uP = ∇ΦP . The P-wave source at zero-time
must therefore have ∇ΦP = 0 everywhere except at the source point, where ∇ΦP 6= 0.
On the other hand, shear waves are characterized by local rotation of the medium,
and in the absence of heterogeneity or anisotropy, shear waves cause no volumetric
expansion as they propagate. The shear potential field ΦSk

can therefore be represen-
ted mathematically by the curl of the displacement field, ΦSk

= ∇× u. At time zero,
the curl of the wavefield is zero everywhere except at the source point. If we co-locate
the source and receiver points, the shear component of the particle displacement field
must be the curl of the emitted P wavefield, hence it must be ∇ × (∇ΦP ). There is
a mathematical identity which holds everywhere for any continuous field: the curl of
the gradient of the field always equals zero. In other words, this result implies that the
rotational component of a purely volumetric wavefield is zero. Hence, ∇× (∇ΦP ) = 0
even at the source point; the shear wave field must therefore be zero everywhere at zero
time, and G̃S(Φ,Φ)

(S,P ) (xI ,xI , t = 0) = 0.

Our finding leads to some significant implications. First, it is now clear that ‘true-
amplitude’ PS imaging is not desired when the goal is to interpret the image as a map
of subsurface structure. In practice, if such an image was ever achieved our time and
effort could easily have been perceived to be wasted as the image would show nothing.
A critical reader may well therefore argue that the above insight has no practical use.
I now suggest a framework that may allow us to utilize the physical constraint on
the converted-wave image (IPS(xI) = 0) for illumination compensation and amplitude
equalization of the PP image, when imaging is performed in the presence of partial
boundaries of sources and/or receivers and linear terms only (i.e., in the knowledge of
only a smooth reference model).

The imaging problem may be cast as an optimization problem, where the objective is to
design a set of filters that act on either the source wavefield, receiver wavefield, on both
of these, or on the recorded data. Filters are estimated such that the combination of
the filtered versions of the receiver and/or source fields in the imaging condition would
create a null converted-wave image as if enclosing boundaries and nonlinear terms were
used. I conjecture that PP imaging using the same filtered wavefields (or data) will
result in higher resolution PP images similar to those from nonlinear imaging of full
boundaries (see Figure 2.10c and 5.7b).

Inspired by the work of Bazargani (2014) on optimal wave focusing for seismic source
imaging, I first propose an objective function where filters act only on the receiver
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wavefields

J =
∑
xI

‖ I lSP (xI ; a(ω;xS)) ‖2 s.t.
∑
ω

‖ a(ω;xS) ‖= 1 ∀xS , (9.1)

where each filter a(ω;xS) is function of the source location xS from which each data
involved in the receiver wavefield extrapolation step is generated. Moreover, by using
source-receiver reciprocity, I prefer to annihilate the linear SP image (rather than PS
image) such that the receiver shear wavefield is used instead of the source shear wave-
field. The latter field, when produced by a P-wave source, would in fact be null at any
image point unless sharp boundaries are included in the migration velocity model as
discussed extensively in Chapter 6. The filtered S-wave receiver wavefield involved in
the computation of the image ISP is thus defined as

d
S(Φ,Φ)
a(S,P ) (xI ,xS , ω) = a(ω;xS) dS(Φ,Φ)

(S,P ) (xI ,xS , ω), (9.2)

where the original receiver wavefield d
S(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) is computed using the linear wavefield

extrapolation formula in equations 3.3 or 3.4. The converted-wave image ISP is in-
stead obtained from the imaging condition in equation 2.17 using the filtered receiver
wavefield d

S(Φ,Φ)
a(S,P ) as input. Note that a constraint on the amplitude spectrum of the

filters a(ω;xS) is added to the optimization problem in equation 9.1 in order to avoid
the frequency responses of those filters to be equal to zero throughout the frequency
band of the signals, i.e. a(ω;xS) = 0 ∀ω,xS . In fact, while such null filters represent a
valid solution to the optimization problem, as they produce a null receiver field dS(Φ,Φ)

a(S,P ) ,
therefore a null SP image, they would also ultimately create a null PP image rather
than the sought high-resolution image. On the contrary, we aim to find a set of non-null,
frequency variant filters that produce a filtered linear receiver wavefield, propagating in
the reference medium in a manner such that as far as possible the nonlinear counterpart
would propagate in the real medium. Such a wavefield would in fact allow the imaging
condition to remove spurious energy from the PS (or SP) image.

Similarly, an objective function that contains filters acting directly on the recorded data
can be defined as

J =
∑
xI

‖ I lSP (xI ;a(ω;xR,xS)) ‖2 s.t.
∑
ω

‖ a(ω;xR,xS) ‖= 1 ∀xS ,xR, (9.3)

where 1 is the unitary column vector and a = [avz , avx , aτzz , aτxz ]T is a column vector
that contains the responses of the set of filters to be applied to the data as follows

dSa (xR,xS , ω) = diag
(
dS(xR,xS , ω)

)
a(ω;xR,xS). (9.4)
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Here, both data and filtered data are arranged in column vectors that contain the dif-
ferent components of the recorded data —e.g., dS =

[
d
S(v,Φ)
(z,P ) , d

S(v,Φ)
(x,P ) , d

S(τ,Φ)
(zz,P ) , d

S(τ,Φ)
(xz,P )

]T
.

Finally, diag
(
dS(xR,xS , ω)

)
is square matrix such that the various elements of the

vector dS(xR,xS , ω) are arranged along the main diagonal.

9.2 Tensorial elastic extrapolation in practice: the lack of data
components

The directional and modally-selective elastic wavefield extrapolation presented in Chap-
ter 3 has theoretical validity in all of the acquisition scenarios where receivers are avail-
able inside an elastic body or at the boundary between elastic and acoustic bodies.
With respect to seismic applications, this includes borehole seismics in which receivers
are placed inside vertical or deviated wells (Hardage, 1992) or are buried in the shallow
subsurface (Bakulin et al., 2012). This also includes the so-called permanent reser-
voir monitoring (PRM) technologies where receivers are placed just below the ocean
seabed (Nakstad et al., 2011; Bertrand et al., 2014). Standard ocean-bottom acquisi-
tion systems that comprise cables or nodes coupled to the seabed are also part of this
category.

As shown in Chapter 3, the representation theorem underlying tensorial wavefield ex-
trapolation can be simplified for ocean-bottom recordings in the presence of a hard
seabed. This works by invoking the boundary condition at the fluid-solid interface
(equation 3.6): only vertical particle velocity and pressure recordings are necessary to
extrapolate the elastic wavefield, while the shear components of the stress tensor (i.e.,
τxz, τyz) are not required since they vanish at the seabed. On the other hand, when
receivers are buried in the elastic medium, the information carried by τxz (and τyz) is
paramount for an accurate separation of P- and S-wave modes in the injection scheme
as it prevents the back-propagation of both elastic modes for each recorded arrival (see
Figure 3.4b).

Limiting ourselves to the two-dimensional isotropic case, the definition of shear stress
is

τxz(xR, t) = µεxz = µ

(
∂uz(xR, t)

∂xR
+ ∂ux(xR, t)

∂zR

)
, (9.5)

where µ = ρV 2
S is one of the Lame’s parameters and εxz represents the shear strain.

We therefore see that an estimate of the shear stress is obtained from the local medium
parameters and a measure or estimate of the shear strain along the receiver array. A
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number of approaches to record or estimate both the shear strain and the medium
parameters at the receiver array are discussed briefly below.

Strainmeters are devices that can record various strain components. The combination
of displacement and strain measurements is becoming widely accepted in a variety of re-
search areas in global seismology such as the analysis of episodic tremor and slip events,
aseismic creep, coseismic deformation, and the study of the normal modes (Hodgkinson
et al., 2013). While some of the benefits of strain measurements were already recognized
in the 1930’s (Benioff, 1935), many of these research areas have only become viable in
recent years with improved sensor technology and the recent installation of strainmet-
ers in continuously operating networks such as the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO)
along the western U.S. plate boundary. These recent advances have drawn new attention
to the use of strainmeters alongside seismometers. Similar to other differential meas-
urements of the Earth’s motion such as the so-called rotational recordings (Lee et al.,
2009; Muyzert et al., 2012; Barak et al., 2014), one of the critical issues that research-
ers working with strain data are constantly facing is to distinguish the signal from the
noise. The high sensitivity that allows such recording devices to record small, short-term
strain transients is in fact compromised by the data being inherently noisy. Therefore,
strainmeters may not yet have the necessary robustness required for exploration-scale
surveys, such that shear recordings could be effectively combined with measurements
of pressure and particle velocity in the extrapolation of seismic data without leaking
a significant amount of noise into the extrapolated wavefields. However, I foresee that
improvements in the strainmeter technology may play a significant role in the imple-
mentation of tensorial wavefield extrapolation (as well as other separation techniques)
in all of the acquisition scenarios described above.

Alternatively, the available particle velocity (or displacement) data can be used to
numerically estimate the spatial derivatives in equation 9.5 directly. In situations where
two boreholes are closely separated from each other (Cotton and Forgues, 2012; Grobbe
et al., 2013; van der Neut et al., 2013a), both the longitudinal and normal derivatives
may be evaluated accurately using finite-difference stencils. If recordings are available
only along a single, horizontal line of receivers, an attempt to estimate such derivatives
can be made in the frequency-wavenumber domain. In fact, each spatial derivative can
be written in this domain as

∂

∂xR
⇔ −jkxR

∂

∂zR
⇔ −jkzR(kxR ;VK) = ∓j

√(
ω

VK

)2
− k2

xR
,

(9.6)

where kxR and kzR identify the horizontal and vertical wavenumbers, respectively, and
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VK is local medium velocity, which can be chosen to be either the P- or S-wave velocity.
The frequency-wavenumber version of the shear stress therefore reduces to

τxz(kxR , ω) = −µ (jkxR uz(kxR , ω) + jkzR(kxR ;VK)ux(kxR , ω)) . (9.7)

However, a major disadvantage of the frequency-wavenumber approach lies in the fact
that while the horizontal wavenumber axis is uniquely defined given the spatial sampling
of the receivers, the vertical wavenumber axis is ambiguous in two ways. First, a different
sign should be applied to events that are up- or down-going at the receiver array. Second,
kzR is intrinsically related to the velocities VK of the medium along the receiver cable
and different velocities (i.e., P- or S-wave velocities) should be used to correctly weight
P- and S-wave events. Nevertheless, since we would like to avoid a preliminary step of
wave-mode separation, only one value can be assigned to the the velocity VK used in
the computation of kzR .

As an example, the effect of choosing either P- or S-wave velocity in the evaluation of
the vertical wavenumber is shown in Figure 9.1, where data have been computed via
finite-difference stencil in the geometrical configuration of Figure 3.3. Figure 9.1a shows
the scattered shear stress recording obtained as part of the finite-difference computation
in the space-time domain (equation 9.5): the first wavefront represents the scattered
P-wave while the second event is the S-wave conversion at the point scatterer. Note
that by choosing the correct P-wave velocity (VP = 2600 m/s) in the computation of
kzR , an accurate estimate of both the radiation pattern and absolute amplitude of the
P-wave event is achieved, while the amplitude of the S-wave event is underestimated
(Figures 9.1b and c). On the other hand, if kzR is computed using the correct S-wave
velocity (VS = 1400m/s) the estimate of the shear stress is very accurate in the S-wave
arrival while the P-wave event is overestimated (Figures 9.1d and e).

This numerical example shows that it is generally impossible to completely resolve the
velocity ambiguity, unless assumptions are made with respect to the component of the
data whose vertical derivative has to be estimated. A common assumption that holds
reasonably well on ocean-bottom field data is that horizontal recordings are mainly sens-
itive to shear waves and almost insensitive to compressional waves (Kearey et al., 1991).
As a consequence, since shear waves cannot propagate in water, horizontal recordings
also contain only up-going waves (alongside with the down-going seabed reflection). In
this way, both ambiguities are resolved in the computation of kzR . To corroborate this
point, I show the vertical (Figure 9.2a) and horizontal (Figure 9.2b) particle velocity
motion of a common-shot gather of the Volve dataset presented in Chapter 7 and Chap-
ter 8. From a visual inspection of the two gathers, it can be noticed that only the first
arriving wave is clearly shared in between the vertical and the horizontal components
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Figure 9.1: (a) Shear stress recording computed using a finite-difference stencil in the time-
space domain. (b,d) Frequency-wavenumber estimates of the shear stress from particle
velocity measurements as in equation 9.7, using P- and S-wave velocities in the computation
of the vertical wavenumber kzR

, respectively. A dashed black line is placed at position
xR = 1200 m where single trace estimates from the frequency-wavenumber (red dashed
lines) and time-space (black lines) computations are compared. (c,e) Estimate errors.

(red arrows in Figures 9.2a and b). Other events in the horizontal component show in-
stead a more pronounced moveout than those in the vertical component. This suggests
that the former events can be attributed to shear waves while the latter arrivals are
compressional wavefronts. We finally compute the normalized autocorrelation of the
portion of horizontal particle velocity below the dashed red line such that the direct
wave is removed, and we average over the receiver array (black trace in Figure 9.2c).
The normalized crosscorrelation of the horizontal and vertical particle velocity (red
trace in Figure 9.2c) is also computed. We observe that the two components show a
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very low level of correlation meaning that their scattered parts do not present common
events. This suggests that the assumption of ‘natural’ separation of P- and S-waves in
the vertical and horizontal components may be plausible for this specific dataset.

To conclude, while we have so far focused on different approaches to evaluate the shear
strain, another source of error in the process of estimating shear stress fields lies in the
choice of the Lame’s parameter µ, and hence in the knowledge of the S-wave velocity
and density of the medium along the receiver array. Inspired by the works of Schalkwijk
et al. (1999, 2003) and Muijs et al. (2004) on adaptive elastic decomposition, a possible
way to identify accurate medium parameters is to calibrate an initial estimate of the
shear stress component, obtained from equations 9.5 or 9.7, to the recorded pressure
and particle velocity data. For example, since the first arriving wave at the receiver
array is by definition a P-wave, a matching filter aτxz (t) can be found such that the
shear-wave energy of the forward propagated direct wave vanishes along a line (or grid)
of subsurface points xI . This can be expressed as minimization of the following cost
function:

Jτxz =
∑
t,xI

‖ d0(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) (xI ,xS , t) + aτxz (t) ∗ d̂0(Φ,Φ)

(S,P ) (xI ,xS , t) ‖2 . (9.8)

Using the notation of Chapter 3, d0(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) (xI ,xS , t) represents the shear-wave component

of the forward propagated pressure and particle velocity data at the subsurface point
xI :

d
0(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) (xI ,xS) =∮
∂DR

(
d

0(τ,Φ)
(zz,P )(xR,xS)G0(Φ,f)

(S,z) (xI ,xR)− {d0(v,Φ)
(i,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)

(S,ij) (xI ,xR)}nRj

)
d2xR,

(9.9)

where propagators G0 are computed in the reference medium and chosen to be con-
sistent with the tensorial extrapolation formula in equation 3.3. Similarly, the initial
estimate of the shear stress (indicated with d̂0(τ,Φ)

(xz,P )(xR,xS)) is forward propagated as
follows:

d̂
0(Φ,Φ)
(S,P ) (xI ,xS) =

∮
∂DR

d̂
0(τ,Φ)
(xz,P )(xR,xS)G0(Φ,f)

(S,x) (xI ,xR) d2xR. (9.10)

Once the minimization problem in equation 9.8 is solved, the filter aτxz (t) can be used
to improve upon the initial estimate of the shear stress data.
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Figure 9.2: (a) Vertical and (b) horizontal particle velocity components for a common-shot
gather of the Volve dataset, respectively. Red arrows indicate the direct wave arrival. (c)
Normalized correlation of the horizontal particle velocity with itself (black line) and with
the vertical particle velocity (red line). Red dashed lines in (a) and (b) indicate the lower
bounds for the temporal parts of the portion of data used for the correlation.

9.3 Missing boundaries, our future friends?

The lack of enclosing boundaries of sources and/or receivers has long presented a chal-
lenge to the practice of seismic interferometry by cross-correlation, leading to retrieved
responses that are often distorted by artefacts (Snieder et al., 2006; Wapenaar, 2006).
In this thesis we have seen that limited aperture arrays of sources and receivers similarly
influence the products of seismic imaging. In Chapter 2, the uneven source illumina-
tion of a square inclusion results in artefacts that prevent a clear understanding of the
bottom and side interfaces of the sensed body (Figure 2.11a). Moreover, in wavefield
extrapolation, one-sided illumination allows for the reconstruction of only the upper
part of the receiver wavefield as shown in Figure 3.4b and c.

On one hand, when we are interested in improving the Green’s function estimate,
this limitation can be partially overcome by reformulating the estimation problem as a
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multi-dimensional deconvolution process of the convolution-type integral representation
(Wapenaar et al., 2008a, 2011; van der Neut et al., 2011b). As also discussed in Chapter
4, while the correlation-type representation holds only under the condition that the
receiver boundary is a closed surface, the convolution-type representation is valid for
open boundaries as long as sources are on one side of (e.g., above) the boundary of
receivers.

On the other hand, as first shown in Vasconcelos et al. (2015a), representation theor-
ems can be opportunely manipulated to obtain a set of integrals that uniquely relate
the physical recordings along a limited-aperture array of sources to data that would
need to be recorded to close the source boundary (so-called ‘missing boundary data’).
One potential application of such identities is in detecting and quantifying errors in
subsurface models for inversion of model parameters (Vasconcelos et al., 2014a): the
misfit between the integral term depending on the available data and that of the miss-
ing boundary data contains information about errors in the velocity model used to
generate the latter data via numerical modelling (e.g., finite-difference). Building on
the scattering-based relation of Vasconcelos et al. (2015a), I have derived a new metric
for velocity errors detection and show with a numerical example that its evaluation
with an incorrect velocity model leads to a larger misfit than when the correct velocity
model is used.

To start, I consider the geometrical configuration in Figure 9.3a. A reference medium
whose properties are assumed to be known is identified, and a perturbation region χ

generating scattered waves is added to it. Depending on the choice of the model perturb-
ation, the information carried by the scattered wavefield can be used for either imaging
or monitoring: in imaging, we usually assume the unperturbed medium to be smooth
such that it does not generate reflected waves, while discontinuities are embedded in
the perturbation to account for scattering. In monitoring applications, the perturbation
represents the time-lapse changes in the medium. In either case, the perturbation re-
gion and two receivers xA and xB are confined to be between the boundary of sources,
which is here defined to be composed by two infinite integration planes ∂DS,top and
∂DS,bot. Under the assumption that the perturbation is located away from the obser-
vation points and at least one of them is placed above it, Vasconcelos et al. (2009b)
demonstrate that only one term of the frequency-domain scattering-based represent-
ation theorem is physical and is needed to construct the scattered response between
those points

GSp,q(xA,xB) =
∫
∂DS,top

GSp,q(xA,xS)G0∗
vn,q(xB,xS) +GSvn,q(xA,xS)G0∗

p,q(xB,xS) d2xS ,

(9.11)
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where the quantities used in this and the following equations have been previously
defined in Chapter 4. Superscripts 0 and S are further added to identify reference and
scattered wavefields, respectively.
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Figure 9.3: (a) Ideal geometrical configuration for the interferometric misfit function. Solid red
stars denote available sources while open red stars identify missing sources. Blue triangles
are receivers, and the grey square indicates the perturbation χ. True and reference velocity
models used for the numerical examples are shown in (b) and (c), respectively.

As a consequence, the other terms of the scattering-based representation that do not
contribute to the physical energy in GSp,q(xA,xB) need to cancel each other∫

∂DS,bot

GSp,q(xA,xS)G0∗
vn,q(xB,xS) +GSvn,q(xA,xS)G0∗

p,q(xB,xS) d2xS =∫
D
Gp,q(xA,x)χ(x)G0∗

p,q(xB,x) d3x.
(9.12)

Such an equation is the first component of our method. The left-hand side contains
a surface integral along the bottom boundary ∂DS,bot which cross-correlates the refer-
ence Green’s functions from each source to the receiver xB and the scattered Green’s
functions from each source to the receiver xA. This is equivalent to a volume integ-
ral performed inside the perturbation subdomain which cross-correlates the reference
Green’s functions from each point inside the volume to the receiver xB and total Green’s
functions from each point inside the volume to the receiver xA, weighted by the per-
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turbation operator χ(x).

By noting that relations similar to equations 9.11 and 9.12 can be written for the
retrieval of the anticausal Green’s function GS∗p,q(xA,xB) (Vasconcelos et al., 2009b,
equation 16) and by using the generalized optical theorem (Douma et al., 2011), the
sum of volume integrals can be converted into an additional surface integral:

∫
D
Gp,q(xA,x)χ(x)G0∗

p,q(xB,x) +G0
p,q(xA,x)χ∗(x)G∗p,q(xB,x) d3x =∮

∂DS,top∪∂DS,bot

GSp,q(xA,xS)GS∗vn,q(xB,xS) +GSvn,q(xA,xS)GS∗p,q(xB,xS) d2xS .

(9.13)

Finally, after rearranging integrals over ∂DS,top and ∂DS,bot as separate terms, we can
write an identity that is effectively a surface-integral-only version of the well-known
generalized optical theorem (Douma et al., 2011):

Itop = Ibot, (9.14)

where

Itop =
∫
∂DS,top

GSp,q(xA,xS)GS∗vn,q(xB,xS) +GSvn,q(xA,xS)GS∗p,q(xB,xS) d2xS (9.15)

and

Ibot =
∫
∂DS,bot

GSp,q(xA,xS)G0∗
vn,q(xB,xS) +GSvn,q(xA,xS)G0∗

p,q(xB,xS) d2xS

+
∫
∂DS,bot

Gp,q(xA,xS)GS∗vn,q(xB,xS) +Gvn,q(xA,xS)GS∗p,q(xB,xS) d2xS .
(9.16)

Given the relation in equation 9.14, I here define a metric to be used to estimate the
subsurface model m = [m(x1),m(x2), ...,m(xN )] with xi ∈ D:

J(xA,xB;m) =‖ Itop(xA,xB)− Ibot(xA,xB;m) ‖2 . (9.17)

Note that the first term (Itop) contains only recorded data from available sources along
∂DS,top and can be directly evaluated since it does not depend on the choice of the
model m. On the other hand, to be able to compute the second term (Ibot) we first
need to model the required fields from missing (bottom) sources.

Since the misfit is by definition equal to zero when the velocity model used to compute
fields in equation 9.16 is adequate, an optimization problem can be set up based on the
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metric in equation 9.17:

m = min
m

∑
ω,xA,xB

J(xA,xB;m) form ∈ D, (9.18)

where we can sum over any combination of available receivers xA and xB and frequencies
(or time, if we use the time-domain version of the representation theorems).

A numerical experiment is now designed to study the sensitivity of the misfit function
J(xA,xB;m) to errors in the velocity model used to compute the missing boundary
data. In this case, the available data are acquired using the geometry and model in
Figure 9.3b. I use a line of uniformly sampled (dxS = 7 m) monopole sources at zS =
360 m (red line), an array of receivers at discrete positions xA (blue line) recording
pressure and both components of particle velocity, and a fixed-position receiver at xB
(black dot). The source excitation function is a zero-phase Ricker wavelet with center
frequency fc = 15Hz. In this example, the velocity model used for the computation of
the reference fields is a smooth version of the true model, as shown in Figure 9.3c.

Figure 9.4a displays the time domain version of the integral Itop, computed using the
recorded data for the single receiver xB and the split-spread line of receivers xA as
depicted in Figure 9.3b. If we also compute the integral Ibot using the correct velocity
model, its contribution inside the dashed lines in Figure 9.4 is in good agreement
with that of Itop such that their sum results in small residual energy (Figure 9.4c).
The imperfect cancellation of spurious arrivals outside the dashed lines is expected.
It is mainly the effect of having finite aperture array of sources, lacking thus from
contributions of far away sources as required by the theory in equations 9.11 to 9.16.
Hence, I decide to introduce a muting function Θ, chosen to be zero for |t| > |xA −
xB|/V , and I evaluate the misfit function only inside the causality cone represented by
dashed white lines in Figure 9.4.

The trace-by-trace power of the windowed gather in Figure 9.4c, obtained by stacking
each trace over time, is shown by the red line in Figure 9.4d: very small residual energy
suggests that a correct velocity model has been used for the modelling of missing data.
I now assume that our knowledge of the velocity model is limited to the smooth model
in Figure 9.3c, the same model that has been used to compute the reference fields.
Since each integral in equation 9.16 contains at least one scattered field, and because
the reference model and the estimate of the actual model are the same in this case, each
scattered field vanishes and the integral Ibot is thus null. The misfit function is therefore
obtained by stacking the integral Itop over time and is represented by the blue line in
Figure 9.4d. As a consequence of an incorrect knowledge of the model, larger residual
energy is present throughout the extension of the receiver array when compared to
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that of the correct model (red line). At this point, I hypothesize that gradient-based
optimization algorithms (e.g., Tarantola (1984); Tromp et al. (2005)) may effectively
use such information to improve the estimate of the velocity model. Research is required
to test the performance of our metric in actual inversions in terms of regularization,
pre-conditioning aspects, and parameter resolution.
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10
Conclusion

The importance of multiply scattered wavefields has long been recognized in various
imaging disciplines, but has only recently received widespread interest in the geophys-
ical community. In this thesis I have considered a variety of topics centered around
the theme of seismic migration beyond the single-scattering (Born) approximation. Re-
ciprocity and representation theorems have been identified as a suitable platform to
define physically consistent combinations of singly and multiply scattered waves in the
process of constructing high-resolution, true-amplitude images of the Earth interior.

The role of Chapter 2 was two-fold: first, different representation theorems for perturbed
elastic media were introduced. These were then turned into nonlinear, true-amplitude
imaging conditions for migration of elastic datasets. A remarkable observation drawn
from the numerical examples is that the interplay between linear and nonlinear terms is
crucial to obtain images with increased illumination, higher resolution, fewer artefacts,
and equalized amplitudes. While neither of those terms alone is able to provide us with
a picture of the small-scale features of the medium, their destructive interference does
reveal such details.

Backpropagation of recorded seismic data into the subsurface represents a key compon-
ent of any imaging technique. In Chapter 3, I improved on current practice elastic wave-
field extrapolation by proposing a novel formulation based on a two-way correlation-
type representation theorem. The correct combination of velocity and stress data com-
ponents has enabled propagation of recorded wavefields only towards their direction of
arrival, with only the correct wave-mode being excited. While the application of such
an approach to real land or ocean-bottom scenarios remains a challenge because of the
impossibility to record reliable measurements of shear stresses, its acoustic counterpart
is shown in Chapter 7 to work effectively on an ocean-bottom dataset acquired over
the Volve field, North Sea. A significant advantage of correctly handling the finite-
frequency directivity of particle velocity measurements in the extrapolation step, lies in
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the generation of clearer shallow sections and better focused space-lag common image
gathers.

By taking inspiration from wavefield extrapolation based on two-way representation,
the problem of source redatuming to locations beneath a complex overburden using
multi-dimensional deconvolution is reformulated in Chapter 4. While this approach
was so far believed to work effectively only in the presence of up/down separated
data, I showed that a two-way convolution-type representation enables redatuming of
full multi-component data without the need for preliminary wavefield separation. This
finding will have a significant impact for applications to borehole redatuming in the
presence of subsurface properties that significantly vary along the receiver array, hence
affecting standard wavefield separation procedures.

Chapter 5 was devoted to the identification of a framework for nonlinear imaging of
elastic data, based on the previous theoretical findings in terms of imaging conditions
(Chapter 2) and wavefield extrapolation (Chapter 3). By testing this strategy on a
benchmark model that emulates deep water subsalt prospects, I analysed the additional
value that multiply scattered and transmitted waves provide in imaging of shadow
zones and faults. As a further step, in Chapter 6, the nonlinear elastic formulation was
adapted to the construction of so-called extended images. By redatuming recorded data
to a depth level much closer to small scale features of interests (e.g., reservoirs), highly
distorted responses in the data were converted into much simpler and more continuous
moveouts in the extended image gathers. Those responses are easier to identify and use
for reservoir characterization. Moreover, it was found that when imaging with incorrect
velocity models, reflection and transmission data have different sensitivity to velocity
errors. This opens the way for a new family of image-domain velocity analysis methods
for data that are jointly acquired at the Earth’s surface and somewhere inside the
medium such as in a borehole.

Finally, in Chapters 8 I further exploited the potential of extended images to per-
form target-oriented imaging of subsurface areas of interest of the Volve field. The
novel technique of Marchenko redatuming was used to generate accurate wavefields in
the subsurface from surface reflection data. Multi-dimensional deconvolution of those
wavefields produced responses that could have been recorded if a seismic survey was
conducted in the subsurface. Interestingly a weak coherent structure, which was not
visible or was perhaps distorted in the image from surface data, was revealed by the
target-oriented approach.

In light of the results presented in this thesis, I foresee that more research will be devoted
in the coming years to the formulation and implementation of seismic migration and
inversion algorithms that could fully benefit from the additional information carried by
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multiple scattering. Free-surface and internal multiples will be more widely used with
the aim of alleviating illumination issues in complex geologies. Transmitted waves and
rapidly decaying fields will be exploited alongside diffractions for the identification of
small scale features with superior resolution than our current capabilities. Moreover, I
expect that the incorporation of acoustic and elastic wavefield separation in wavefield
extrapolation and redatuming schemes will become more widely accepted, and various
imaging algorithms will be reformulated by taking full advantage of multi-component
data. This will limit the set of requirements and the processing steps that seismic data
should have undergone before being used as input for seismic migration and inversion.
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Appendices





A
Derivation of reciprocity-based
elastic wavefield extrapolation

An elastodynamic wavefield in a lossless arbitrarily inhomogeneous anisotropic solid
medium is uniquely defined by the stress tensor τij(x, t) and the particle velocity vi(x, t)
at position x and time t (Aki and Richards, 1980; Snieder, 2002). In the space-frequency
domain, the stress tensor and particle velocity obey the equation of motion

jωρvi − ∂jτij = fi (A.1)

and we assume the linear stress-strain relation

−jωcijklτkl + (∂jvi + ∂ivj)/2 = hij , (A.2)

where the different quantities are defined in Chapter 2 and summarized in Table 1.
Given an interaction quantity that combines these quantities (equation 2.3), the elast-
odynamic reciprocity theorem of the correlation-type can be identified (equation 2.4).
If impulsive point sources of force/deformation type and Green’s functions are sub-
stituted for the wavefields in the elastodynamic reciprocity theorems, the reciprocity
theorem of the correlation-type leads to an elastodynamic Green’s function representa-
tion theorem, which is the basis of seismic interferometry and of our tensorial wavefield
extrapolation. Given the inter-source geometry in Figure 3.1 with a physical source xS
located outside of a closed boundary of receivers ∂DR that surrounds an imaginary
source at the image point xI in the subsurface (Slob et al., 2007), we obtain a Green’s
function representation using only point sources of force type

d
(v,f)
(n,k)(xI ,xS) =

−
∮
∂DR

{d(τ,f)
(ij,k)(xR,xS)G(v,f)∗

(i,n) (xR,xI) + d
(v,f)
(i,k) (xR,xS)G(τ,f)∗

(ij,n) (xR,xI)}nRj d2xR.
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(A.3)

Taking advantage of source-receiver reciprocity relations

G
(v,f)
(i,n) (xR,xI) = G

(v,f)
(n,i) (xI ,xR)

G
(τ,f)
(ij,n)(xR,xI) = G

(v,h)
(n,ij)(xI ,xR)

(A.4)

an equivalent Green’s function representation that mixes point sources of force and
deformation types is obtained

d
(v,f)
(n,k)(xI ,xS) =

−
∮
∂DR

{d(τ,f)
(ij,k)(xR,xS)G(v,f)∗

(n,i) (xI ,xR) + d
(v,f)
(i,k) (xR,xS)G(v,h)∗

(n,ij) (xR,xI)}nRj d2xR.

(A.5)

Equations A.3 and A.5 represent two alternative ways to construct the n-th component
of the particle velocity at xI due to the k-th component of an external volume force
density source at xS . A boundary ∂DR of receivers that record the full particle velocity
vector and stress tensor, and external volume force density sources at xI and xS ,
respectively, are required to evaluate equation A.3. Two co-located boundaries ∂DR

of sources and receivers that fire volume force density and deformation rate density
sources and record the full particle velocity vector and stress tensor are instead required
to evaluate equation A.5.

Equation A.3 looks more suitable for interferometric purposes because the requirements
are less severe. This is not true when the Green’s function between xS and xI has to be
estimated in an imaging context. The terms d(τ,f)

(ij,k)(xR,xS) and d(v,f)
(i,k) (xR,xS) represent

the physical recording, and the terms G(v,f)
(n,i) (x,xR) and G(v,h)

(n,ij)(x,xR) are not recorded
but may be computed numerically: they are the so-called propagators because they
act on the recorded data and backpropagate them into the subsurface domain. The
crosscorrelation and integration (sum) over receivers can be performed implicitly by
injecting recorded data at all receivers simultaneously along a boundary of virtual
sources (co-located with the boundary of physical receivers).

However, equation A.5 does not represent the scalar or vectorial potentials at the image
point xI originating from a P- or S-wave source at xS . These are needed to evaluate
nonlinear, reciprocity-based imaging conditions such as that in equation 2.16. Taking
advantage of the P- and S-wave Green’s functions defined in equations 2.9 and 2.10 we
recall that the P- and S-wave components of the wavefield can be expressed as a sum of
partial derivatives of the velocities. The wavefield extrapolation integral A.5 may then
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be recast as

d
(Φ,Φ)
(N,K)(xI ,xS) =

−
∮
∂DR

{d(τ,Φ)
(ij,K)(xR,xS)G(Φ,f)∗

(N,i) (xI ,xR) + d
(v,Φ)
(i,K)(xR,xS)G(Φ,h)∗

(N,ij) (xI ,xR)}nRj d2xR,

(A.6)

where we use the notation d
(Φ,Φ)
(N,K)(xI ,xS) to express the received P- or S-wave (N)

recorded at point xI , due to a P- or S-wave source (K) located at xS .

To conclude, nonlinear, reciprocity-based imaging conditions require also the scattered
wavefield between a P- or S-wave source at xS and a potential virtual receiver at the
image point xI (first line of equation 2.16). Following the approach that Wapenaar
et al. (2010b) propose, a generic Green’s function can be written as the sum of refer-
ence and scattered wavefields for any definition of the reference and scattered medium.
Furthermore, because equations 2.9 and 2.10 are still valid if any Green’s function is
substituted by the reference Green’s function G0 we obtain

d
0(Φ,Φ)
(N,K) (xI ,xS) =

−
∮
∂DR

{d0(τ,Φ)
(ij,K)(xR,xS)G0(Φ,f)∗

(N,i) (xI ,xR) + d
0(v,Φ)
(i,K) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,h)∗

(N,ij) (xI ,xR)}nRj d2xR.

(A.7)

Subtracting equation equations A.7 from A.6, we obtain the wavefield extrapolation
integral in equations 3.1.
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B
Up/down wavefield separation

It has long been recognized that seismic recordings can be split into in- and out-going
waves with respect to a chosen boundary line ∂DR (see Figure 4.1)

p = p+ + p− vi = v+
i + v−i , (B.1)

where p indicates the pressure recording and vi the particle velocity recording along
the i-th direction, while superscripts + and − refer to in- and out-going constituents,
respectively. In addition, the normal component of the particle velocity vn is uniquely
related to the normal derivative of pressure via the equation of motion

∂p

∂n
= −jωρvn. (B.2)

The approach used in this thesis to obtain decomposed fields in the special case of a
horizontal boundary ∂DR, where in- and out-going constituents are generally referred
as down- and up-going constituents, operates in the frequency-wavenumber domain.
Up- and down-going components of pressure and normal particle velocity are in fact
related to the full pressure and the normal particle velocity recordings by the matrix
equations (Wapenaar and Berkhout, 1989; Amundsen, 1993; Fokkema and van den
Berg, 1993)

[
p+

p−

]
= 1

2

[
1 ξ

1 −ξ

] [
p

vn

]
(B.3)

[
v+
n

v−n

]
= 1

2

[
1/ξ 1
−1/ξ 1

] [
p

vn

]
, (B.4)

where ξ(kx) = ρ ω
kz(kx) is the so-called obliquity factor, kz(kx) =

√
( ωV )2 − k2

x is the
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vertical wavenumber, kx is the horizontal wavenumber, ρ and V are the density and
the velocity at the receiver level, respectively. If we are only interested in obtaining the
down-going constituents of both pressure and particle velocity as in the main text, we
can define the down-going two decomposition vectors D+

p ,D+
v (in equation 4.14) by

extracting the first line of the decomposition matrices in equations B.3 and B.4.

Requirements to be fulfilled for an accurate up/down wavefield separation in the f -k
domain (Weglein et al., 2013) are (1) accurate knowledge of medium properties (ρ, V )
at the receiver array; (2) a horizontally layered (or slowly laterally varying) medium
along the receiver array; (3) horizontal (or, at least, flat) boundary ∂DR where f -k
transform and separation is carried out; (4) adequate sampling and aperture to per-
form an f -k transform. The number of assumptions can be reduced if more accurate
separation techniques are used, such that wavefield decomposition can be performed in
the frequency-space domain (Grimbergen et al., 1998; Wapenaar et al., 2008a; Weglein
et al., 2013) or by means of finite-difference injection (Vasconcelos, 2013; Amundsen
and Robertsson, 2014). The latter method, for example, can accommodate an arbitrary
measurement surface geometry and does not require an estimate of the local medium
parameters as shown in Chapter 7.



C
Anticausal solutions of two-way

MDD

The convolution-type representation in equation 4.1 contains causal Green’s functions
Gp,p and Gvn,p, and likewise we expect to retrieve only causal (one-sided) Green’s
functions by inverting equation 4.10 by means of MDD (equation 4.12). However, a
correlation-type representation can also be written to relate the fields in Figure 4.1
(Slob et al., 2007)

p(xV S ,xS) =
∮
∂DR

p(xR,xS)G∗vn,q(xR,xV S) + vn(xR,xS)G∗p,q(xR,xV S) d2xR, (C.1)

where an enclosing boundary ∂DR is here required since radiation conditions can not be
applied to eliminate the contribution of the half-sphere that would close the boundary.
In practice the quantities along the lower boundary are not available and for this reason
we usually discard such contributions. Note however that this approximation is justified
only if the medium is strongly reflective below xV S (Wapenaar, 2006).

Equation C.1 can then be converted into matrix form using the same quantities defined
in equation 4.10:

p =
[
p̄ v̄

] [ G∗v
G∗p

]
=
[
p̄ −v̄

] [ G∗v
−G∗p

]
⇔ p = dG∗tw (C.2)

and equations 4.10 and C.2 are combined to obtain

p = d (αGtw + βG∗tw) , (C.3)

where α and β are constants such that ∀ α, β : α + β = 1. Thus we see why solving
two-way MDD in fact provides both causal and anticausal Green’s functions, since in
the time domain G∗tw is the time-reverse of Gtw. Equations 4.10 and C.2 also show the
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reason for the different polarity of the anticausal pressure Green’s functions in Figures
4.8 and 4.15. The term Gp comes with a plus sign in the Green’s function vector Gtw

in equation 4.10 and with minus sign in the Green’s function vector G∗tw in equation
C.2.

We now show that when we solve two-way MDD in a regularized sense by finding the
solution at minimum norm (equation 4.11), such regularization term is responsible for
choosing a specific pair of α, β namely α = β = 0.5. In time domain, we first define the
norm of the solution in equation C.3

JG =‖ αGtw(t) + βGtw(−t) ‖2= < αGtw(t), αGtw(t) >

+ < βGtw(−t), βGtw(−t) >

2 < αGtw(t), βGtw(−t) >,

(C.4)

where <,> represents the scalar product that here represents the product of each of
the time samples, integrated over time. By noting that Gtw(t) is causal while Gtw(−t)
is anticausal, their scalar products < Gtw(t),Gtw(−t) > and < Gtw(−t),Gtw(t) >
are both zeros. Moreover, since the two Green’s functions have the same energy (<
Gtw(t),Gtw(t) >=< Gtw(−t),Gtw(−t) >= ktw) we obtain

JG = ktw
(
α2 + β2

)
. (C.5)

Using the fact that α = 1−β the value of β that minimizes JG is 0.5 and so the value of
α. The causal and anticausal solutions obtained by solving two-way MDD have indeed
the same energy as shown in Figures 4.7, 4.8, and 4.14.

We also convert equation C.1 into a representation theorem for virtual dipole sources.
By multiplying each side of the equation by the operator that transforms pressure fields
into particle velocity fields (i.e., −j(ωρ)−1∂i) at the virtual source location, we obtain

vi(xV S ,xS) =
∮
∂DR

−p(xR,xS)G∗vn,fi
(xR,xV S)− vn(xR,xS)G∗p,fi

(xR,xV S) d2xR.

(C.6)

By comparing equation C.6 with equation 4.18 we can thus explain the change in
polarity in the anticausal estimate of the velocity Green’s function from a virtual dipole
source (see Figure 4.9). On the other hand, the causual and anticausal estimates of the
pressure Green’s function from a virtual dipole share the same polarity (see Figure
4.10). The term Gvn,fi

in fact comes with a plus sign in equation 4.18 and with minus
sign in equation C.6, while the term Gp,fi

has a minus sign in both equations.
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Finally, it is interesting to note that by adding directional constraints that annihilate
the down-going energy of the estimated Green’s functions as done in equation 4.16,
the anticausal component of the estimated Green’s functions goes to zero. To explain
this phenomenon, we first convert the two-way correlation-type theorem (equation C.1)
into its one-way (directional) counterpart. Conversely to the convolution-type theorem,
the two products between in- and out-going terms at the stationary receiver locations
have opposite contributions that cancel (Wapenaar and Berkhout, 1989). Consequently,
equation C.1 can be written as

p(xV S ,xS) =
∫
∂DR

p−(xR,xS)G−∗vn,q(xR,xV S) + p+(xR,xS)G+∗
vn,q(xR,xV S)dx2

R

+
∫
∂DR

v−n (xR,xS)G−∗p,q(xR,xV S) + v+
n (xR,xS)G+∗

p,q(xR,xV S)dx2
R.

(C.7)

We note that by invoking the directional constraints (i.e., G+
vn,q = G+

p,q = 0), we are
implicitly solving the following version of the one-way convolution theorem

p(xV S ,xS) =
∫
∂DR

p+(xR,xS)G−vn,q(xR,xV S)− v+
n (xR,xS)G−p,q(xR,xV S) d2xR

(C.8)

or this version of the one-way correlation theorem

p(xV S ,xS) =
∫
∂DR

p−(xR,xS)G−∗vn,q(xR,xV S +v−n (xR,xS)G−∗p,q(xR,xV S) d2xR (C.9)

which, converted into matrix equations, become

p =
[
p+ −v+

] [ G−v
G−p

]
⇔ p = d+G−tw (C.10)

p =
[
p− v−

] [ G−∗v
G−∗p

]
⇔ p = d−G−∗tw. (C.11)

Since the operands d+ and d− in equations C.10 and C.11 contain different quantities,
the convolution problem (i.e. causal solution) can be solved without leaking energy
from the correlation problem (i.e. anticausal solution) by inputting p̄ and −v̄ together
with the directional constraint to the MDD inversion scheme (see, for example, Figure
4.14).
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D
A reciprocal source-receiver

framework for elastic imaging

Imaging with ocean-bottom multicomponent data can require the application of so-
called source-receiver reciprocity (Wapenaar and Fokkema, 2006) to the theory provided
in the main text. Sources usually define a roughly uniformly sampled portion of a
boundary because they are fired at regular times along lines by a boat moving over
the sea surface at constant speed. If data are acquired by OBNs, receivers may be
significantly more sparsely and less uniformly spaced on the seabed. The first step in
the source-receiver imaging framework, wavefield extrapolation, requires the simultan-
eous injection of seismic data in a modelling code (e.g., finite-differences). To do so,
a uniformly spaced boundary may be preferred because it aids error control during
preliminary data interpolation along the modelling grid. Applying source-receiver reci-
procity, the boundary of sources can be used at this stage (Figure D.1a), and seismic
data resorted into common-receiver gathers are backpropagated into the model from
source positions. Once the extrapolated wavefield is estimated, the source wavelet is
injected at any receiver location to create the forward-extrapolated wavefield and the
imaging condition is computed to create an image of the subsurface (Figure D.1b).

An exact elastic imaging condition with velocity-stress receivers and monopole P- or
S-wave pseudosources and pseudoreceivers in the subsurface is given by

InlNM (xI) = G̃
S(Φ,Φ)
(M,N) (xI ,xI , t = 0)} =

−
∫ (∮

∂DR

{dS(τ,Φ)
(ij,M)(xR,xI)G0(v,Φ)∗

(i,N) (xR,xI) + d
S(v,Φ)
(i,M) (xR,xI)G0(τ,Φ)∗

(ij,N) (xR,xI)}nRj d2xR
)

dω

−
∫ (∮

∂DR

{d(τ,Φ)
(ij,M)(xR,xI)G

S(v,Φ)∗
(i,N) (xR,xI) + d

(v,Φ)
(i,M)(xR,xI)G

S(τ,Φ)∗
(ij,N) (xR,xI)}nRj d2xR

)
dω.

(D.1)
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Figure D.1: Geometries used for the alternative version of scattering-based imaging condition
and wavefield extrapolation. (a) A closed source boundary ∂DS (sources actually used in
the acquisition are represented by stars) is used at the extrapolation stage, whereas in (b)
a closed receiver boundary ∂DR (receivers actually used in the acquisition are represented
by triangles) is used at the imaging stage.

Because no assumption about the model on and outside of ∂DR is made up to this
point, the imaging condition in equation D.1 is correct for in- and outgoing waves at
the receiver boundary. Primary and ghost signals are both properly focused at the
image point. However, when only monopole P-wave sources are available as in the
imaging condition in equation 2.16, an approximated integral expression must be used
for wavefield backpropagation by injection of the seismic data along the source array.
The extrapolation of a Green’s function between a P- or S-wave source fired virtually
in the subsurface and a physical particle velocity receiver is

2Re{dS(v,Φ)
(i,M) (xR,xI)} ≈

∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS){d

S(v,Φ)
(i,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,xS)}d2xS∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS){d

(v,Φ)
(i,P ) (xR,xS)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,xS)}d2xS

(D.2)

whereas the Green’s function between a P- or S-wave virtually fired source in the
subsurface and a physical stress receiver is

2Re{d(τ,Φ)
(ij,M)(xR,xI)} ≈

∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS){d

S(τ,Φ)
(ij,P ) (xR,xS)G0(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,xS)} d2xS∮
∂DS

2
ρ(xS)VP (xS){d

(τ,Φ)
(ij,P )(xR,xS)GS(Φ,Φ)∗

(M,P ) (xI ,xS)} d2xS .

(D.3)

The above approximations require that the model at and outside of ∂DS is homo-
geneous, isotropic, and unperturbed. When this assumption is not satisfied (e.g., if
source-side ghost and higher order multiples are not previously attenuated), the extra-
polated wavefields will contain artificial events that erroneously crosscorrelate with the
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source-side wavefield to generate artefacts in elastic images.
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E
Receiver profile VARTM

As already discussed in Appendix D, when data are acquired with ocean-bottom ac-
quisition systems the number of sources largely may exceeds that of receivers. Moreover
ocean-bottom cables (OBCs) are poorly sampled in the cross-line direction and ocean-
bottom nodes (OBNs) are coarsely and non-uniformly located across the whole survey
area. Pre-stack imaging of ocean-bottom acquisition can alternatively be performed in
the common-receiver domain: in terms of processing, the idea of reciprocity is applied,
meaning that the common-receiver data are injected along the source array while the
source wavelet is injected at the common-receiver location.

To be able to perform receiver-profile VARTM, two receiver wavefields are separately
computed by injecting the common-receiver pressure and velocity data as monopole-
type sources:

wp−V ARTMr : p⇒ q, wvn−V ARTM
r : vn ⇒ q (E.1)

(notation is defined in Chapter 7). Similarly, two source wavefields are generated, one
from a monopole source and the other from a dipole source:

wq−V ARTMs : s⇒ q, wfn−V ARTM
s : s⇒ fn. (E.2)

The resulting four wavefields are finally combined in the imaging condition:

i : wfn−V ARTM
s ∗ wp−V ARTMr − wq−V ARTMs ∗ wvn−V ARTM

r . (E.3)

The proper handling of up- and down-going waves results in two images that show
ghost reflectors with the same polarity and true reflectors with reverse polarity, such
that their difference enhances the true reflectors and suppresses the ghost reflectors
(Figure E.1). For a comparison with shot-profile VARTM see Figure 7.5b.
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Note that while shot-profile VARTM has the same cost as shot- and receiver-profile
RTM (i.e., two forward modelling steps), the cost doubles in receiver-profile VARTM
(i.e., four forward modelling steps), meaning that it is convenient to switch from shot-
profile to receiver-profile VARTM only when the number of sources is twice that of
receivers.
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Figure E.1: Receiver-profile VARTM image for migration of up-going waves. A line of black
arrows pointing upward indicates that up-going waves are correctly migrated.
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